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COPYRIGHT POSITION STATEMENT AND DISCLAIMER
The Phoenix Journals are intended as a "real time" commentary on current events, how current
events relate to past events and the relationships of both to the physical and spiritual destinies of
mankind.
All of history, as we now know it, has been revised, rewritten, twisted and tweaked by selfishly
motivated men to achieve and maintain control over other men. When one can understand that
everything is comprised of "energy" and that even physical matter is "coalesced" energy, and that all
energy emanates from God's thought, one can accept the idea that the successful focusing of
millions of minds on one expected happening will cause it to happen.
If the many prophecies made over thousands of years are accepted, these are the "end times"
(specifically the year 2000, the second millennium, etc.). That would put us in the “sorting” period
and only a few short years from the finish line. God has said that in the end-times would come the
WORD--to the four comers of the world--so that each could decide his/her own course toward, or
away from, divinity-based upon TRUTH.
So, God sends His Hosts--Messengers--to present that TRUTH. This is the way in which He
chooses to present it, through the Phoenix Journals. Thus, these journals are Truth, which cannot be
copyrighted; they are compilations of information already available on Earth, researched and
compiled by others (some, no doubt, for this purpose) which should not be copyrighted. Therefore,
these journals are not copyrighted (except SIPAPU ODYSSEY which is "fiction").
The first sixty or so journals were published by America West Publishing which elected to indicate
that a copyright had been applied for on the theory that the ISBN number (so necessary for
booksellers) was dependent upon the copyright. Commander Hatonn, the primary author and
compiler, insisted that no copyrights be applied for and, to our knowledge, none were.
If the Truth is to reach the four corners of the world, it must be freely passed on. It is hoped that
each reader will feel free to do that, keeping it in context, of course.
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DEDICATION
REC #2

ASHTAR

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1989 9:30 A.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 030

This document is dedicated with great honor I'm services rendered unto their fellow-man, to Arthur
Robinson and Gary North.
Arthur Robinson is a chemist. He did his undergraduate work at the California Institute of
Technology. He received his Ph.D. from the University of California at San Diego. He has worked
primarily on the problems of the molecular biology of aging and preventive medicine.
Gary North received his Ph.D. in history from the University of California at Riverside, having
specialized in Colonial American economic history and economic thought. He has worked with
educational foundations, mostly nonprofit, in the field of economics and economic history. (He will
most surely enjoy Commander Hatonn's input in SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER). There are
other credits but they can be obtained by contacting him directly through his publications. (Source is
listed in Appendix.)
These good men do not know me, nor necessarily even believe in a "space brother" connection or
possibility. But, you see, we monitor and know ones who speak and project truth and valid
assistance. We do not recommend lightly. We honor greatly, the ones we represent as qualified
participants on your Earth plane.
They most certainly recognize and know God, Aton very, very well. You are a fortunate people to
have dedicated and daring speakers.
I also recognize and honor my receiver and the beloved ones who compile and bring forth our work.
It is most dangerous to their very physical beings and is why they remain anonymous at this present
time. HONOR THEM, FOR THEY BRING FORTH THE VERY OFFER OF LIFE UNTO YOU
AS A PEOPLE.
ASHTAR
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FORWARD
REC #1

ASHTAR

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1989 7:30 A.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 030

YOU CAN SURVIVE A FULL BLOWN NUCLEAR ATTACK AND LIVE TO FUNCTION
NICELY AFTERWARDS IF YOU ACT NOW, AND GET AN UNDERGROUND SHELTER
SYSTEM OPERATIONAL--NOW. YOU HAVE BEEN SET UP FOR DEATH AND THAT IS
WHERE YOU ARE HEADED. YOU HAVE BEEN LIED TO, DUPED AND
UNCONSCIONABLY BROUGHT TO YOUR KNEES WHILE YOU HAVE TENDED YOUR
GAMES AND TOYS. I INTEND THAT NO ONE READ THIS JOURNAL WITHOUT BEING
MOVED BY YOUR OWN ANGER AND CHALLENGE TO TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR OWN
DESTINY.
Americans, you are in the most critical times of the history of your planet. Your entire planet is in
crisis. I will deal, however, only with the United States of America for it, alone, is too big a bite to
digest. Further, to come into understanding that your own human caretakers and leaders have done
these things to you, will be even harder a lump to swallow. Open your eyes and look about you
please before you become Irate with one, Ashtar. I only repeat what ones before me have presented
to you and you heed not.
I come from the Intergalactic Federation to assist. I do no magic nor hocus pocus, if there is to be
magic, you ones will do it and you had better be started at it.
In preface, I will comment on timely things to hold in your hearts as you move forward in this
document. Firstly, that we from this cosmic dimension honor ones who dare to speak truth.
Secondly, I will mention a few things which will tend to cause you to know the truth lies within this
book.
You are fed one continual string of lies, each one more deadly to you than the prior one.
Let me just point out a few things from just yester eve's news on your so-called "news" projections.
1.You launched another PEACEKEEPER missile which had to be destroyed. They told you the
previous 15 or 18 had been successful---lie. We monitor those missiles and if they bear nuclear
warheads (why do you think they test hydrogen bombs in Nevada constantly?) they are not allowed
past 150 miles from your surface. Out of six launched from Vandenberg in 1987 (for instance) five
were stopped---at least two of them with our craft present, photographed and noted from your
communication desk at the base. The one allowed forth was a tracking satellite to boost the scatter
shield--but a spy unit and not armed with nuclear explosive of damaging nature.
Further, your success rate of space missiles is more like 19 failures out of 20 launches. We do not
need intervene; your industry is so infested with rot and corruption, drug use and greed that you
have naught but faulty equipment. The marvel is that your failure rate is not really 20 out of 20. You
have launched nothing which does not contain errors; some simply do not pull your craft to
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destruction. Some, we electronically correct so that your courageous human crews are not
murdered.
Drug wars? Your own controlling elements made drugs prevalent for reasons covered in SPACEGATE. It is now totally out of control. Worse, dear ones, is that there is an antidote which would
neutralize the addictive traits to all of the most addictive substances; it will not be brought forth
until the problem is far, far worse--your whole economy hangs in the balance of drug money. The
antidotes will come forth when your leaders can bring you under total control--after you have lost
all of your ability to defend yourself through taxes, money control and weapon controls.
Commander Hatonn of Galactic Command, in SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED, speaks of
government participation in the drug problems and President Bush's complicity and actual personal
participation. Documentation of this material can be obtained via THE SECRET GOVERNMENT,
by Milton William Cooper. Mr. Cooper also gives an excellent review of exactly what happened at
President John Kennedy's assassination. Mr. Kennedy was moving against the controlling groups
and your own secret service personnel killed him. One program Mr. Kennedy was pushing
magnificently, was this very program to provide the citizenry of America a survival civil defense
shelter system. I am most indebted to Mr. Cooper.

PLANNED DEPRESSION COMING SOON
You are headed for an immediate depression which is equally well-planned (see SPIRAL TO
ECONOMIC DISASTER) operationally controlled by a select few. You have no basis for money
and I would like to give you a "today" subject of terror. A true scenario of just one "small" facet of
your banking disaster.
Your computer "credit money" is eating you alive. Of course it is only one head of the multi-headed
beast. Vast sums of credit dollars whirl around the globe---over a trillion dollars a day in America
alone. These are handled over two transfer systems: Fedwire and CHIPS. Fedwire is a service of the
Federal Reserve System; CHIPS is operated by the privately owned New York Clearinghouse
Association. About 140 domestic and foreign depository institutions do business with CHIPS.
According to the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (who keeps track of such things), these two
outfits wire transfer more than a trillion dollars of payments per business day --ah, but that isn't the
big problem. These banks and thrifts not only send this money around in unbelievable sums (the
average transfer is a mere $4.5 million) but they habitually overdraw big sums as well: the average
business day OVERDRAFT is $130 billion, according to your own Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis as of Jan. 1989.
Think what happens if the bank that borrowed the money for the day went broke and couldn't pay
back the loan? The FED is supposed to make up the funds! What if a computer breaks down? What
if many banks get hit at one time? Some of these major transfers are from deliberately set up
holding companies intended to go broke! What if???
Dr. King is writing a nice accurate document explaining this very bizarre added risk for your
money. BUT--IT IS ALL IN THE WELL PLANNED BLUEPRINT, HUMAN AMERICANS.
About two years ago your Bank of New York overdrew $25 billion and the FED gave them an
overnight credit for $25 billion with their computer---AND THEN COLLECTED $5 MILLION OF
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INTEREST ON THAT LOAN THE VERY NEXT DAY. LOOKS LIKE LOTS OF TROUBLE IN
RIVER CITY, TO ME, FRIENDS.
Who is going to make up all this money? Taxpayers? And how'! You seem to have a major problem
handling the drug war. Just in California, the budget deficit for 1990 is $49 BILLION, and the
Governor said he will get the revenue from "increased taxes and sales." It just doesn't work out in
cosmic arithmetic. I continue to urge you to get Dr. King's material, "how" is in SPIRAL TO
ECONOMIC DISASTER.
YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE A MASSIVE DEPRESSION AND MONEY SYSTEM
COLLAPSE---IT IS THE ONLY WAY THEY CAN GET YOU ALL ONTO A CREDIT CARD
DEBIT SYSTEM WHEREBY EVERY FACET OF YOUR LIFE WILL BE MONITORED AND
CONTROLLED. FURTHER, YOU MARCH LIKE LITTLE SOLDIERS TO THE FIRING
SQUAD.

FOR CREDIBILITY --To give credibility to the statements made by myself toward the end of this book I want to note
something. I tell you that I guarantee that your government will send double the amount of funding
to the Soviet Union and Communist allies, than would cost you to build an entire civil defense
system for your people who are destined to annihilation. On your news yesterday (Sep, 14, 1989)
your government pledged monies and goods with debts forgiven (that is free) and low-interest loans
and industrial goods and technology to the Soviet leader visiting your country. Mr. Bush already
pledged $1.3 billion and now you are pouring more billions into Poland alone---you are being set-up
beyond return, citizens. Not only is it pre-set-up but in a week past's journal on 'news" it stated the
same thing (now this is just for one nation, dear ones).
While you have no survival shelter defense, no stored grain in your shelter silos,--- YOU supplied
all the grain to be utilized in Russia's massive underground system of survival shelters. Further, now
you are going to send "surplus" grain by the zillions of tons to Poland to help the communists look
like good guys--AND YOU STILL HAVE NO MEANS OF SURVIVING A NUCLEAR
ATTACK; NOR DO YOU HAVE ANY EMERGENCY SUPPLIES OR FOODS STORED
WHERE YOU CAN GET AT THEM IN AN EMERGENCY NATURAL UPHEAVAL---AND
YOU ALLOW IT TO GO ON AND ON AND ON.

GOD HELPS THOSE WHO--IF YOU ARE PLANNING TO JUST WAIT FOR GOD TO DO IT FOR YOU, I HAVE
TERRIBLE NEWS---IT DOES NOT WORK IN THAT MANNER. GOD DEMANDS HANDS
AND ACTION. THE ENEMY, SATAN, HAS THE ABUNDANCE OF HELPERS IN EVERY
TINY DETAIL OF YOUR EXISTENCE; SO FAR THEY ARE WINNING.
WHAT CAN YOU DO? YOU GET UP ONTO YOUR FEET, FACE THE PROBLEM, GET OUT
OF YOUR SELF PERCEIVED HELPLESSNESS AND LETHARGY---MOVE INTO ACTION
AS A MASS OF CITIZENS AND SAVE YOUR ASSETS! WE WILL ASSIST YOU; WE WILL
NOT DO IT FOR YOU! IT IS UP TO YOU WHAT YOU CHOOSE TO DO ABOUT IT.
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IN FRIENDSHIP WE STAND BY READY TO SERVE AS YOU PETITION. WE WILL SOON
BE QUITE VISIBLE TO YOUR MASSES. WE COME ONLY IN LOVE AND PEACE--WE ARE
HERE TO BRING OUR WORKERS HOME IN THE EVENT HUMAN EARTH MAN DOES
NOT RESPOND AND KEEP YOUR PLANET FROM BLOWING ITSELF AWAY AND
DAMAGING OUR COSMIC ORDER WITHIN THIS SECTOR OF THE GALACTIC SYSTEM.
SO BE IT. I SALUTE THOSE OF YOU WHO HEAR AND SEE TRUTH AND DARE TO
RESPOND IN POSITIVE ACTION. IT IS PAST TIME YOU STOP BEING HELPLESS
"PEOPLE OF THE LIE".

WE COME IN THE SERVICE OF GOD
WE COME FROM NO "SANCTIMONIOUS RELIGIOUS" ORDER OR DOCTRINE OR CLUB
OR CULT AFFILIATION. WE COME IN THE SERVICE OF GOD AND THE CREATION, IN
BROTHERHOOD FOR MAN. THE TIME IS AT HAND TO SET THINGS TO RIGHT FOR
YOU ARE IN THE FINAL STAGES OF THE FOREGIVEN PROPHECIES OF TRANSITIONAL
CHANGES FOR EARTH HERSELF. WHAT HAPPENS TO YOU AS INDIVIDUAL SOULS IS
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT TO US, BUT THOSE ARE YOUR CHOICES TO MAKE NOT
OURS. OURS IS TO GIVE YOU INFORMATION IN TRUTH THAT YOU CAN KNOW HOW
IT IS, THEN YOUR DECISIONS WILL BE THE GUIDELINES. WE WILL REMAIN AND
ASSIST ANY WAY WE CAN; IF YOU CONTINUE TO BE HOSTILE AND REFUSE TO SEE
TRUTH, OUR WORKERS WILL BE REMOVED AND YOU SHALL PLAY OUT YOUR
CYCLE WITHOUT HELP. SO BE IT AND SELAH.
I BESEECH YOU TO READ THESE DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE BEING BROUGHT FORTH
IN COMPUTER CIRCUIT FORMAT FROM OUR REALMS UNTO YOURS. YOUR WORLD IS
IN CHAOS AND CRISIS. I IMPLORE YOU TO HEED THE MESSAGES AND RECOGNIZE
THE TRUTH OF IT. WE DO NOT JUST GIVE YOU STORIES ABOUT IT, WE TELL YOU
WHAT OUR "SCANNERS" SHOW THAT YOU CAN DO TO ALTER PROBABILITIES. WE
WILL DO NOTHING MORE AT THIS TIME.
I AM COMMANDER ASHTAR TO SIGN OFF AND CLEAR CIRCUIT OUT.
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CRITICAL NOTATION
REC #4

ASHTAR

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1989 11:30 A.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 030

As you read this hook you will note it deals with the probability of attack by the Soviet Union. In
view of the current happenings, you will probably refuse to take the warnings seriously. DO NOT
MAKE SUCH AN ERROR.
In a world of impending disaster, you find yourselves with strange bedfellows. As recently as 1986,
your historians could only assume the nuclear war would be a first-strike attack by the Soviets. It is
still a most possible tactic. HOWEVER, IT IS NOT LIKELY.
IT IS NOT LIKELY BECAUSE YOU AND RUSSIA NEED TO BE ALLIED. COMMANDER
HATONN HAS BEEN GIVING HIS PEOPLE DETAILED INPUT FOR TWO YEARS AS TO
HOW AND WHEN THINGS WOULD HAPPEN. YOU HAVE ALL THE PIECES IN PLACE
FOR YOUR FINAL PROPHECIES TO SPIRAL INTO THE LAST ACT.
YOUR DEADLIEST ENEMY, AND IT WILL HAPPEN THROUGH WAR UPON THE
SOVIETS, IS RED CHINA. MARK THIS WELL, FOR IT INDICATES THAT YOU MIGHT, IF
YOU ACT QUICKLY, GET YOURSELF PREPARED.
While you ones of the world have not been included in public pronouncements from inside Red
China they have perfected weapons which diminish the value of either yours or the Soviets. They
have a superbly completed tunnel survival system and some 500,000,000 nuclear armed troops
available. It only required 200,000,000 to meet all prophetic requirements.
The war will undoubtedly be started through irrational acts in the Middle East. HOW MANY ARE
AWARE THAT ISRAEL TESTED A MEDIUM RANGE NUCLEAR-CAPABLE MISSILE
SUCCESSFULLY JUST YESTERDAY? (September 14, 1989) THEY ALREADY HAD
MILITARY CAPABILITY; THIS ONE IS AWESOME AND GUESS WHERE IT CAME FROM?
THE MIDDLE EAST SITUATION CANNOT CONTINUE UNCHANGED FOR VERY MUCH
LONGER. FURTHER, THE ARABS DO BUSINESS WITH CHINA AND HAVE A WHOLE
STRING OF SILKWORM "TYPE" LONG RANGE MISSILES WITH NUCLEAR CAPABILITY
IN PLACE AND READY TO USE. (PLEASE SEE SPACEGATE.) THE WORLD IS SITTING
ATOP A MAGNIFICENT TIME-BOMB WITH THE PLAYERS IN THE ACT OF CHOOSING
UP PARTNERS. PAY ATTENTION!
While all this is taking formation---ACT! Get busy and get your security shelters prepared. If it
continues according to our probabilities, the U.S. will be a third party to the conflagration and may
well miss the first DIRECT attack. This does not mean you will be left untouched, but it does mean
that with care, you will survive to build another day. Move right on through, beloved ones, as if the
Soviets were going to pull the first-strike attack within the year and you shall be prepared.
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Further, look about you at the signs of the times. It is not only the Christos one who has given them
unto you but he pretty well sums it up: “Now learn the parable from the fig tree: When its branch
has become tender, and puts forth its leaves, you will know that summer is near…” Well, brothers,
summer is about over and the tree is past full leafing. You have every sign falling all about you.
We will cover the subject of these end times, and already have, to great extent. However, I want no
further distractions from the contents of this document.
IT BECOMES AN UNAVOIDABLE FACT THAT IF YOU DO NOT GET INTO OPERATION A
GOOD CIVIL DEFENSE SYSTEM OF EXCELLENT SURVIVAL SHELTERS YOU WILL NOT
NEED ANY OF THE ALTERNATIVE PLANS WHICH YOUR GOVERNMENT OR YOUR
RELIGIOUS LEADERS WILL PUT FORTH. ONE GROUP IS, AT PRESENT, JUST AS
MISLEADING AS THE OTHER. NO ONE, BUT NO ONE IS GOING TO WHOOSH DOWN
AND SAVE YOU FROM YOUR CARELESS FOOLISHNESS. FAITH WITHOUT WORKS
WILL MERIT THEE NAUGHT--WORKS WITHOUT GOD'S GRACE WILL MERIT THEE
NAUGHT. IT IS A TIME FOR MAN TO SEE AND HEAR TRUTH AND TURN FROM THE
LIES OF THINE EVIL FOES.
READ THIS DOCUMENT CAREFULLY AND THEN I SUGGEST A VERY POOR NIGHT'S
SLEEP FOR YOU. YOU ARE IN THE PROCESS OF COMMITTING SUICIDE BY ACT OF
MURDER BY THOSE SET FORTH TO CARE FOR YOU; YOU HAVE BEEN SORELY LIED
UNTO, YOU STILL HAVE TIME IF YOU ACT---NOW!
I AM ASHTAR
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CHAPTER 1
REC #1

ASHTAR

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1989 7:00 A.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 023

Why does man wait until it is all but too late? Because man expects another to take care of him.
Man has even found a way to place his eternal salvation on a single poor entity whom was crucified
for and instead of himself! Further, ones get before great crowds of believing brothers and scream,
"All you have to do is believe!” Well, it is right and it is wrong. NO ONE CAN DO IT FOR
ANOTHER AND IF YOU BELIEVE IT CAN BE DONE FOR YOU, YOU ARE GOING TO
SPEND A LONG TIME WISHING YOU HAD BELIEVED OTHERWISE.
Ashtar present to speak on these matters of survival and transition. Greetings.

SURVIVAL
Is it too late? For most, yes. However, you must never roll over and "give up". It is not too late for
all ones. To cover this adequately will require backup information which you will find most
unpleasant.
You must have underground shelters. Hear me: YOU MUST HAVE UNDERGROUND
SHELTERS! There are countries upon your planet who have provided for the populace in very
suitable underground dwellings and shelters. Some of those very countries will not survive due to
Earth's natural changes but can survive much of Earth's cleansing as well as man's stupidity and
nuclear fracas. Again, I am only going to deal specifically with the United States of America.
Further I will assume that all ones will utilize selective thought to understand that I also expect ones
in specific, but unnamed locales, to pay attention. There are places which shall represent models in
many categories and I will not place those centers in jeopardy.
DEARLY BELOVED---IT IS NOT PARTICULARLY INTENDED THAT YOU ONES
SURVIVE. YOUR GOVERNMENTS ARE WORKING OUT THE PLANS OF THINNING THE
POPULATIONS AND IT IS COMING TOGETHER IN MAGNIFICENT FORM. OH, IT IS
MORE POINTED THAN THAT--'TIS A GROUP THAT WILL FALL. IT WILL BE THE ONES
WHO APPEAR MOST EXPENDABLE; THE "UNPRODUCTIVE" ONES, THE LESSER
"CLASSES" AND THE REAL TROUBLEMAKERS. THEREFORE WE WILL NOT MAKE
TROUBLE--NO PICKETS, NO HARANGUES--WE WILL ASSIST YOU IN HANDLING
SURVIVAL IN ALL RESPECTS, THROUGH THIS BETROUBLED TIME. THIS DOES NOT
MEAN YOU CEASE TO TAKE A STAND AND SPEAK OUT, ELSE HOW CAN YOUR
BROTHER RECOGNIZE ERRORS, BUT YOU KNOWLEDGE, WISDOM AND
INTELLIGENCE.

SET-UP FOR SELF ENSLAVEMENT
As we have discussed with you; the government will get it set up so that you DEMAND more and
more restrictions on you, as the innocent citizens. Do you really think the criminal element, the drug
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pushers and the mafia are going to give up their weapons? Of course not. But you, the people, will
badger the government to the point that there will be laws, lots and lots of laws passed, to insure that
the ordinary citizen has no means remaining to himself, for protection. YOU WILL DO IT-----YOU ARE ALREADY DOING IT!
Further, "YOU will DEMAND to pay more taxes to bring an end to the "drug problem”. How is
that? Do you think any amount of "money" will bring it into control? The paltry show of power and
rot in Colombia, for instance, is one of the biggest farces you will ever witness. And the new
"program" on drugs» "the war on drugs"? YOU ARE BLIND, LITTLE ONES---IT IS THE VERY
GROUP THAT WILL RUN THE DRUG "WAR" THAT SET THE GAME UP IN THE
BEGINNING. YOU WILL SIMPLY VOTE AWAY MORE OF YOUR RESOURCES UNTIL
THEY HAVE YOU WILLINGLY, RIGHT WHERE THEY WANT YOU--- YOU ARE ALL BUT
THERE!
What of crime? How can it get anything but worse? Further, if you cannot ship in drugs from
elsewhere, where do you think they will come from'! You have a world full of addicted humans-they will get drugs, my friends, any way they have to. It will be through crimes of such savage
nature that you will tremble in your beds at night. WHILE YOU HAVE RELIGIOUSLY TRIED
TO FIGURE OUT WHAT IS MEANT BY THE BEAST--YOU HAVE BEEN CONSUMED BY
THE DRAGON, CHEWED UP AND READY TO BE SWALLOWED AND YOU HAVE
DEMANDED IT. YOU HAVE GONE TO SLEEP ONLY TO WAKE UP AND FIND EVERYTHING YOU HAVE, STOLEN, MUTILATED OR TERRORIZED. WHILE YOU
SQUABBLE OVER WHERE A LOCAL SEWER LINE SHALL RUN, YOUR COMMUNITY
PEOPLES AND PLACES HAVE BECOME CESSPOOLS OF VARYING DEGREES OF
CORRUPTION, FOR IT IS THE NATURE OF THE BEAST.

FACE IT-NUCLEAR PROBLEMS ABOUND
Face facts. We will speak of nuclear exchange for that is what you will have, along with everything
else--at least to some degree, as well as there will be nuclear spillage from your "testing" and power
production units. You have a mighty problem facing you if nothing else happens. You have been
lied to, hidden from and sorely manipulated by the super-top secret government that has been
birthed from what was established to govern and care for you. As we have recently told you, you are
sitting ducks while "they" have been building safety places for themselves. FURTHER, THEIR
PLANS ARE WORKING TO PERFECTION, RIGHT DOWN TO THE CREATION OF MORE
OVERBEARING AND UNSUBSTANTIATED "MONEY" WITHOUT RUNNING THE
PRESSES. THEY ARE SETTING YOU UP FOR A FALL FROM WHICH YOU WILL NEVER
RECOVER. SEE IT AND UTILIZE FULLY, EVERYTHING YOU CAN, TO MAXIMIZE YOUR
POSITION TO THE OPTIMUM FOR SAFETY AND SELF RELIANCE.
There are urgent needs for places for investors and banks, etc., to fund in the form of good industrial
projects. These are mandatory in order to continue the sham---use it! The big take-overs and
mergers are the death throes prior to calling the cards. ''They'' do, however, have to keep some
semblance of "normal' business transactions in action to continue the facade. There are plans to
leave you helpless in a crumbled economy--well, you use this inside knowledge too! We will be
giving you the means whereby you can assist yourselves---USE THEM!
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USE IT OR LOSE IT!
IF YOU DO NOT CHOOSE TO UTILIZE OUR ASSISTANCE THEN I REQUEST YOU NOT
LATER, AFTER THE FACT, COME UNTO THESE ONES, WHO HAVE TENDED THE
MASTER'S GUIDELINES, TO SAVE YOU! IF YOU CHOOSE TO BELIEVE THAT THIS
CANNOT BE TRUTH, SO BE IT. IT IS YOUR CHOICE BUT YOU HAD BETTER BE VERY,
VERY CAREFUL FOR YOUR LAST LIFEBOAT IS JUST ABOUT READY TO DEPART THE
DOCK.

YOU HAVE NO DEFENSE
Defense systems? You have no defense systems! The only thing that saves you, let us say, from the
Russians which you pretend to fear, is the fact that you are secret allies. You couldn't stop an atomic
attack even if the Soviets, the Iranians, the Turks, the Greeks, the Colombians etc., etc., were using
cargo planes (or passenger planes perhaps") and rolling the bombs out the hatches by hand. More,
you would find that the planes and bombs would probably be made by your own companies---you
know: "Made in America for Americans!"--sent forth and then re-imported. You ones do tend to
like imported goods.
On your news media TODAY, there is a little blurb whereby they tout the wondrous technology
being carried out at a little obscure town in California. It is regarding an airport and "wondrous"
things are going on--like advanced technology being researched, and a jet fighter plane being
remodeled to carry and drop “cluster bombs with nuclear capability”. Who are you going to drop
them on? Do you even know what a "cluster bomb" is? Do you even care? How about trying one
out on Super-Bowl Sunday'! You do not see that forest of devastation capability and intent for that
tree in front of your vision-you know, "will Jimmy Bakker win or lose?" So be it.
Most Americans assume either that somehow "civil defense and the government" takes care of these
problems, or else they assume that it's not needed any more. Some will even vaguely remember
something about "bomb shelters" from the 60s, but they believe that whatever it was that scared
everybody must somehow have gone away. Or, they may think that a nuclear war will end the
world, so it is useless to think about civil defense. Neither assumption is correct!
You, I would wager, do not even remember what caused the scare in the 60s. It was something
called the "Cuban missile crisis". That is but a pale memory or gone completely. What is going on
right now in your own hemisphere is so vastly more threatening today that you cannot relatively
compare. Now, I am going to give you some provocative thoughts .. A NUCLEAR WAR WOULD
NOT END THE WORLD! WE OF THESE COSMIC REALMS ARE NOT TO ALLOW IT TO
COME TO THAT POINT HOWEVER, IT WILL END MOST OF LIFE-FORMS---LIKE YOURS!
YOU CAN TAKE PRECAUTIONS AND IT DOES NOT HAVE TO BE THAT WAY. I WILL
GET AROUND TO TELLING YOU EXACTLY WHAT TO DO BUT I AM GOING TO MAKE
YOU READ A GREAT MANY FACTS, FIRST.

SOME CAN SURVIVE
Twenty-eight percent of the world's population has good civil defense shelters --INCLUDING THE
RESIDENTS OF SWITZERLAND, CHINA, AND THE SOVIET UNION. WHAT DOES THAT
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TELL YOU, THAT, ALONG WITH THE MASSIVE UNDERGROUND TOP SECRET
SHELTER SYSTEM TO SAVE YOUR OWN GOVERNMENT? IT SHOULD TELL YOU THAT
THE TRUTH LIES IN THE BOOKS PRIOR TO THIS ONE. "SPACE-GATE. THE VEIL
REMOVED" AND "SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER". YOU WILL TRULY FIND THAT
TRUTH MOST SURELY IS STRANGER THAN FANTASY!
You ones want to believe that YOU are basically the GOOD GUYS and every one else is a
composite of the BAD GUYS. Well, even if the perception were correct, what would you have?
When good and evil are placed in opposition to one another, good usually triumphs over evil.
HOWEVER, WHEN GOOD AND EVIL MAKE PACTS WITH ONE ANOTHER, EVIL WILL
TRIUMPH. IT HAS EVER BEEN THUS. YOU ARE DEALING WITH THOSE WHO
DENOUNCE GOD AND THE CHRIST PATH--IN OTHER WORDS, YOU MAKE YOUR
PACTS WITH SATAN IN A MOST AROUND ABOUT MANNER. PEACE AT ALL COST IS
NOT "PEACE", IT IS "SLAVERY" ENFORCED BY TERROR---AND YOU ARE IN IT!
Dharma, please take a brief break and conference with Oberli to see if this format is helpful. It will
require more of our time but if it saves greatly else-wise, let us utilize it. I move to Stand-by.
Ashtar clear.
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CHAPTER 2
REC #2

ASHTAR

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8,1989 11:15 A.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 023

MYTHS AND NONSENSE
Ashtar to resume, let us clear the space please.
The most blatant myth of your American military defense is that you are being defended. YOU
ARE NOT BEING DEFENDED! Have you ever heard of a game called Russian roulette? Well, you
are now playing it with particle beams and hydrogen war heads. The Russian government has not
changed any at base foundation and the peoples were never the cause of animosity. When total
enemies form a brotherhood, watch out. Peace is never the outcome at a human level. It is not
Russia as such, that is your enemy--it is a concept of basic spiritual opposites.
I do not wish to dwell on the "who" of this problem. Let us say it is any nation that begins a
holocaust--the who is unimportant after the bombs start “busting in air, following the rocket's red
glare". Let us deal with practicality.

LIST OF LIES TO DECEIVE YOU
I will hereby point out some "facts" given forth to you which are "lies":. 1) "Nobody could survive
an air burst nuclear explosion directly overhead at maximum destruction height." 2) "Few living
creatures would survive an all out atomic attack on the U.S., except in the most rural areas." 3) "The
modern world would be thrown back into the Dark Ages; it would take a thousand years to rebuild."
Well, you are headed back to the Dark Ages if you do not take care, but this is not the reason. And
4) "Civil defense is impractical and incredibly expensive. That is why no nation ever spends much
money on civil defense."
THE TRUTH, FRIENDS, IS THAT: 1) No unprotected person could survive a blast overhead at
optimum burst height, but virtually 100% of those "inside" properly designed shelters could and
would survive if they had as little as ten extra feet of dirt and a properly designed shelter in
between them and the blast.
2) Most living creatures would survive if they were over five miles from a blast, assuming the
bombs had been exploded above ground without much fallout. Even with extensive fallout, natural
environment of plants and animals would be re-established within a few years. Note. Even with the
atomic blasts in Japan, the cities are completely rebuilt. Of course there are magnificent problems
involved; we speak here of survival!
3) People with knowledge and faith are what make an economy, not buildings. If most of the
population could get into bomb shelters before an attack, then America's crucial resource would
survive: that is "people".
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4) The Soviets (and I must use them as example because this is the target of your belief in enemy
form and the numbers involved are staggering) have enough nuclear weapons to kill over 90% of
the U.S. population, because America has no bomb shelters except for the elite few, in government
and military groups. THE U.S. COULD NOT KILL MORE THAN 5% OF THE SOVIET
POPULATION, BECAUSE THEY DO HAVE MASSIVE SHELTERS, AND THEY DO HAVE A
STRATEGIC DEFENSE SYSTEM PRETTY WELL OPERATIONAL. They spend the equivalent
of about $40 billion a year on shelters, the actual deployment of anti-ballistic missiles and radars,
and real "star war" research. You see, you ones who have touted the "star wars" farce have spent
your money on a massive satellite system for the grey men banking concerns while the Russians
could spend their resources on the "real thing". The ones who "count" are taken care of under your
lend-lease policy of sharing technology, etc.
5) The Soviet Union publishes its military strategy repeatedly and it always sort of boils down to let
someone strike first--somewhere in the world, then strike out as a country--first and magnificently.
That "first" little blast heard around the world will probably come out of your middle east where
you big boys play war through the little fanatical people who do the dying while utilizing your
"toys".
6) The U.S. has no public defense system at all--NONE! The entire "defense" strategy is based on
nuclear RETALIATION "after" a Soviet nuclear attack. Even that retaliatory threat is no longer
backed by credible military ability, my friends. You have diverted too much money into the Secret
Lie, cover-ups and space travel that only includes a very, very few of you.
7) Excellent civil defense systems already protect twenty eight percent of the world's populations:
Soviet citizens, Red Chinese citizens and of course, the Swiss. Where do the bankers and
Bilderbergers house their headquarters? OPEN YOUR EYES LITTLE SLEEPYHEADS AND PUT
YOUR PUZZLE TOGETHER!
8) Now, the one that will really hurt you: you could have a safe fallout shelter system based on
$200 per person for the blast and fallout shelter, plus an additional $100 per person for food, tools,
and other items to aid in survival and reconstruction after an attack. Crowding would be eliminated
for an additional $50 per person. These low prices would, of course, depend upon relatively large
150 person shelters and savings from mass production and procurement during a large building
program. You obviously could not install shelters in your back yard for five people at those prices
per person. However, I point out the figures in this segment for it the government's lack of programs
and shelter provision which is presently under discussion. I will get to details as compiled for you,
in proper order.
What is completely fascinating to us of these distant realms is the lack of forethought. You build
massive underground structures to park your overcrowding, polluting vehicles when you could have
a fallout bomb, natural disaster shelter under every parking structure, building, school, park and
playground in your Country for the amazing sum of about $1,000 per person and live in relative
comfort, have abundant food and water supply for a sufficient period of time, a base from which to
live and rebuild and on and on and thus and so. WHERE ARE YOUR VALUES AND
PRIORITIES? COULD THIS NOT BE A REQUIREMENT OF EVERY NEW BUILDING
STRUCTURE ESTABLISHED MUCH AS A REQUIRED APPROVED SEWER SYSTEM,
WATER AND GAS SUPPLY TO ALL BUILDING SITES--CODES, I BELIEVE YOU CALL
THEM?
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COMMUNITY POSSIBILITIES
Could not communities require these additions? Would it not be a worthy community project, to
protect its citizens? Could it not be a worthy project for municipal bonding? You have some rough
times coming in the form of seasonal extremities, earth changes such as 10.5 earthquakes, tornados,
hurricanes, volcanic fallout and nuclear accidents. More money is wasted on committees to "study"
these things than the cost of simply doing It.
Further, why don't you propose a tunnel system? You need more than just the ability to jump into a
safe hole and exist for an indefinite time. Have underground tunnels. The Chinese do. Of course the
Chinese had to dig the tunnels all by hand labor. You ones can move in your big machinery and
build the whole thing faster than you can put up a big building, for the shelters do not need be the
Hilton hotel equivalent. However, I will speak of that also, for on your place, you could have both
in one structure. Your homes could be built and integrate both in magnificent beauty.
In the U.S. any engineering done on the subject proposes modular, non-tunnel systems simply
because they are cheaper. However, since your leaders have been somewhat less than truthful about
your upcoming dangers, and also about the potential of blast shelters to eliminate that danger, even
these less expensive systems do not get deployed. IT IS TIME YOU ONES DO SOMETHING I
WHAT IS IN STORE FOR YOUR "SO-CALLED" FUTURE IS JUST ABOUT TO HAPPEN SO I
MOST AFFECTIONATELY SUGGEST YOU GO TO WORK AT THIS SITUATION--NOW!

LOOK AT CHINA
Let me paint just a small picture of Peking, China. The entire city has tunnels under it, with
entrances from every store, every apartment building, every residence and every public facility.
Inside the tunnels are kitchens, running water supply, sanitary facilities, food storage in great
abundance, medical facilities--all in complete readiness for instant use. They are constantly
maintained on both voluntary and paid for service basis, for it involves “family” units and
interconnecting tunnels (roadways) to get to locations from any point to any point. If there should
accidentally be a blockage in one tunnel, there are mapped alternate routes. All can be completely
sealed from air leakage or water seepage. You basically have underground city facilities with
backup food and survival supplies that are guarded and never touched. The penalty for stealing or
endangering that system of survival goods is unthinkable.
This is only an example---this is developed under every city and village-appropriate to the number
of inhabitants and extra to provide for transients to the city. Let me shock you; China has expended
more person hours of labor and more materials to build tunnels under her cities to tend her populace
THAN WERE UTILIZED TO BUILD THE GREAT WALL.
Dear ones, no-one--the Soviet Union or your government--will utilize a nuclear strike against China.
You would expend your precious warheads and they would come up out of the ground and devour
you in the twinkling of an eye. In the end, they will get most ones anyway. While you slept and
played at tinker toys and baseball; China built a bastion against which no country can prevail.

HOW ABOUT THE SOVIET UNION'!
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The Soviets have spent the equivalent of about a hundred billion dollars on civil defense systems.
They also spend an ongoing $20 to $30 per year per person to maintain the shelters, improve Civil
defense training, warning systems and in the addition of more shelter systems. The problem, of
course is that the shelters were built against nuclear attack. This has left the less strategic target
areas unprotected in most instances, but the intent is to widen the areas. You see, these were all
built, in all instances, as nuclear war shelters. You ones must build for the intent of natural disasters
also. Do not err in that if you have no bomb blast, you need naught of tunnels and caves--oh yes you
do!
In the Soviet Union, about 100,000, or more, full-time civilian and military personnel are involved
in civil defense during peacetime, plus up to twenty million part time personnel. There are millions
of volunteers involved in training and preparation. The children have extensive drills and
instructions on survival. In the higher educational programs in universities, etc., it is required
ancillary study.
Approximately 75% of the Soviet populations are protected by blast shelters with an average of
sixty two pounds per square inch sure-safe blast resistance. (The remaining 25% are in rural areas.)
The above means that the shelters are 100% safe from a 62 pound per square inch blast wave. This
includes most of the air-burst nuclear threat. Ah, but moreover, the "ruling class" have now been
given 1000 psi blast protection which makes them immune to most ground bursts as well.
Let us give you something against which to compare. A 5 psi blast wave will reduce a frame
building to rubble. You need blast shelters which protect to a sure-safe blast resistance of around
200 psi at minimum, depending upon location.
The Soviets have done quite a few intelligent things. They have scattered their industrial base across
a large land mass, and a very large portion is, itself, underground or protected in other manner of
ways.
I will herewith use numbers from one of your own reports; Boeing Co. did a study in the 70s on this
subject and concluded the following: "In the event of a USSR-US nuclear war, only 25 percent to 50
percent of the targeted industrial capacity of the Soviet Union would be destroyed in the primary
target areas. Supporting industries would do even better: 75 percent of their blast furnaces, 75
percent of their foundries, 90 percent of their machine shops, 80 percent of their steel fabricating
facilities, and 80 percent of their aircraft manufacturing would survive. They could compensate for
most of the damage by increasing their labor schedule from two shifts to three shifts a day."

WHAT ABOUT SWITZERLAND?
Now surely everyone on your planet knows about Switzerland: the Alps, great ski resorts, secret
bank accounts, fine watches, chocolate, neutrality, eight centuries of democratic rule, peace and
prosperity. Switzerland has not fought a war in five centuries. Isn't this somewhat remarkable for a
little bit of a country located in the middle of endlessly war torn Europe?
What is not generally known outside of Switzerland is that the entire Swiss population is now
sheltered from atomic attack. Specialists may debate just how well they are sheltered, but specialists
enjoy debating anything at hand. Well, they can safely ignore your shelters security factors for you
don't have any.
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The Swiss are, further, a heavily armed little peace loving, prosperous, freedom-loving, low-crime,
camp. Bridges are intentionally mined, the army has military bunkers all over the country, and there
are high technology defense installations. The Swiss could be defeated by the Soviet Union, but
they could not be defeated before they inflicted very high losses on the invaders.
They impose a high risk-reward ratio on invaders. That fact is what kept Hitler out of Switzerland.
BUT, THE BIG STICK IS THAT THE REAL POWERS OF YOUR WORLD HEADQUARTER
THERE--IT IS OFF LIMITS.
The facts you face are that over 200 million Americans will die if the nuclear exchanges come off.
If you get a civil defense system of shelters and survival facilities available you would have a very
good chance of survival. You are uniquely located to prevent occupation of major scale and yes,
you could survive as a nation. Your star wars games are a sham to shroud the real intent of the space
system. However, these things are already in place and yours is to do with what you have--well,
brothers, I suggest you get your shovels and start digging! War is only a portion of what the shelters
will ultimately serve as protection for you beloved ones. There will be winds and toxic fallouts that
only underground and aerodynamic buildings can withstand. Why can you not see that you are at
the ending of the cycle and these things will come upon you? Please understand that these things of
the prophecies will come to pass.
Ashtar to stand-by for a respite please. Salu
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CHAPTER 3
REC #1

ASHTAR

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1989 8:00 A.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 024

Ashtar present and prepared to continue. Greetings, Dharma, in the light of the Radiant One and in
the beauty of a glorious day. Let us first speak of current things as I am requested by Hatonn to give
an instruction or two.
Regarding Sipapu; you will please have Nick's drawings reduced to proper size and placed
appropriately within the story. Further, in the front you will reproduce Gary's two songs that the
words can set a quality of atmosphere. You must learn to fly with the Redtail, little chela, for soon
you shall be free as the magnificent essence which ye ones are. And yet, a portion of each essence is
left in spirit wherever it has touched, be it a wondrous teacher or an Indian maiden---once you have
"been" you can never again "unbe". It is so important, therefore, that you leave wondrous and
beauteous footprints upon thy passage. Even a tiny butterfly, which touches your aura, leaves of
itself the beauty and oneness of a precious moment in sequence. So be it.

WITH INFORMATION MAN CAN SURVIVE
Let me explain a bit as to "why" I utilize descriptions, numbers and dreadful statistics for the
documents. We are not here to write beauteous novels of fantasy and fun. Earth man must face the
problems in which he finds himself and he must be given these things that he can confirm for
himself the truth of it. Man has had so many lies and panic situations which have been "set up" that
he knows not which way to turn. First he must understand the problem and then he will be open for
the management suggestions, I must give you background, current status and the ability to check it
out for self as to validity.
As a for instance, you must know as we go along that if taken proper care and measures, you ones
can survive almost anything quite nicely. Without precautions and care, you cannot survive at all;
you must decide which it will be. The ones who do not wish you to survive will poo poo and
ridicule you in an effort to dissuade you from your path. Each must have a choice, but further,
others must have a guideline and model from which they can have courage to act.
With civil defense measures such as evacuation of cities like Los Angeles, it is impossible. You will
have panic and even if the streets are passable it will become dead gridlock and ones will be in the
open where they can do naught but perish. You must use your intelligent reasoning ability. You
need places where you can immediately move underground; the children at school are taken to
safety and tended until they can be reunited with family units. Ones must have immediate safety and
the rest can be sorted later. This is one reason you must have added quantities of supplies in certain
places and a tunnel system.
You must always have multiple exits from underground in case of earth upheaval which blocks
passages. Radiation protection gear within the public locations that ones can be transferred prior to
clearance of fallout, etc.
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ATOMIC BOMBS AT HIROSHIMA & NAGASAKI
I am going to tell you about your Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August of 1945, for you do not know
of the "truth" of it. As bad as it was, it was not as bad as you perceive. The stories that persist about
horrible deaths from "residual" radiation and deformed children have no basis in fact. They simply
are false stories. I do not downplay the importance of the incidents; but I do insist on truth or you
will not act appropriately.
Before the attack there were about 450,000 people in those cities. Over 100,000 people were killed
in the combined raids and another 200,000 were injured. Let me compare that to something you can
expect in Los Angeles alone. According to your own statistics, when the San Andreas fault slips,
you will have more than that number of casualties in L.A. alone.
The reason, which is so much more important than statistics, is that no statistics remind you that the
casualties were all ones who were NOT INSIDE OF SHELTER! THE PEOPLE WERE NOT
PREPARED FOR THE RAIDS AND WERE GOING ABOUT THEIR BUSINESS--THEY WERE
NOT INSIDE THE SHELTERS!

FACTS
At Hiroshima, the air raid warning which was given at 7 A.M. that morning was called off at 8 A.M.
A radio "warning" was issued at 8 A.M. giving the people instructions. The people were told that
they did not have to go into the shelters unless B-29 bombers were spotted; they would be kept
informed. At almost the same time the radio instructions were given, three B-29 planes were
spotted. It was assumed, since there were only three planes, that it was a reconnaissance mission and
not a bombing raid. No one did anything for protection--in fact some ones were still within the
shelters, not having made it out from the air-raid all clear.
At 8:15 A.M. the bomb exploded. It blew away a big chunk of Hiroshima. It also blew away the
post-war hope of ever again having security in your world.
Three days later in Nagasaki, an air raid warning was sounded at 11:00 AM. Exactly two minutes
later the bomb exploded. Many people had ignored the warning as there had been an earlier one
which had been cancelled at 8:30. Some people actually stood outside and watched the two planes
approach. The bomb exploded two minutes after 11:00 A.M. Now, please don't ask Ashtar why
Nagasakians didn't learn from Hiroshima for I embarrass to tell you the terrible news: THE
GOVERNMENT DID NOT INFORM NAGASAKI OF THE INCIDENT AT HIROSHIMA. Well,
don't act so shocked; your government tells you less about matters that affect your life--proof?--you
don't have any safety shelters.
Let us speak of just one little lady as an example. She was standing within an earthen bomb shelter.
She was about 300 feet from the entrance--which had no door or other blast resistant barrier at the
end. The bomb exploded about 500 yards up and 200 yards horizontally from the shelter's entry
way, or about the length of two of your football game fields. The blast knocked her from her feet,
and she was burned on the back of her legs and on the upper part of her right arm. She was later
interviewed about her experiences (pay attention---your reporters interviewed her). No burns were
inflicted on any part of her body that had been covered by clothing. Another woman even closer to
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the entrance, was also burned where she was uncovered, and recovered with no after-effects
whatsoever.
Now for a "big one”--around the corner from the first woman (above), approximately twelve feet
away, were several other people, on their way out of the shelter. They were completely uninjured by
the explosion. The tiny corner of earth barrier had been sufficient protection. Keep in mind these
were simple shelters designed to protect from "simple" warfare and stray bombs for the U.S. was
not given to blow up civilians--at that time; you got more sophisticated and civilians have become a
much more acceptable expendable item to your military.

AH, BUT THEY WERE "SMALL" ATOMIC BOMBS!
These two bombs were "small" atomic bombs, 12 kilotons and 20 kilotons. (A kilo means 1,000).
Today's common nuclear bombs are anywhere from ten to fifty times more powerful than the two
bombs in terms of the equivalent number of tons of your gauge explosive, TNT, but because of the
laws of physics, the bomb's effects diminish rapidly the farther away you are from the detonation. A
one-megaton bomb is fifty times more powerful than the Nagasaki bomb at the point of detonation,
but its effects are not fifty times more powerful even a block in distance away from detonation.
Now look: both the U.S. and the Soviet Union have quit even deploying the older huge bombs of
the early 1960s and have instead adopted a strategy of deploying many more smaller bombs--that is
why the "quantity" buildup. It is far more devastating to a city to be hit by ten well-targeted halfmegaton bombs than by a single five-megaton bomb, and modern technology now permits very
accurate placement of the bombs.
HOW ABOUT SEVERAL NUCLEAR WARHEADED CLUSTER BOMBS TO SHOWER
DOWN FROM A STEALTH JET OR MISSILE WHICH COULD SCATTER ONE BOMB ALL
OVER A WIDESPREAD AREA FOR HUNDREDS OF EXPLOSIONS? PLEASE REFER TO
THE LITTLE TOWN IN CALIFORNIA OF YESTERDAY'S WRITING.
Let us speak of "less devastation at a distance; I shall refer to it as remoteness dilution. The people
who survived in a tunnel 200 yards from ground zero would probably have also survived a bomb ten
times as large had they been 500 yards from the explosion, and would have survived the largest
bomb currently deployed, at 1,000 yards distant.
Remember also, the shelter was above ground--dug into the side of a dirt hill, so the blast blew
straight downward and into the tunnel. If the shelter had had a blast-proof door covering the woman
would not even have been knocked from her feet nor would she have sustained burns.
My point is not to lessen the unmerciful pity of such a creation as nuclear bombs, but rather to point
out that if you have sufficient underground shelters--you can nicely survive. If you are prepared you
will have warning time of a few minutes to take action, stop what you are doing and move to safety.

WHAT YOU HAVE TO HAVE
Since your government refuses to provide you with anything at all, we will not yet even discuss
luxury quarters at this point---let us speak of "stay alive" facilities.
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What kind of protection do you need? There are five things which kill people during all atomic
attack:
Initial nuclear radiation (duration: about one second)
Heat (duration: several seconds)
Blast (duration: several seconds)
Burial or bombardment by flying or falling objects.
Fallout
Look at these for a moment: The first two "killers" get you first, of course, then the blast comes
shrieking toward you at approximately the speed of sound (some 700 mph). That, friends, is
accompanied by a wind that blows at the equivalent of 1,000 mph, if you are very close; less, if you
are farther away. Within a few seconds this passes, leaving behind rubble where there had been
buildings and homes. It literally knocks over buildings and especially dwelling size structures like a
magnificent bulldozer.
The fourth killer is then considered a secondary effect. Bricks, debris, glass and other objects
become lethal if they are flying at you at hundreds of miles per hour. Being inside with glass
windows is probable death because if the room doesn't collapse on you, which it will if you are near
detonation, the flying debris and glass will kill you.
Let us now consider the fifth "killer", fallout. This will only occur if the bomb has exploded AT
GROUND LEVEL. (NOBODY WAS KILLED BY FALLOUT RADIATION IN HIROSHIMA OR
NAGASAKI, BECAUSE THE BOMBS WERE AIR-BURST DETONATIONS.)
When a bomb is detonated on the ground, it pulls up dirt and dust into the infamous mushroom
cloud, where it then becomes radioactive. Beginning about a half hour later, this now-radioactive
dirt drifts down, especially DOWNWIND. If It gets on you, and you do not wash it off immediately,
or if you cannot hide under a barrier, for example, of six feet of concrete or ten feet of earth--it will
kill you. You can survive some amount of exposure but only briefly, so you must have shelter very
quickly.

FALLOUT DANGER
Fallout is briefly most dangerous. It does, however, "wear out" quite rapidly-within a couple of
weeks. It is dangerous because it has a rapid rate of decay. Things that decay slowly are not
dangerous, but things that decay rapidly are most hazardous. So, get away from the source right
away and remain removed and protected from it for a few days--a full two weeks if at all possible.
“Away from it" means a barrier of concrete or several feet of dirt. GOOD FOR YOU ONES WHO
BUILD YOUR SHELTER FROM COMPRESSED EARTH BRICKS (SHAN-STONE). You will
have all your materials and the most effective shelters you can possibly produce. I believe Henry's
machinery is most sufficient, dear ones, and you really must get on with agreements for when we
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get underway with community building there will be great demand for the equipment--the bricks do
not have to be approved for "root cellars". You can line "cisterns" with sealant or fabricated liners,
cover with dirt and graze your cattle on top.
Protection from radiation is very simple and effective--with shelter. Without shelter, more than half
of those killed by the attack would die from initial nuclear radiation (duration: one second) and the
subsequent fallout. This would involve great suffering over several days or weeks, since radiation
sickness is a prolonged, terrible illness. Burn and burial victims would also die slowly and in
horrible agony.

SMILE, YOU ARE IN SAFETY---IF--You get into a shelter that would protect you from all five possibilities. You can know you can
survive anything except a possible nuclear explosion at ground level immediately above your heads.
(There won't be many of those because the military knows they do not do enough damage to
structures: less bang for the buck, less rubble for the ruble.) Don't lose sight of the purpose of bombs
and war in the first place.
What, exactly, do you as a citizen need to survive a nuclear attack? Let us take a look at your
"subway" systems and perhaps you can see. For if you can be in a subway for a couple of weeks and
can survive the muggers, a little atomic war won't bother you very much. Perhaps the "pushers" can
drift around selling cocaine and you won't even have to notice the discomfort and crowding.
I spoke of it before but perhaps you need to see it again. Of course, I speak of large "mass" shelter
which would each hold some 150 persons.
The shelter system, which we will discuss, would cost an allocation of about $200 (if civilian
business does it--the sky is the limit if you allow your allow your government to do it). This would
be for the shelter space itself, plus $100 minimum per person for post-attack food, survival, and
rebuilding supplies. This is the minimum for assured simple survival. An additional $50 per person
would markedly improve the comfort of shelter occupants by providing each one with more space.
In order to keep cost to a bare minimum, the shelters would necessarily be crowded. They would
not, however, be crowded to the point of endangering life, just to the point of guaranteeing
everyone's increasing discomfort and time to reflect on what if you had done it differently. We
perceive that most ones will prefer crowds with no deodorant to being outside in wide open
radiation. We are, however, continually amazed at what some of your people will do. "What you
can't see and don't know can't hurt you," is a widespread attitude.
In areas where the prevailing wind is away from you, you will have no fallout and therefore exit the
shelters immediately. If wind conditions result in fallout, then people will need protection from that
fallout for a few days or weeks. In many places, this protection will be available outside the shelters.
Where it isn't, then you will need to remain in the shelters. If you have "domed" buildings with
cement or earthen coverings and the ability to shut off the window openings with radiation proof
substance--you have grand aboveground facilities to move up and out into. A motion picture studio
of domed beauty is a fine example. The domed structure will shear the blast winds and, if anything
will stand, this type structure will do so. If you have time and resources to "encapsulate" your home
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within a dome you will be able to come up immediately and carry on. You will be ok if you build
your domes to withstand 150-200 mph winds in most instances and in outlying communities.
In a tight shelter you'll only have about 2.3 sq.ft. per person. (About half the space on a normal class
747 airplane.) For only $50 per person more you can make that 5 feet for each and on up
equivalently.
To achieve maximum occupancy, some people would be sleeping in hammocks that hang from the
overhead ceiling while others are sitting. All others would need to be standing so there would need
to be time shifts worked out.
In this basic survival cubbyhole you would only have two very small and limited bathroom
chambers. Any additional facilities would be magnificent for you are going to have intestinal
reactions to the fear.

DASTARDLY OTHER DEEDS AND NEEDS
Your military and governments play even dirtier these days, so, not only will you need door
coverings, etc. that protect you from the blast but you have to be prepared for chemical and microbe
bombardment. The shelters must have the ability to be sealed to air tight which means you will need
exceptionally good air filtration systems and good generators for pumping and circulating air. You
will find that cylinders of compressed oxygen and trays of material to absorb exhaled carbon
dioxide will cost about $12 per person per day. Have a minimum of three days supply at ready.
You must have a good air circulation system to keep the temperature down. Now, the magic, you
also build these over water wells. Your city can monitor the wells so that they are secured but you
must have water for drinking (although bottled water is suggested due to possible failure of your
system). You will need, however, a secondary “water” cooling system if you are totally confined.
Each shelter will also need food; this is your least necessary item for a matter of only one to three
days (most of you are too overfed anyway). For basic emotional salvation you will need food. YOU
MUST HAVE WATER--ABSOLUTELY VITAL; SO YOU STORE IT FOR YOU MUST NEVER
DEPEND ON AN OUTSIDE SOURCE.
You will need medical first aid kits, radios and radiation meters (that have been shielded from the
electromagnetic pulse). This pulse blows out electrical circuits that are attached to power lines,
antennae, and unshielded circuit wires. IT IS ALSO WHY SO MANY CIRCUIT FAILURES
OCCUR WHEN OUR SHIPS ARE NEAR OR WE PROJECT THE WAVES INTENTIONALLY.
IT IS, FURTHER, WHY WE WILL GET OURSELVES OUT OF YOUR SPACE AT SUCH
TIMES AS NUCLEAR BOMBARDMENT. You will need tools and "how-to" books and other
items such as shovels, cutting torches and fire extinguishers--well, let us cover all that later. I will
give you a list, or a place to get a list further in the book. I guess I will give it to you as I fear most
ones will not follow up on any suggestion of further effort.
The "sub ground" system as I have just outlined, is not the only way to gain the protection you need.
It is just that this one could be built and activated quickly at low cost. IT WILL WORK AND IT
CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE. IT DOES HAVE ONE MAJOR DRAWBACK, HOWEVER, IT
WON’T WORK IF IT IS NOT BUILT!
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A break, please, Dharma. Ashtar to stand-by. Salu.
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CHAPTER 4
REC #2

ASHTAR

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1989 2:00 P.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 024

Ashtar to continue.

YOU CAN SAVE YOUR CHILDREN
How is it that Americans will pay ten times too much for a pair of blue jeans so the kids look good
in what they perceive are "necessities"? Then, they turn their backs on their very survival from
natural disasters to nuclear war'! IT IS NOT TOO BIG TO HANDLE; YOU HAVE SIMPLY
BEEN LIED TO TOO OFTEN AND YOU HAVE CAPITULATED.
I believe all of you basically desire your children have a fighting chance at life--at least physical
survival to the point of self decision of one's life course. You would probably even give up Reeboks
if you could save their very necks. You can get it done if you push your Congressmen hard enough.
While they quarrel of yearly self income raises, you might just tell them to shelter your families or
they won't have any income at all. YOU SEEM TO FORGET THAT CONGRESSMEN, JUDGES,
AND THE LIKE--ARE ELECTED BY YOU, THE PEOPLE! YOU COULD GET IT DONE BY
NEXT SEMESTER IF EVERYBODY HIT IT HARD ENOUGH--FURTHER, IN SMALLER
COMMUNITIES, YOU CAN GO THE EXTRA WITH VOLUNTEER LABOR AND GET IT
SOONER. VOLUNTEERS WOULD BE FINE IN CITIES ALSO, EXCEPT THE UNIONS
WOULD STAND GUARD AT THE GATE.
I will give you a scenario offered by another to whom I am indebted. If your house were on fire, you
would grab your kids and run for an exit. But,----what if the doors were locked every night by
Congressional order and they hold the keys? What if some bureaucrat made it impossible for you to
get out of your house, even though the whole world knows that there is a team of professional
arsonists loose in the neighborhood and are methodically burning down all the houses?
Well, there is such a team--it is called whichever enemy chooses to loose the missiles. Your
political representatives have made it impossible for you to get out of the burning houses. They not
only won't build you ones shelters, they won't allow shelters built just to house the children. There is
already space, money and equipment to build a shelter that would house all children at every school
in your nation, public and private, without discrimination of race, color, or creed. All the kids, at
least, should be given a fighting chance to survive.
Within ten minutes after the siren sounded, all the children could be safe in their shelters. If it
happened during school hours, even a first strike by the enemy aimed at your cities couldn't kill
your children. You would have at least a 15 minute warning under the worst-case scenario. In 15
minutes, the entire school age population in the U.S. could survive the blast and fallout.
Oh, you think the public would object to bomb drills as too traumatic for the children. Would you
also give up fire drills? How about watching your child die of burns and agonizing radiation?
Would that be less traumatic? So be it. People, and that includes children, are terrorized by that
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which they know not. Good intelligent survival drills of "move fast and survive" type would give
them security and control of destiny instead of fear.
It is "gloom and doom" and unintelligent reasoning to do nothing and allow yourselves and your
children to be held captive by political nitwits. You think the Iranian hostages were bad off? Boy,
you have millions of citizens in much worse shape than those hostages. Your children are right at
the head of the list of expendables. If you won't do something to save your children and you are
really that cheap, then perhaps you don't deserve to survive--and you won't.
There are over 55 million children in school in the U.S., from kindergarten through college. Because
they are concentrated in rather small areas, they could get to shelters in a matter of minutes. You are
now talking about saving around one quarter of your population.
Let's break it down into even simpler numbers. There are about 27 million children in elementary
schools. They attend about 73,000 schools. That works out to about 370 children in each school.
That means you would need to build only about two shelters per elementary school depending on
density of population distribution--some would need three to four.
There are about 17 million children in high school who attend some 30,000 schools. This averages
to fewer than 570 students per school. That means that you would need about four shelters per
secondary school. Obviously, in urban schools where there are more like 1,500 students, then ten
shelters would protect them.
A good side effect for teachers, too, for they would have primary positions in the shelters. When the
sirens sound, the teachers would accompany their own room full of children.

WHERE THE SHELTERS?
Simple placement: under the playground in elementary schools and under the football and baseball
fields at high schools. Installation would take some two weeks in a crash program, a month at a
normal construction rate. Shelters could be put under the baseball field during football season, and
under the football field during the baseball season and no one would even need miss a game.
Almost all of your children would survive a nuclear attack, even if it is aimed right at you, the
civilians. They would all survive a nuclear attack aimed at military and strategic sites.
It appears, however, that your politicians all have more important things to do with your money than
use it to protect you, the people. So be it. A few less junk advertisements from your senators and
representatives might even cover the expense.
Let us have a hard look at the facts of the matter. Take a minute to go get a picture of your family-specifically your children and grandchildren. Look carefully at each one. Now tell me what
government spending program is possibly worth risking their very lives even one more year. How
about at least requiring a tax shelter for building your own! FRIENDS, THEY DO NOTHING, FOR
YOU DO NOT INSIST THEY DO ANYTHING. YOU WON'T HAVE A DRUG PROBLEM IF
YOU HAVE NO PEOPLE; PERHAPS THAT IS WHAT THE GOVERNMENT CHILDREN
HAVE BEEN COUNTING ON.
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All Congress has to do is appropriate the money. They could also offer incentives. Prizes for first
county accomplishing security installations. The counties and cities could offer bonds--it is a more
worthy cause than infrastructure for unnecessary shopping centers and office buildings in already
overbuilt cities.
HOW ABOUT A FEW EXTRA LOTTO OR LOTTERY DRAWINGS SPECIFICALLY FOR
THAT EXPLICIT PURPOSE?
At the end of this journal, I will give you a sample letter to send to your congressman. If enough of
you will follow through, you will get it done. However, you will have to have "community” effort--I
do mean C O M M U N I T Y. Not just town half hearted effort--I mean real COMMUNITY
cooperation. We will give you a whole document devoted to the development of real community.

WHAT OF MILITARY SECURITY?
Your military personnel are as unprotected as your children--oops, they are your children, are they
not? At least the ones who go to war and die are your babies. Sometimes I feel most of your leaders
could be no-one's children, much less parents.
There are no shelters for your Army children and absolutely no protection whatsoever for your
Navy children at sea in floating toys. You think the ships won't be targets? Forget your dreams,
Dad; they will be the most strategic targets for they will carry many of the retaliation missiles.
Let us just assume Soviet enemy. Consider the military implications of 25 active Cuban divisions
just 90 miles from your shores. Consider the back-up potential of up to 215 Soviet divisions.
How long will your surviving children remain free if the eight Cuban runways start being used for
transporting paratroopers? Who will defend the survivors if your ground-based military gets wiped
out in a first strike?
U S. Army bases provide no shelters. The buildings are not underground. The troops are helpless
and would be the first targets. Every one at all bases could easily be destroyed for the troops would
be helpless. It would require practically no impact on the Soviet arsenal to accomplish devastation.
They would aim directly at buildings and men and wipe out your defense troops. You would have
zero troops in less than 30 minutes following missile launch. Protection? It is a government myth,
dear hearts, a 300 billion - dollar - a year Pentagon myth. KNOW, DEAR ONES, THAT YOUR
TOP MILITARY LEADERS AND POLITICIANS HAVE THEIR SURVIVAL AND ESCAPE
ROUTES COMPLETELY FINISHED!
Oh, you think they must be unaware? Oh, little dreamers, they know. Why is nothing done?
Because all who could lead are too scared for their positions to lead. They want to work "from the
inside" and not "ruffle the system".
The fact is (and again I refer to Space-Gate), "the system"--the advisors to every President since
John F. Kennedy at least,--has not been willing to protect your people. The men under the command
of today's generals have placed their lives in the hands of senior officers who have been unwilling to
place the nation's safety and their troop’s safety above their personal career goals. This is hard
language, but your men in uniform need hard shelters and, brothers, they need them NOW! THEY
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ARE PRIMARY TARGETS--THE WAR WILL COME TO YOUR NATION THIS TIME
AROUND.
Oh, there are some military men (who get retired before, or just as soon as, they speak up) who have
tried to warn you. May I give honor to a few'? Graham, Singlaub, Knight, Keegan and Walt---before
them, MacArthur and Patton. I salute them for daring to speak out.
If you had shelter, even bare necessity shelters, the enemy could not destroy your ground forces
even in a first surprise strike. Without shelter, the military defense is gone and all troops dead. You
would never again be an independent country. OUT OF A $300 BILLION A YEAR "DEFENSE"
BUDGET YOUR GOVERNMENT IS TELLING MILITARY PERSONNEL LOUD AND
CLEARLY, "YOU ARE NOT WORTH $200 EACH!"

A CONCLUSION CAN BE DRAWN
The conclusion must be obvious, as there is only one: install shelters at every school, kindergarten
through college, in the nation. Get petitions out and vote for the program immediately, and have
them installed before the next school mid-term-since this writing is in September, it will require
until midterm, but it could be well under way by that time and could be gotten on the November
ballot perhaps.
ACCEPT NO EXCUSES FROM ELECTED OFFICIALS. EITHER YOUR CHILDREN GET
PROTECTION, OR ELSE OFFICIALS WHO OPPOSE SHELTERS FOR THE CHILDREN FIND
NEW JOBS!
If you don't care enough to send a letter, at least to your Congressman, then you are not worried
about some 10,000 Soviet nuclear warheads. You must not mind the inconvenience of having all
your children and grandchildren as hostages to terrorists. PLEASE, LET COMMANDER ASHTAR
BELIEVE THAT YOU DO CARE, FOR I DO NOT LIKE TO BELIEVE I HAVE BROUGHT
MILLIONS OF SPACE COMMAND BROTHERS HERE TO PROTECT YOU, IF YOU CARE
NOT FOR YOURSELVES. YOU MUST REALIZE, THAT EVEN AT EARTH UPHEAVAL
EVACUATION, WE STAND TO LOSE A LOT OF CRAFT AND CREWS---IF YOU CARE
NOT FOR YOURSELVES, WE CANNOT ASK YOUR SPACE BRETHREN TO ACT IN YOUR
BEHALF.
I am not going to list all your politicians, local and national. Call your library and find out--write ten
letters each, 20, 30 150---what are your children worth? Surely, the cost of a few hits of cocaine
perhaps??? Then, while you are at it, start pushing and prodding your local officials to start
pressuring the Pentagon to spend money to shelter your troops--unless, of course, you prefer your
children finish what lives they might still have, under the President Castro Nationalist Party.
FURTHER, YOU MIGHT MAKE THESE BOOKS REQUIRED READING AND PUBLIC
DEBATED. OPEN YOUR EYES EARTH AMERICANS, AND "SMELL THE COFFEE" FOR
BREAKFAST HOUR IS ALL BUT OVER.

WHAT ABOUT YOU?
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Suppose you get some shelters and save the children; would it not be nice if they had some adults to
help tend them? What about the other 75% of the population? What about you? Surely you would
not expect a few unsuspecting teachers to carry the load of all those lively children alone. Further,
and uh oh, what if the raid comes "after" school?
If you can build shelters at the schools, you will find that you can also build shelters all over the
suburbs with very little relative output. If you took just one years defense budget and handled it with
integrity, you can have all the shelters you can use AND defense because you would save your
military troops.
But, can it be done'! The Soviets have done it, the Red Chinese have done it, and the Swiss have
done it. OF COURSE IT CAN BE DONE!
Where will you put them? Under every neighborhood park. They are on city property and nobody is
inconvenienced by property encroachment. Then, my, America loves its cars so much that you have
more parking lots than buildings. Stick them underground, under the parking lots. That is ideal and
the people at work can have instant safety. What about shopping malls? Extra benefit for store
owners--safety of self and good advertising, "COME SHOP IN TOTAL SAFETY".
You must remember something--these shelters are not just for nuclear war. They can be for any
disaster--even floods. These must be seal safe which means you could live under water, self
contained until tidal waves, etc. subside. Face it; land will not be a problem for locations--look how
good merchants appear if they donate land under their property with an inlet and exit portal. Make
them close enough to one another, with interconnecting tunnels (even if only a few), that no one
even needs drive to a location--all can walk. This is most important to the infirm and older citizens,
as well as parents with small children and infants. You must have close access for those less mobile.
There is another tactic to scattering the shelters. If any stupid military offense aimed at hitting the
shelters, they couldn't target them all. In the suburbs, where the population is about 1,500 persons
per square mile, you would only require about ten shelters per square mile. You would save half or
more, of the population by just these measures. You, of course, must increase the density of the
shelters proportionate to the density of population, but even these more densely clustered shelters
are still too far apart to be practical targets.

DOWNTOWN
About 20 percent of the U.S. population lives in densities above 6,000 people per square mile. In the
cities, population densities are quite high during working hours. For these areas, clusters of shelters
would be built. The civil defense system would have to provide additional, special shelters for the
commuters in those densely populated areas. You would need shelters at home in suburbia in case
of an evening attack (and we will talk extensively about those later--you can even make a nice cool
summer home underground). Downtown residents would go to their local shelters. Commuters
would go into large shelters underneath the building in which they work, or they would have to
walk a bit farther to extra local shelters.
This does mean some extra care in structuring, drainage and preparation, but most buildings have
basements and sub-basements, anyway.
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I TELL YOU, BEFORE WE GO FARTHER IN THIS DISSERTATION. WERE IT NOT FOR
THE INTERACTION OF WE, YOUR SPACE COMMAND WITH YOUR COUNTRY'S
LEADERS; THIS WOULD ALL BE A MOST MOOT DISCUSSION. THE SOVIETS KNOW OF
YOUR WEAKNESS, BUT THEY ARE YOUR ALLIES AT THE TOP LEVELS OF
FINANACIAL BASTIONS. QUITE FRANKLY, YOUR TOP IDIOTS ARE MORE AFRAID OF
US THAN THEY ARE OF ANYTHING ELSE IN YOUR COSMIC SECTORS. THEY KNOW
THEY CANNOT STAND AGAINST US AND THEY ALSO KNOW WE WILL MAKE EVERY
EFFORT TO STOP ANNIHILATION OF A PLANET. SHORT OF THAT WE CAN NOT
INTERFERE EXCEPT TO GIVE YOU MIND LESSONS SUCH AS THIS.
WE CAN TELL YOU EXACTLY WHAT IS THE PROBLEM, WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP
YOURSELVES AND THEN YOU MUST TAKE THE ACTION. IF YOU CHOOSE NOT TO DO
SO, THEN MILLIONS WILL PERISH FOR IT WILL ULTIMATELY COME TO PASS.
PERHAPS MUCH SOONER THAN LATER. ALL IT WILL REQUIRE IS ONE IRRATIONAL
LEADER TO LAUNCH ONE ATOMIC WARHEAD AND ALL OF YOUR MOST FANATICAL,
IRRATIONAL COUNTRIES HAVE CAPABILITY.
I want to speak more on city installations of shelters but I want you to take a break, Dharma, as
these long sessions are quite debilitating for you.
Ashtar to stand-by. Salu and out.
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CHAPTER 5
REC #1

ASHTAR

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1989 7:00 A.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 025

Ashtar present to resume on this wondrous day. There is something different about this day, chelas,
look carefully and listen carefully. Your little noisy friends outside are telling you something by
their silence. Beloved ones, you MUST get prepared for you are so close to upheavals.

WAR, NUCLEAR WAR, IS PROBABLE
So much has previously been covered by Hatonn regarding earth changes and probable shifts, along
with personal shockwaves, that I hesitate to be the one to dump nuclear war probability on your
pretty heads. Why would I badger you with something of this type when Mr. Gorbechev is being so
world traveled to denounce it? BECAUSE IT IS GOING TO HAPPEN! IF THERE WERE PEACE
THROUGHOUT YOUR WORLD AND NO PERSONS STARVING OR IN PRISONS YOU
MIGHT LET YOUR BARRIERS DOWN A BIT--NAY, NAY, NAY!!
CAN YOU NOT SEE THAT TO PULL YOURSELVES OUT OF THE ECONOMIC MESS YOU
HAVE TO HAVE WAR? IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN A SOLUTION FOR YOUR COUNTRIES---HAVE
A BIG WAR AND GET THE PEOPLE BACK TO WORK AND PRODUCTION UP! ONLY THIS
TIME THE WAR WILL ALL BUT DESTROY YOUR WORLD. YOU WILL BE AMONG THE
DESTROYED IF YOU DO NOT TAKE PRECAUTIONS AND GET YOURSELVES SOME
PROTECTION. IT IS COMING INTO YOUR DOORYARD THIS TIME!!!
I must talk about it. Further, if there should never be more than a Chernoble type accident, or a
rupture of the already formed volcanic dome which is a release “valve” for the pressures
underground from Nevada testing, you must have security from radiation.
You are also destined to have such increased weather pattern changes and increased winds that will
blow incessantly--to well over a hundred miles per hour on a rather regular basis--with no particular
prevailing direction. YOU ARE INTENTIONALLY BEING DELUDED.

YOUR WORLD IS IN CRISIS!
IF YOU ARE PREPARED FOR NUCLEAR WAR, YOU CAN SURVIVE MOST OF THE REST OF
THE HAVOC IN FAR GREATER NUMBERS. IF A WORLD IS TO SURVIVE, THERE MUST BE
SOME ONES TO REBUILD.
Therefore, I shall continue to speak of the possibilities of nuclear exchange (With Russia, for
expediency for they are opposites in basic and fundamental spiritual belief system). I remind you--it will only take one foolish fanatic to start it all. You cannot purchase friendship and the whole
world is your enemy, my friends.
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You are continually being propagandized to keep you from building defenses. A recent example is
the so called nuclear winter phenomenon". It will be from other causes that you experience isolation
from your sun. Let me explain. Unless a nuclear device is detonated at ground level, there is not
massive amounts of debris to go into the atmosphere--remember, radioactivity is invisible. Volcanic
eruptions, however, and smoke from fires caused by the conflagration as well as other substances in
your atmosphere will cause the "winter". If you are all dead, however, it matters little what occurs
next.
You will experience three days in which the sun will be blackened from your view. That is a major
warning to the world. Don't be foolish enough to think God does not have such capability. There are
enough ships out here to manifest into solid mass and blacken your world indefinitely.
You do not have to build against space aliens, my friends, you must build protection from your own
Earth brothers. YOU ARE YOUR OWN WORST ENEMY!
Hatonn had all of you ones in his training group watch "The Day After" and "Letters from a Dead
Man". I suggest it for every man, woman and child (yes, I said child), to get your priorities in order.
Nuclear wars start by accident, no idiot is insane enough to start it on purpose--only the already
"insane" are insane enough to do it. There would be enormous casualty levels in the U.S. if you
were attacked before you have a shelter system of some kind. INTO THE EARTH IS ALL THAT
WILL SAVE YOU FROM THAT PARTICULAR TYPE OF HOLOCAUST.
There are actually a few people who assume your grand new friendship with the Soviets causes an
"all off for war" situation. Forget it, why do you think both sides continue in massive ordnance and
weapons buildup?
Further, and I will tell you at this point, there is a new thrust to keep the nuclear weaponry upon, or
very near, your surface-·-BECAUSE WE WILL NOT ALLOW IT OUT HERE WITH US.
THEREFORE, MORE EMPHASIS IS BEING MADE TOWARD WHAT THEY WILL FALSELY
TELL YOU, IS TRADITIONAL WAR PREPARATION--LIKE NUCLEAR WARHEADED
CLUSTER BOMBS DROPPED FROM FIGHTER PLANES.
YOU ARE LIED TO BECAUSE YOUR GOVERNMENT DOES NOT KNOW WHAT ELSE TO DO
WITH YOU.
I will discuss three scenarios regarding "the year after". If you have no shelters system, you need not
even read the other two.

LIKELIHOOD OF ATTACK
If you are protected from massive causalities in a first strike--IT IS LESS LIKELY THAT YOU WILL
BE ATTACKED AT ALL!
You see, the Soviets don't worry about you striking first. You have no such plans to even steal from
your spies. You do not have sufficient numbers or weapons to hit every widespread target in Russia
and further, they have protected their populace and their factories. There would be massive
retaliation if you strike first and YOU HAVE NO PROTECTION, YOU WOULD BE GONE-WOOF--POOF--GONE!
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Really bad news now, brothers. Because you have not been properly cared for and protected with a
shelter system, you probably would NOT have early warning. There would be a news blackout. The
nations leaders would probably evacuate their families, but it would do no good to warn the rest of
you. What would you do? At this point it truly would be easier on you to just go without
anticipation of the death blade.
Oh, yes--read SPACE-GATE by Hatonn, to find out about your government's plans for survival.
However, if Washington gets it by submarine attack, they won't make it either--small satisfaction to
you, however, for if they strike Washington, you know you will get it in a massive strike.

REBUILDING
Let us suppose you get busy and get yourselves a survival shelter system. Let us even suppose you
have the worst nuclear attack possible--if you have saved your lives, YOU CAN REBUILD.
To have the necessities, however, you will need to provide further insurance. You also need
underground storage with a stockpile of equipment and supplies. Further, if you simply dig open
holes, you can compress the dirt extracted for bricks, cover the holes with a cement dome (or even
flat with a dirt covering) and you can protect your equipment. What you do underground does not
have to change what you do above ground, except for the building of great skyscrapers. For every
ten shelters there would be one group of these storage tanks. They would contain such items as
simple agricultural tools, dehydrated food (mainly grain and beans), water cistern, hand tools, nonhybrid seeds for planting (and these would be separate and untouchable by force or accident),
simple farm tools for gardening, etc. A large central holding compound, underground, would house
some heavy building equipment and spare parts, along with some heavy farm equipment.
People would have to avoid proximity to any actual bomb craters (in other words, don't think you
will rush outside and build a big water supply in the already dug hole). These craters would remain
dangerously radioactive for months after the blast. Otherwise, the radioactivity in the environment
would be safe in a short time.
Radioactivity in fallout decays quite rapidly. For each seven-fold increase in time, there is a ten-fold
decrease in radiation. Therefore, (and mark this information for retrieval), if in a high fallout area
the radiation level were 2000 R/day one hour after an attack, it would 200 R/day after seven hours,
20 R/day after two days, and 2 R/day after two weeks. Serious human health problems begin to
appear at levels of 200 R or more total short term exposure or 3 R/day or more long-term exposure
Around the limited areas where there had been very high fallout, some trees and plant life, and
many animals would, of course, be dead. However, plant life would recover from existing seeds in
the ground just as new life takes hold in any cleared areas; animals would again migrate in.
Buildings would be rubble, but not vaporized. Frame houses would be piles of broken wood. Most
would not be burned, except in areas of very dense frame construction. The rubble, in other words,
would be quite useful and temporary shelter could house the people.
I CANNOT STRESS THIS ON ENOUGH! GET AND PROTECT, AS MANY AS POSSIBLE, EARTH
COMPRESSION MACHINES---YOU CAN REBUILD EVERYTHING BUT THE GLASS WINDOWS
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AND FRAMING FOR SAME, FROM SHAN-STONE BRICKS. STORE LOADERS ALONG WITH
THE COMPRESSORS SO YOU CAN REBUILD IN QUANTITY, RAPIDLY. THIS MEANS,
FRIENDS, THAT YOU NEED THE MOST INEXPENSIVE, LEAST COMPLICATED
MACHINERY---GET YOUR FACTORY OPERATIONAL IN A BIG WAY----RIGHT AWAY!
Important second point: YOU NEED TO DO THESE THINGS NOW, WHILE THE RUSSIANS
ARE FRIENDLY, OCCUPIED WITH THEIR OWN ECONOMIC DISASTERS AND
WIDESPREAD DISCONTENT IN OUTLYING SOVIET TRIBUTARIES. THEY WILL NOT
STRIKE IMMEDIATELY WITH AS MUCH TROUBLE AS THEY ARE HAVING AT HOME.
OTHERWISE, EXPECT A STRIKE THE VERY MOMENT A WIDESPREAD SHELTER
SYSTEM IS MADE PUBLIC. YOU ARE REALLY BETWEEN A ROCK AND A VERY HARD
PLACE.
By the end of the first year, it is likely that survivors would be living in shelter at least as good as
mid 19th century Americans. Many of you would be doing without running water and indoor
plumbing. But life would go on and so would up-graded rebuilding.
Transportation by vehicle would be very slow to recover. Fuel would have to be preserved for
equipment use. Most roads would be intact from the war, but it is most probable that the detonations
would trigger Earth shifting so you will have abundant problems with road repair and many bridges
and structures would be down because of blast waves. With care you would still have excellent
communication, and if you use your knowledge and storage facilities, you will have adequate ability
to harness the wind and sun for electricity for emergency systems on a very limited scale.
Your nation would be decentralized instantly. So would politics. This is not all bad for you could
most surely forget about your spring tax forms and plunder.
Do you see, further, if you have a few "hours" warning you can have preparations, underground, to
protect and park the "in use" heavy equipment. If there is a plan for immediate action, the
equipment can be covered with bags of sand and then bulldoze dirt barriers around the equipment.
Heavy equipment is destroyed by being thrown over or into something or being hit by falling or
flying objects. Your Boeing Co. conducted tests years ago and found this to be so. Even damaged
equipment can be utilized to make other equipment--if you have stored a supply of fuel. YOU
MUST HAVE STORED A COMMUNITY SUPPLY OF FUEL FOR THIS MACHINERY. IT
MUST BE OFF-LIMITS JUST AS THE NON-HYBRIDIZED PLANTING SEEDS.
For food you would turn to a diet much as the health stores recommend; sprouts and grains.
In rural areas there must be shelter for your dairy herds, chicken farms and the such. I will get into
this later for if you are to recover, you must preserve these indispensable living creatures who have
become your food mainstay. You can live forever on sprouts, grains, milk, cheese and eggs--if you
have pure water.

MEDICAL CARE
Doctors will begin to make house calls again because of fuel and auto shortage it would be more
efficiently utilized to have "him" have the vehicle with the fuel. Makeshift hospitals would be
operational--if, the basic and necessary equipment is stored in a basement area. Once the upper
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rubble is taken away (if there were adequate coverings) the equipment could be restored or at least
made useable. An aspirin, of course, would be magnificently priceless, Disease would increase, but
most people are immunized and would still be protected.
There would still be the threat of biological warfare, but that would exist with or without the
shelters. With "total security" shelters you would have excellent defense against chemical and
biological impact. A good shelter system improves markedly, your chances of survival in this age
you have marched into of total law breakdown and murderous totalitarian governments.

WHAT OF THE BUREAUCRACY
Most lawyers and bureaucrats would have to go to work at something more economically
productive, I would suppose. They would have to pitch right in along side all the rest of you or stand
outside and perish. This might be a very valuable and pleasing portion of nuclear war--get rid of
some of your paper politicians and rubble rakers. You would end up with honest competition in the
markets and incentive to do good work--your overall survival!

DEATH
In the first "year after" there will be some increase in deaths probably; however, not as many as you
might guess. For after the withdrawals from abused substances and depressant drugs (even legal
ones), you are going to have a healthy minded people for the most part.
Much of life and death in a crisis depends on a person's attitude toward life in general: Some people
will not be able to face a life without today’s conveniences--and, dear ones, with all the other things
coming forth, it will not be a recovery until after the transition. You will see a massive moral and
spiritual revival and brotherly love and sharing as you have never known. Families will again
become family units. There would be an immediate new dedication to life.
Tough times pass, tough people last. People with faith in God will survive. People who value
freedom and justice and hate tyranny and evil would likely survive. People who continue to define
life mainly in terms of luxury and creature comforts would suffer far greater death rates. So be it,
beloved friends, it is the sorting process--who can rebuild a planet in rebirthing? Who can survive
and rebuild and withstand the coming tribulation? There are places on your planet which will be
worse struck than any nuclear war you can dream of. Nothing, and no place, will remain untouched
before the cycle is finished. THAT IS WHY WE ARE HERE, BLESSED ONES. THAT IS WHY WE
ARE HERE!

HUMAN PEOPLE
The key to rebuilding a society, is people. The key to people's survival after a war will be their
attitudes and a minimal capital base. The major capital base is knowledge and a willingness to
cooperate, not simple bricks, sticks and mortar.
If people are alive to rebuild, they will rebuild. Just like you might witness a rebirthing of an ant-hill
following devastation--the workers pick up and rebuild.
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The world a year after would be a place very different from what it is today" friends, for you still
would not be finished with the cycle of transition and still would only have minimal input from we
of these realms as far as technology--but it would be coming forth in many instances. You have to
build on WHAT IS, for your fellow man can not yet accept our presence so we must present it in a
manner of what it would be if naught different were available. You must prepare with what IS and
all else will become thy frosting upon the wondrous cake.
You of Earth have gone beyond the point of no return. You will have to have a created devastation
to equalize the extreme problems in your society and economic systems. You have been duped and
the house of cards must all fall down so that you have a real base upon which to build again. Evil
has seen to your downfall; God will see to your lifting up.
Dharma, let us take a short break, chela, before speaking of life after U.S. "surrender". I will be
shattering a bunch more of your sweet dreams. You cannot believe how it pains me to bring these
things unto you ones. I am not flippant in meanness. My compassion is almost beyond that which I
can bear. It was to be this way; thy prophecies have told you thusly since the beginning. And so it
shall come to pass, let us work diligently and feverishly to save what and as many as we can. The
Master stands prepared to give you strength and endurance--ask, and it shall be given unto you ones.
So be it--I move to standby. I give you peace, Dharma, for you are "undone". Thank you blessed
ones, who stand and inform and pick up and show the way--yours will surely be the kingdom of
Heaven. Oh, I wish I could but name you individual by individual for you are such a wondrous
goodly group. Our love and compassion encompass you.
Ashtar to stand-by.
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CHAPTER 6
REC #2

ASHTAR

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1989 11:A.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 025

ALL DOCUMENTS TO COOPER
Ashtar to continue. Your perception is correct. I desire all documents, even if not perfected, to be
placed in Wm. Cooper's hands in Sedona. In fact, I prefer they be in the simple document format
rather than bound books. There must be ones who already have influence who can take these
informative instructions further on circuit of dispersment. Just to tell people what is wrong is not
enough. If you do not tell ones what they can personally do, it is worthless information. You can
change your plight if you really get some steam rolling. That cannot be through you ones in this
small group for you must keep at the building in this location. This information will have to be
taken and efficiently and deliberately promoted by ones who already have widespread attention
focus. THAT ATTENTION MUST BE KEPT FROM THIS SITE EXCEPT FOR COMMUNITY AND
FEEDBACK. YOURS IS TO WRITE; OTHERS ARE TO DISTRIBUTE.
Back to nuclear war and shelter there from.

SURRENDER TO THE ENEMY, SPECIFICALLY THE SOVIET UNION
Let us assume the following scenario. The federal government builds no shelters for you citizens,
and further, continues spending on the same programs as today. Also, there is no change in defense
strategy, just a continuance to rely on the current policy of "mutual assured destruction" (MAD)-No, dear hearts, that is not Ashtar's sarcasm.
Do you realize the Soviet Union could demand that the U.S. surrender by simply ordering the
President to do something he didn't want to do'? What happens when he refuses? They simply
launch a first strike against your Minuteman III missiles in their silos and your airfields. Five
minutes into the launch--which, brothers, would be 20 minutes to impact--the Soviet Premier calls
the President on the hot line and informs him that the attack has begun. He also reminds the
President that the coastal areas of the U.S. are targeted by the missiles on Soviet submarines (dear
hearts look at your prophecies of your great seers!). These submarines will launch their missiles the
moment a single Minuteman III missile or U.S. submarine ballistic missile is launched.
What this means, just for information, is that your Minuteman III missiles are just about useless
except as some feeble retaliatory device aimed at the bomb shelters of the Soviet elite and so what-they are dug-in from onset of project upstart. You can do nothing to reduce the number of missiles
that will strike the U.S. They are simply psychological devices to instill fear in the Soviet leaders-oh my! The day the Soviets think they can survive such an attack with smaller loss than at present,
the Minuteman III missiles--your nations' primary weapon system--will be all but useless.
Alternative--the President can do nothing and allow the Minuteman III missiles to be destroyed.
Perhaps ten million Americans would perish, or even more, depending on fallout patterns.
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What will the President do? It is fairly easy to guess. If he calls for retaliation launching, your cities
on the coastlines are gone--along with Washington D.C. He will not call for the launching of the
Minutemen III missiles. Fifteen minutes later: ker-BOOM--NO MORE LAND-BASED MISSILES
OR BOMBERS. Then, he will be told to recall to port all submarines and missile equipped surface
vessels and will be caused to disarm them.
IT BECOMES VERY SIMPLE DOES IT NOT? A BIT RISKY FOR THE SOVIETS--BUT
SIMPLE! Dear ones, bad news--the Soviets now have their huge phased-array radar system
operational, and their anti-ballistic missile system is now secure. Not very many of your missiles
would be able to strike Soviet targets. The Soviets have greatly reduced their risk of retaliation,
even if the President gets half the Minuteman missiles launched. SUBMARINE COMMANDERS
MAY OR MAY NOT LAUNCH THEIR MISSILES.
THAT IS THE MAJOR RISK FOR THE SOVIETS--WOULD THOSE COMMANDERS LAUNCH
THOSE MISSILES? Further, the risk is minimized because submarine-launched ballistic missiles
are relatively small, and they are not accurate enough to strike specific buildings or Soviet leaders'
shelters. YOUR RATE OF SUCCESSFUL LAUNCHES IN RECENT WEEKS INDICATES NO RISK
AT ALL, DOESN'T IT? Besides, you each know where the other's missile bearing subs are located-yours would be targeted and wiped away along with the early strike, before news of the strike
reached the vessels.
The 500 or so huge floating targets known as surface ships will no longer be in existence by this
time. Surface ships don't survive nuclear wars. Golly, gee whiz-what of the troops? They will be
quickly disarmed. Some may run for cover but are not trained in guerrilla warfare. At any rate, all
armed protection will be removed from the cities--further, your government and your goodie two
shoes will have effectively disarmed every NON CRIMINAL in your populace!
Dear ones, even if you can keep your small arms it will only be a matter of brief time for you. You
are not likely to fight back very diligently for you will continue with your sweet dreams that you
can somehow "reason" with these ones who have moved in on you. You will be a very hard country
to "occupy" so now the worst of all comes down on you. The executions will begin--rapidly and
deadly. It has been thus in every country the Soviets have ever captured--ask around, the Nazis even
had a pretty good image against the Soviets. (AGAIN, I DO NOT SPEAK OF RUSSIAN PEOPLE
WHO ARE JUST AS YOU AND YOUR NEIGHBOR--I SPEAK OF A GOVERNMENT THAT IS
DIABOLICALLY OPPOSED TO YOUR VERY FOUNDATION OF LIFE STYLE. There will be no
"world-opinion" to be considered. Once your country comes under control--It is over, brothers.
There aren't going to be many paper-shuffling, eight-hours-a-day jobs to be had. Anyone who gets
those will be actively associating and working in behalf of the intruders. IF THEY KILL
PROPORTIONALLY AS MANY CIVILIANS AS THEY DID IN CAMBODIA, SOME 70 MILLION
PEOPLE WILL BE ELIMINATED--YOU WOULD HAVE BEEN BETTER OFF TO HAVE THE
NUCLEAR STRIKES. BUT THEY DO NOT WISH THE LANDS AND REMAINS UNUSABLE.
There are 50 million church-going so-called, self trusting "Christians" in the United States.
BROTHERS, TAKE NOTE: THESE ARE THE PRIMARY TARGETS OF WORLD
COMMUNISM! THEY WILL NOT BE TOLERATED. CHRISTIANS WILL BE
EXTERMINATED!
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Then, dear hearts, you ones who have sincerely prepared and realize the truth of Sananda, Hatonn,
Ashtar, God and the others we bring you, are going to have a nice ride to outer space. You who
make your choice to hang in there with your false teachers; will perish: no more and no less.
The U.S. borders would be opened to every terrorist group under Communist control--and they don't
like you at all. The "Red Dawn" scenario could easily become a reality. But I tell you now, no
teenage kids with stolen machine guns will defeat well trained Cuban or Soviet troops that know all
about guerrilla operations. It looks really good on your silver screens but it won't happen in “real
life”.
In a world gone mad; you won't have to worry about making it to Armageddon if you don't get
protection for yourselves. They may decide to nuke you anyway to simply cut down on the problem
of individually dealing with you. They KNOW a land can recover.
Oh yes, back to the ranch in Washington. There wouldn't be any top leaders in Washington D.C.--no
government to even allow you to pick at--they have enough underground shelters in places like
Australia, etc. to house them all. SEE SPACE-GATE. THEY ALSO HAVE SOME OFF-PLANET
RESORTS WAITING AND, CONFOUND IT, AS A SPACE BROTHER WHO REALIZES
NOTHING BUT LOVE IN MY BEING, TO TELL YOU THIS IS WORSE THAN MY OWN
DEATH. FOR IMMANUEL LOVED YOU ONES SO MUCH HE GAVE HIS LIFE FOR THEE-HE WOULD DO IT AGAIN IF IT COULD BE SO. I, ASHTAR, DREW THE SHORT STRAW
AND IT HAS FALLEN TO ME TO GIVE YOU ALL THIS WONDROUS INTRODUCTION TO
TERROR.
If you act and get yourselves protected, you will live to build again. The enemy would not risk a
world of survivors who are now really angry. The very existence of preparation and shelter will
make a blackmail strategy much more risky. The shelters would give you the strength you need--it
ceases to be your life support system but your very defense system as well. My dear friends, if you
do not take a stand now and act--I MEAN ACT, WHILE THE SOVIETS ARE ACTING LIKE
PUSSYCATS, YOU WILL FALL TO THE TIGER WAITING IN CHINA. PONDER IT
BELOVED ONES.
THE DRAGON BEAST IS OUT TO DEVOUR YOU JUST AS IT IS TOLD IN “REVELATIONS”!
SO BE IT AND AS I HAVE SPOKEN SO SHALL IT COME TO PASS, IF YE SIT AND WAIT
AND ACT NOT. WE CANNOT INTERFERE--WE MUST AWAIT YOUR CHOICES.

GOVERNMENT ATTITUDES
What might be your Governments political line on civil defense? Get this clearly perceived please,
''That each individual need to look out for himself. It is the responsibility of each and every family
to design and then build shelters, if a family so chooses”.
What about the government? Oh, they expect you to protect them and have been about it in a
massive way that you have no comprehension thereof. This, long before 1986, but in 1986 the
Federal Emergency Management Agency, FEMA, proposed a $1.5 billion program to build shelters
for the essential national, state, and local politicians and bureaucrats--military shelter fell under a
different program. AGAIN, PLEASE SEE SPACE-GATE FOR THE SORDID DETAILS.
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The facts of that measure was that the FEMA proposed a do-it yourself approach without public
shelters or expenditures. They will have you pay for shelters only for some selected adults--those
same adults who have decided not to protect your babies, children, your soldiers and
YOURSELVES. So be it; if you allow it, what you sees is what you gets!

ALL MUST SUPPORT FOR A FIGHTING CHANCE
I will again borrow an analogy--further, if you ones do not rush, run, scratch, claw and rocket
yourselves to obtaining the book FIGHTING CHANCE you are most foolish indeed. I will
endeavor to have my ones get some available for you; contact the authors and get bunches printed
for it is truly a handbook to accompany this information. YOUR LAST PRAYER FOR
SURVIVAL. IT HAS BEEN PUBLIC SINCE 1986 AND NOT ONE OUT OF 100,000 HAVE
EVEN HEARD OF IT----OPEN YOUR SLEEPY EYES, LITTLE DESTINED-TO-DOOM ONES.
Those authors did not enjoy writing that disastrous information; Dharma does not like working
hours day and night without respite for us to bang you on the head with it, to have you so set in your
own destruction that you will not even look at it. The support group then takes these messages, we
of your space brothers bring, and compile it into legible format--SUPPORT THEM CITIZENS;
FOR YOUR VERY SALVATION. SUPPORT THEM AND SAVE YOUR CHILDREN,
YOURSELVES AND YOUR NATION.

ANALOGY
1. People want street lights in the cities. Let them install them themselves, house by house. The
government has no responsibility here.
2. People want roads. Let families pour the concrete themselves, house by house. The government
has no responsibility here.
3. People want police protection. Let them hire private policemen, block by block. The government
surely has no responsibility here.
4. People want an army and a navy to defend the nation. Let each family rent and train a soldier or a
sailor. Surely the government has no responsibility here.
5. People want a strategic defense system. Let them set up a non-profit foundation and donate
money to build the system, or, perhaps each neighborhood should install its own phased-array radar
and ABM launcher. Surely the government has no responsibility to the citizen here.
OF COURSE NEITHER DO YOU HAVE ANY ACCESS TO THEIR ABOVE TOP SECRET
SECRETS TO ASSIST YOU, EITHER. FURTHER, YOU HAVE TO DO THIS IN ADDITION TO
THE ALREADY TOO HIGH TAXES STOLEN FROM YOU.
Does this sound crazy to you? Does it strike you as ridiculous? Then listen again to the
aforementioned Washington stance: "People want protection from a Soviet attack (with 10,000 or
more nuclear warheads at ready), let each concerned family design and build its own bomb shelter.
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The government has no responsibility here", Further, they give you the old, "We cannot allow
government to interfere with a person's individual life style". Well, they give you a ticket if you
don't wear seat belts don't they? They put you in jail if you don't send money to pay government
salaries, don't they? So be it.
Do you, just off hand, know anyone close who knows how to design a bomb shelter? Do you know
where to go to get an engineered blast-door? Do you know anyone who will accept the ridicule that
will be heaped on him if he builds a shelter all by himself! Further, do you know anyone willing to
withstand the ridicule of the masses to listen to a Space Commander? Do you know any city where
the planning commission won't fine someone who starts building a shelter that hasn't been approved
by a team of bureaucrats and zoned properly? OF COURSE YOU DO NOT! WELL, DADBURN IT;
SLEEPY HEADS, THE WASHINGTON BUREAUCRATS SAY THAT IS EXACTLY HOW IT WILL
BE OR YOU WILL HAVE NAUGHT---IT IS NOW YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO BUILD A HOMEBREW DO-IT-YOURSELF BLAST SHELTER IF YOU INSIST UPON HAVING ONE.

WASHINGTON PARTY LINE
That, whether or not you choose to believe it, is your Washington official line. Civil Defense
officials are required to operate in terms of it.
They don't come before the public and argue in favor of immediate deployment of a full-scale,
Washington-financed civil defense blast shelter system. There have been no hearings before your
Congress in the past twenty years in which any full-time, government-employed civil defense
official testified that the government should build a comprehensive blast shelter system for the
American people. Well, in private, they say it must be done or else---! They are too fearful and too
demoralized, after 30 years of failure, to even say it in public. SO, THE PUBLIC IS KEPT IN THE
DARK, NO MORE AND NO LESS. BLINDFOLDED IN A DARK ROOM.

DO-IT-YOURSELF IS NOT ENOUGH
During your World War II, the German government built bunkers for public air raids. Those
bunkers prevented casualties to their occupants, except in rare instances. However, construction of
the shelter was started too late (they underestimated the enemy), so part of the German population
had to shelter themselves with no instructions, in quickly put together, civilian-made shelter in
basements and other unspecified places. The people did not do well in these shelters for they were
usually trapped within and crushed; therefore, they became do-it-yourself suicide traps.

SURVIVING ALONE WON'T CUT IT
The so called genius of modern economics is that you all purchase services and goods from one
another, using that picture paper exchange system. You use the specialized division of labor to
increase your wealth as individuals. Each person contributes something to the system.
Anyone knows that if he alone survives, he won't survive long--how many of you boy scouts really
learned to start a fire without a match? You need each other to maintain your lives. If you can help
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each other, you can rebuild. If you have honest community you can make it. Learn from your dear
brethren, the Amish--they can survive. But they won't if you are caused to surrender to the enemy.
You cannot survive alone in a post-attack world. Your personal productivity could not sustain your
family. Very, very few families will build shelters for themselves---only your idiot bureaucrats
could even "think" of such a thing. Remember from Space-Gate, the hole with a door on top and
three feet of dirt shoveled on. Brother, there you have it! Do-it-yourself shelters is about the most
(well, I should not say "most") stupid idea to come forth from Washington.
So what if you survived--alone? How would little you defend yourself from all those enemy
soldiers? Ludicrous and funny if it were not so sick in concept.

BLACK AND ROSE COLORED GLASSES
You are not facing an unsolvable technical problem. You are facing a death pronouncement through
a "leadership no-backbone" problem.
Most Americans simply don't know--nor care--what the threat really is. If they think at all, they
think the technological threat is so big--''everyone will be killed”--that no one will ever start a
nuclear war. They have overestimated the technological threat and underestimated the strategic
threat. If they had not been misled by their leaders and the media, they would stand and fight. Or
better put, they would demand protection from any possible bombs, so that they could offer
effective resistance to invaders. They would make invaders pay a very dear price for any inch of
ground that might be taken. They would end the FREE RIDE that your government has given your
mortal enemies.
It is really tough, little chelas, to show much backbone after it has been vaporized by a nuclear
explosion. If you have no shelter, any talk about showing backbone is not going to be heard AT
ALL!
The idea that the protection of American civilians from an atomic attack is the personal, individual
responsibility of adult family members, house by house, is an idea dreamed up by some witless,
time-serving bureaucrats who have nothing to offer in return for their plus $60,000 per year salaries
---that you, by the way, pay.
Over thirty years of lies, particularly lies of omission, about the threat you face is past inexcusable.
At least they could have warned you clearly, but so few have been willing to jeopardize their careers
to stand forth once they have known truth--look what happened to your own President Kennedy-death at the hands of his own protectors. ARE YOU WILLING TO SIT AND TAKE IT, MY
BROTHERS? WE CAN GIVE YOU ASSISTANCE, BUT YOU MUST FIRST CHOOSE TO
TAKE ACTION YOURSELVES. WE CAN TELL YOU HOW IT IS, AND SHOW YOU HOW
AND WHERE TO DIG--BUT YOU MUST CARE ENOUGH TO GIVE YOUR EFFORTS UNTO
IT. BROTHERS, I TELL YOU HERE YOU HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE BY TAKING ACTION,
BUT YOU SIT, AND LOSE IT ALL!
A break please, Dharma. Thank you for your service.
Ashtar moving to stand-by. Circuit clear.
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CHAPTER 7
REC #3, ASHTAR
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1989 4:45 P.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 025

Ashtar to resume. Dharma, you will be alright, chela. You ask why can't we just request people get
books and let it go at that. No, little one-ones simply won't do it. Our promise and commitment to
Source is that the word will go forth--from us--and so it shall. All contributors are of worthy note
and will be given all credit; but we must give you these things for, so far, hardly anyone has paid
any attention. If we present it all, and still mankind does not listen-so be it for then it will be
finished. Man will come to know truth even if it is in his final midnight hour, and past the time of
survival. It shall be done. You ones will do that which you can and then you can do no more. If we
do of our job and man still refuses to see and act, then it is finished and you of ours, will be brought
home--Selah!

FOOLISHNESS AGAINST CIVIL DEFENSE
What will be the arguments that opponents will thrust at you? It appears to us beyond belief (except
that we watch from up here and are continually shocked), that people would have objections to a
system of protective shelters that could give you a way to reduce threats against you. But, then, we
still watch you laugh at $600 for a $4.00 toilet seat. Let me assure you that the Red Chinese
understand that a nation cannot keep its national independence free of charge. So do the Swiss and
so do the Soviets. But opponents of civil defense have successfully foiled any attempt to use tax
money to protect Americans from nuclear attack. You spend those tax dollars on every hair brained
idea that passes to blind you to facts. You are even being made free world countries of addicts to
keep you from noticing what has happened. Oh, it will be all over for the rest of the free world; all
will fall. Other free world nations are even worse off defense wise than are you---it is just that you
are the primary target, dear friends, and when you fall the dominos all fall.

THE WORST; SOVIETS DON'T WANT WAR
"You don't need shelters because the Soviets don't want war." Well, no, the Russian peoples
certainly do not--they are told the buildup is to protect them from you. So be it. Why have they built
more than 10,000 nuclear warheads and a first-strike delivery system? Why do they have an army of
195 divisions, plus an additional 20 KGB and MVD secret police divisions for a total of 215, when
the good old U.S. has only 16? Why do they teach the first-strike nuclear strategy in their military
manuals? Oh yes--they do! Why do they repeat in their published strategic planning that a nuclear
war can be won!
Why are they deploying a new generation of mobile-launched missiles that cannot be attacked by
your missiles'!
Of course they don't want war--if they can get you to surrender without a war. Well, it won't be
called war if you surrender--it will be called genocide. Worse for you little Christians, is that the
Soviets hate and despise the Jews worse than they can't stand you and where are most of the Jews?
Not in Israel, dear ones! The communists will get rid of all of you just to get at the Jews--sorry
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about that! It is called slaughter. At the very least, it is called slavery. It is called the victory of
proletariat forces over the capitalist imperialists.
In Afghanistan, the Soviets placed what appeared to be toys close to villages. When small children
pick them up, the toys explode. These toys are sometimes called butterfly bombs, because they
resemble toy butterflies. The explosions are designed to blow off the children's hands, not kill them.
The children then become permanent visible testimonies to Soviet ruthlessness. Oh, you refuse to
believe such a thing--read your own confounded research documents!
The threat of nuclear war is pure, unadulterated terror. They call threaten you with terror any time
they please. You can't threaten them with anything, least of all the survival of your people. You
refuse to believe it because you still think those kinds of things happen to "someone else". Surely
not in good old U.S.A where burning a flag will become a federal offense.

NEXT ARGUMENT: SHELTERS WILL DE-STABILIZE RELATIONS
Another borrowed scenario please: Imagine that a bully is about to knock your teeth out. He has
said for years that he intends to do it. He bought some brass knuckles. He is wearing them. He is
standing in front of you. He pulls back his fist. You put your hands in front of your face.
"Stop!" a policeman shouts. "Put your hands at your sides!" You think the policeman is shouting at
the bully. No, he is shouting at YOU. "You're just making him angry. You're going to get him all
upset. Do the smart thing--give him a taxpayer-subsidized loan instead."
Ah, but you have a sneaking suspicion that if you put your hands down and keep them at your sides,
he is going to knock your teeth out. You further have a sneaking suspicion that the policeman is
scared to death of the bully.
Of course this is a silly, ridiculous analogy---BECAUSE IT ISN'T NEARLY THREATENING
ENOUGH. The bully is also carrying a shotgun and it is aimed squarely at you and there are 20
people already laying dead in the street. The policeman is carrying a night stick and no other
weapon. You aren't just trying to hide behind your hands, friends, you are trying to hide behind a
wall.
Silly you. Don't you know that the wall will upset him too? Don't you know that if he even thinks
you plan to build a wall for protection, he will shoot you first? So stand still. Smile. Tell him you
will loan him some more money--how about a little more wheat? Go ahead, tell him you will make
a deal, just like the policeman recommends.
Oh wow, it must be comforting, however, to know that once the bully pulls the trigger and blows
your head off, the next victim will be that gutless policeman?

WOULD SHELTER REALLY BE AN ACT OF WAR?
Switzerland has built shelters for its people. Red China has built shelters for its people. Would you
say that Red China plans to go to war with the Soviets? Well, the Soviets think so, but the Soviets
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can't get to the people for they have security so it remains a quiet stand-off. If the Chinese will roll
over their students with tanks--what do you think they would do to you?
The U.S. has built no shelters for its people. This is an act of illusion leading to eventual
annihilation or slavery.
The mere presence of shelters tells you nothing about the intentions of those who built them. The
absence of shelters tells a great deal about those who refuse to build them.

THE BIG ONE--MAYBE THE SOVIETS WILL JUST LEAVE YOU ALONE
Tell that one to Afghanistan. Tell it to Poland. Go tell it to Eastern Europe. But you better tell it to
someone who is totally ignorant of the history of the Soviet Union. But you sleepyheads say, "Don't
tell that stuff to us, we can't believe drivel such as that". No? Well, tyrant states do not build over
10,000 nuclear warheads and overwhelming military superiority in order to leave their potential
victims alone.

THE SYSTEM MIGHT NOT WORK
Let us pretend you hear the sirens. What precisely is your recommended system? You can:
1. Get on the floor of your house and await and explosion which will put up to 50 to 200 pounds, or
more, of pressure on every square inch of its walls. Don't get in front of any windows, Stay away
from flying doors, too--and sit tight. The children can perch on the floor under their school desks.
2. Hide in the basement--if you happen to have one. A little difficult if you live on the second or
higher floor of a high-rise. The initial nuclear radiation will kill every unshielded person within
three miles, but you certainly can hope for the best, Ah, but then comes fallout--oh well.
3. Right--you can write or phone your Congressman. But then Again, he may not be available. He
may be in the basement under Capitol Hill wishing, that he too, had blast doors. The rest of the
government high V.I.P.s will be gone to real safety. It is a heck of a time to learn how unimportant
you really are!

MORE FACTS
From a strictly technical viewpoint, a shelter system could easily save the lives of 80 percent of all
Americans, if you had as little as a 15 minute warning. If you had a 25 minute warning, shelters
could save well over 90 percent. Even without any warning at all, it would be better than what you
have available now.
Remember, in the worst possible surprise attack, the Soviets will launch all missiles simultaneously.
The submarine-launched missiles will hit first, within ten or fifteen minutes. They will almost
certainly be aimed at military targets and Washington, D.C. These explosions will alert surviving
Americans to the war, even if the sirens are silent.
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At present, hours of warning would do no good if a full-scale attack is launched against the county
as a whole. The fallout will kill all that the explosions do not. The movie picture is quite accurate--bumper to bumper, stalled traffic as far as the eye can see.
No civil defense system can guarantee the survival of people who refuse to head for a shelter when
they are alerted by warning sirens that an attack is imminent. It can't guarantee the survival of
everyone in the downtown districts of a huge city like New York, San Francisco or Chicago on a
busy weekday, but it most surely could save most of them. Almost all of your children could be
easily saved. Undoubtedly it would save more than will be saved with no shelter system at all.
Shelters will work, but only if people use them and get inside when the bombs explode. Any overall
system of civil defense will have some failings, just as every human plan has potential of some
screw-ups. That, dear brothers, is hardly a good argument for having no plan at all.
Surely the blowing of some stupid air raid siren won't save a one.

NOW WE GET TO IT--IT IS TOO EXPENSIVE
Right--with $600 toilet seats and $1,200 dollar carpenter hammers--well, you know how those
funny politicians are - - - - -! Surely the negative debaters are right. You surely cannot afford $300
per person: $200 for the shelter and $100 for food, tools, and seeds for rebuilding--it certainly
would undoubtedly break your American economy---that would do it--$300 would break the
economy--not the multi trillion dollar debt or the billions upon billions of defaults. Oh, but you ones
must understand that you are just too poor. The government spends a trillion dollars a year on
"really important things".
Keep this one in mind. The hour you hear the sirens (because even small towns still have sirens),
and the newscasters tell you to take cover, think about how much money you have saved. Tell your
kids how really thrifty you have been. What do you say when they ask, “Daddy, you always take
care of us--Mommy, you always know what to do; what are we going to do?" Well, you just answer
right out, "We are going to die, kiddies (probably a death of prolonged terrible pain and agony) but
at least we saved $300 bucks apiece. Remember, kids, that paid for a good portion of last summer's
vacation to Disney World--at least the tickets for a family our size. Think of Fantasyland-remember-that was our favorite place: Fantasyland. And remember those designer jeans for school, well, just
don't worry about looking shabby--or think about Tomorrowland." How many of you ones will give
up Tomorrowland for fear tomorrow will end up looking like Frontierland? Well, do you think your
children would feel the same?
Your problem is not technical nor financial--it is spiritual. You have lost your vision and your
backbone. Some of you think life isn't worth living if, during and for a while after an attack, it isn't
lived in an air conditioned three bedroom home with hot and cold water and switch-on lights.
If you don't change your thinking right soon, you will not survive and it is a moot point. But think of
this one: The Hebrew slaves of Moses' generation were scared to death of dying in the wilderness,
so God let all of them except Caleb and Joshua die in the wilderness. God gave the slaves exactly
what they feared and expected. Slaves live--and die--in fear. You are afraid of nuclear war and the
difficulties of rebuilding after such a war? Then you had better learn the lesson of the Exodus
generation. If you deliberately, self-consciously refuse to do that which is morally required, God
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turns you over to your greatest fear in life--every time. Who will join Caleb and Joshua? I know
several, but only a handful, and we bless you ones beyond all bounds.

ANOTHER IDIOT TACT--IT WILL TAKE TOO LONG ANYWAY
It will take you about two years-and that is if you drag along and poke all the way. But, of course, if
the program gets stalled it will take forever and forever might be sooner than you like to confront.
What might the problem be? The shelters will be identical. Oh gosh, every American gets access to
the same kind of protection. Is that good or bad? Are you waiting for Ashtar to tell you? Well, screw
your head back on. The shelters can be mass produced on American assembly lines and in local
steel fabrication shops. The steel will be easily available: our steel factories are lying idle all over
the Northwest. Surely Ashtar could not mean--jobs! You mean--income, Ashtar? Even if we never
have a war? Oh, we could use them in tornado anti hurricane season, also? You mean, Ashtar, we
could even have food and water after an earthquake, also?
Farmers are going broke, it seems to me! Do you think you can prod a year's supply of grain from
them to set aside?--well, you could even pay for it. You can simply stockpile the wheat in storage
tanks under the ground instead of in tanks on the surface--well, couldn't that be possible? You
could probably help dig holes about ten feet deep somewhere near your homes?
Do you think that if you were at war you would try to build shelters? The trouble is, nobody in the
U.S. wants to admit it could possibly happen--"er- er _, well there is Mr. Gorbechev and he seems
like such a nice sort---". The Communists have admitted it right out front--boldly--since your 1917,
but you don't believe the horse's mouth. Neither did the leaders of Poland, Lithuania, Latvia,
Czechoslovakia, Cambodia, Afghanistan, Cuba and you count the others.
You always get a deal from the Communists, friends--only it is always from the bottom of the deck.
Your "deals" have bought the Soviets the time they need. Deals have made a handful of American
deal-doers rich--they have also put your neck on the guillotine. Further, "deals" indicate that you
have already surrendered to the facts in principle. A most deadly message to send to your enemy, I
would think.

PEOPLE WOULD BE HANDLED LIKE CORDWOOD
Friends, there arc only two kinds of cordwood after an atomic attack: stacked up cordwood (living)
or blasted and irradiated cordwood (dead). This, of course, is a variation on "But people will be
jammed together like sardines; without showers or deodorant or breath mints--oh perish the
thought". Ok-so just perish. Bad news though--burned bodies smell really unpleasant! But, you
won't have to worry about bad breath!
You literally have leaders who think you wouldn't be willing to spend two weeks in a "subway car"
in order to save your lives. They tout it would be too frightening for your children to go through that
experience. They said it; not Ashtar. They further think building "subway cars" for you is far too
expensive. Ah yes, in that instance--less than $300 per person.
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How about a little Washington D.C. scenario--ready? The elected representatives used YOUR tax
money to build themselves the most expensive subway in the U.S. history--the ten-billion dollar
Washington, D.C. subway system (that was ten billion 1977 purchasing-power dollars to boot!)
They did not even bother to put blast doors on it or install a filtered ventilation system. An extra few
millions spent then, when the city was already dug up, could save the lives today of almost everyone
in that city! In fact, that $10 billion would have bought blast shelters and post-attack supplies for
over 30 million Americans.
These bright, intelligent officials have brought their own families to a prime nuclear target and they
have left their own families undefended--the shelters under way are for the very most elite and will
remain uncluttered and un-crowded. How enthusiastic do you think these ones will be when you ask
them to spend some money this year to save YOUR skin--they haven't even been efforting at saving
most of their own.
Political rhetoric isn't too interesting during a nuclear attack.

MORE TIME TO STUDY THE PROBLEM
This is always the last ditch effort to stall a program forever. The fact is, everything you need to
know was already known by the civil defense professionals when President Kennedy was in office.
That is why he wanted to go ahead with the civil defense program. Unfortunately, he was killed
before he could get the idea translated into action--well, most certainly!
In the library at your Oak Ridge National Laboratory, there are 3,000 scientific and engineering
articles on the subject of civil defense. The staff members at Oak Ridge have set aside 1,000 of
these as most significant. That basic information has been sorted and sitting there for three decades.
The story is blatantly clear right there in research print: "AMERICANS CAN BE DEFENDED
EFFECTIVELY BY SIMPLE, INEXPENSIVE SHELTERS."

A LITTLE SUMMARY
It is time for you as Americans to stand up and DEMAND a fighting chance at life. If you just sit
there silently, you have implicitly accepted one or more of these false premises as truth. You will
have "bought the no-protection package" in whole. You have tied your future and your children's
future to a lie and an illusion. You will have closed your eyes to what the Soviets have told you
straightforward that they can do and will do: WIN! Your silence today will be DEAD SILENCE
one of these days soon.
Dharma, enough for today. It has been much too long but every day elapsed is a day less to get your
work done.
Let us draw this to a close. I honor and salute you for staying with me for I know what is in your
heart. In love and infinite care for you dear ones, I stand aside.
I AM ASHTAR
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CHAPTER 8
REC #1, ASHTAR
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1989 7:00 A.M.

YEAR 3 DAY 026

RESIST
Ashtar present that we might continue. The job is most unpleasant, that you have committed to do.
It is most offensive to expose wrongdoing, terror and the actual plight in which you dear ones find
yourselves. You, Dharma are in one of those positions of knowledge, whereby, you could pretty
much make a decision to leave or stay--we know that you know as much. Let me remind you of
what Apostle Paul said when he was in a Roman prison and all he could do was “write" to the
churches and the people, "For I am in a strait (tight space) between two, having a desire to depart,
and to be with Christ; which is far, far better: Nevertheless, to abide in the flesh is more needful for
you and for service unto Him" (Philippians 1:23-24).
Dear ones, the Christ disciples and apostles were just like other men--fallible. They taught what they
"understood" and if understanding was in error--they taught error. Further, as they taught; others
erred and misunderstood and believe me, the old man of the darkness helped them misunderstand at
every turn of the path. Be gentle about the words given down through the eons-discern, for much
was tampered by even modern man--most, in fact. Ones pay their debts from these experiences-between God and himself. 'Tis not your business. It is your business to perceive and choose that
which is truth and allow the false to fall aside. Annihilate the lie when you can (I said the lie--not
the man bearing the lie), for it shall surely fall upon another if it remains intact.
"Heaven" is better than any place on your plane. That is simply the way it is. Else why would ones
need of the experience? You are ready for the transition when your jobs are finished. This writing of
information, for instance, is your primary work at this particular point in evolvement. So be it; no
lecture, just response to your petition, Dharma--and that of your close brothers who must also abide
the transience of work focus change.
Let us please return to our unpleasant subject. I would state this much in your behalf, Dharma. For
those who are not "shocked" at this, or can just accept it without trauma, do not understand the facts
of that which you are up against. Joking and teasing about it takes the sharp edge away, but it also
causes lack of doing anything to correct the circumstance. You ones in the group must be even more
discerning and clear in reception and perception than all others. If you example lapses in your
strength and act unwisely or fall prey to a dark input--it is most detrimental. You must act clearly
and morally and protect, rather than encourage, your brother to act likewise--some things are simply
"not alright" behavior. If you partake, even in thy secret places, of those things which are about the
destruction of your fellow-man, you have sanctioned it and untold damage can be projected upon
self and others.

CONSIDER THE MORAL RESPONSE WISDOM IN RESISTANCE
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The only way to avoid a nuclear war in your current time, is to convince your enemy that you can
nicely survive it. The way to assure surrender is to allow your enemy to know you cannot survive,
and further, let them know that you know. A NATION WITHOUT SHELTERS AGAINST SUCH
AN ATTACK WILL NOT SURVIVE!
That which makes a nation (its peoples and its structures), will not survive. That which is of the
natural will survive very nicely--even bringing strength unto some species of plant and animal
mineral life. Heat and pressure make diamonds of carbon, remember.
Let us understand something you don't want to face--it will be the Soviets for theirs is a stated
atheistic society. Of course some of the Russians are "Christian associated"--but then, there are
many atheists in America, so do not be foolish in your picking of nits--lest you become a nit-wit.
The Soviets have even told you exactly how they will do it and, my friends, it is working superbly at
the moment, even unto perfection.
In a full-scale Soviet nuclear attack, a large percentage of the U.S. population would be dead within
a month. Those whom the initial blasts didn't kill, the radiation from fallout would. The country
would collapse and surrender--if there is any government official still alive (or around) to do the
surrender paper work--it is a moot point.
The land would survive. The invaders would easily walk into THE LARGEST PIECE OF
VALUABLE, DEVELOPED RURAL REAL ESTATE IN THE HISTORY OF MANKIND.
FURTHER, THE EXAMPLE AND TERROR OF WHAT HAPPENED TO THE U.S. WOULD
GIVE THEM THE REST OF THE WESTERN CIVILIZATION ON A STERLING SILVER
PLATTER--MEXICO, CANADA AND SOUTH AMERICA--THEY ALREADY HAVE MUCH
OF YOUR CENTRAL AMERICA.
This would all happen with very little risk to the initiators--a greatly declining amount of risk daily-it can be accomplished in less than 30 minutes.
Ones can argue that the Soviets would only attack your military installations (not likely--they are
focused on the largest cities). If they did, however, you might lose a few million to over 50 million
people. Doesn't matter for the rest would surrender. Perhaps it might be considered the penalty for
having brought this kind of death to the world, my friends.
Of course, this scenario is improbable for you would still have a surviving group of really angry
people who are still pretty well armed. Therefore, the Soviets would not be so foolish for it would
most certainly be more: wisdom in just having a full-scale attack, wait for the radiation to clear and
walk in. They may consider the loss of a few buildings far better than facing outraged Americans
and cleaning out the rebels. They, further, may not believe that certain groups speak for the
remainder of the Americans with slogans like "better Red than dead". They may realize that for their
long-term plans, "better dead than Red" is safer for them in their dealings with Americans,
especially those Americans who are deeply religious and who see themselves as responsible before
God for defending a civilization built originally on God's laws. They probably do prefer to not blow
up the cities-they desire the twentieth century technology (which they do not have at present) and
they will enjoy a few slaves around who know how to teach their ones to operate the technological
toys. Let me just assure you, that while you have been reveling in luxury, drinking your beer and
smoking your hemp leaves, their leaders have been carefully planning strategy which will pull you
down.
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The Soviets, further, have done exactly what your government has done to you. They have made
sure the Russians, in general, have become vodka addicts and while the people are concerned with
personal survival in drastic times, the proletariats have made strategic plans on a wide scale manner,
to improve their lot in about 30 minutes.

THE STICK-EM-UP
Without a protection shelter system for the U.S. population, the Soviets might be able to blackmail
your leaders into surrendering without ever launching an attack. You might not even know of the
surrender until it is beyond undoing. Selling out your allies in South Africa, Europe, Asia, and
Central America might be carried out under Soviet orders to your leaders--and made to appear as
most reasonable, independent actions--in your media and press. Could be other things have fooled
you??
In a substantial sense, your government's present fear that deployment of civil defense and
deployment of strategic defense must be delayed, so that you will not anger or worry the Soviets, is
itself a kind of implicit surrender. That policy, if continued, could easily lead eventually to your
actual surrender, or nuclear annihilation.

YOU ARE FINANCING YOUR OWN SURRENDER AND MURDER IT IS YOUR
MONEY, FRIENDS!
This policy must be reversed, friends---SOON! The years slip right on by and you grow more
helpless while the Soviets grow relatively stronger, oh foolish ones. What wisdom is there in the
money and technology that you provide to the Soviets at present? Could it already be a form of
surrender in "sheep's cloth"? Perhaps like lambs to the slaughter? You send wheat to Russia while
you have starving and homeless people in your own streets! Oh, you think you don't give them
money? Dear hearts, I am embarrassed for you. The U.S. government encourages U.S. banks (grey
men perhaps?--see SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER, please) to give the Soviets and their
satellites long-term loans at interest rates far below those at which they loan money to Americans.
Woops, didn't you know that, little sleepy ones? Oh, well, let me catch you up a little bit.
Over $80 billion was loaned to them just in your 1970s (so much more now), at interest rates far
more favorable than American businesses could receive, with over $20 billion of that money going
to economically hopeless --let us say, Poland (and it seems Ashtar recalls just a very few weeks ago,
Mr. Bush promised them another $1.3 billion or so). A branch of YOUR government, the ExportImport Bank, was established to use taxpayers money to guarantee the repayment of such cheap
loans, just in case the Soviets default. Your money would be used to payoff the lending banks. (Oh,
NOW you are going to give Ashtar some attention cause we are again talking about YOUR money,
and not just your little old kids and self survival.)
Your own professor, Richard Pipes of Harvard, gives you a little explanation worth repeating:
"The debt of the Soviet Union to Western assistance is not widely known, because neither of the
parties involved wishes to advertise it--the Soviet Union wants to avoid the embarrassment of
conceding that it is more or less permanently dependent on the 'capitalist camp', while Western
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firms are coy about doing business with a power that most Westerners view as hostile and spend
great sums to arm themselves against. (To this day, the U.S. Department of Commerce will not
release lists of industrial corporations granted export licenses to the Soviet Union, although such
business is perfectly legitimate.)"
It is legal, yes, perfectly legal.

OH ASHTAR; DIRTY BOUNDER--THIS IS BELOW THE BELT
There is even a nearly secret, not-for-profit corporation that makes it easier for big, big U.S. firms to
do business in the Soviet Union. ITS MEMBERSHIP LIST IS A SECRET. THE GOVERNMENT
WON'T RELEASE THE NAMES, AND THE ORGANIZATION CERTAINLY WILL NOT
(PLEASE REFER TO SPACE-GATE AND SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER AS QUICKLY
AS YOU CAN--IF YOU "REALLY WANT TO KNOW"). Their hundreds of corporate members
insist on secrecy! Well, they sort of call it the US-USSR Trade and Economic Council-but its real
name is a secret! They even publish a regular journal-with a very small circulation. YOU can't
subscribe to it, but the members of the "Council" can--now what Council do you suppose that might
be? How about an address? 805 Third Avenue, New York, New York, 10022. The Soviets write
most of the articles, and the Americans run most of the ads (nothing changes very much does it?).
Oh well, the American corporations deduct the cost of the ads from their taxable income at the end
of the year. You can always make up that shortfall in tax revenues!

***THE SOVIETS ARE YOUR MORTAL ENEMIES***
The above tactics have worked for all the other countries in the world, for your "grey men's" plan at
world control---IT WILL NOT WORK FOR THE SOVIETS. YOU WILL NOT BANKRUPT THE
SOVIETS NO MATTER WHAT--THEY WILL SIMPLY KEEP WHAT THEY HAVE AND
BLOW YOU OFF THE MAP! IN LESS THAN 30 MINUTES!
You have a $300 billion annual defense budget which supposedly is spent to protect you from those
"mortal enemies". But, it doesn't work that way--that money is diverted and you feed, send
technology and make it a sure deal for them to be able to walk all over you. MIGHT THERE BE
SOME HANKY PANKY IN THE HIGHER ECHELONS OF YOUR GOVERNMENT? THIS
WRITING WILL PROBABLY BE CONSIDERED "TREASON". FRIENDS, WHERE IS THE
TREASON? WHO ARE THE TRAITORS WHO HAVE BETRAYED YOU? YOU SIT LIKE
LAMBS AT THE SLAUGHTER TABLE; DEFENSELESS!

YOU ARE NOT TOLD
Most Americans have never been allowed to know THAT U.S. TAX MONEY--IN 1966--PAID
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROADS THAT LED FROM THE SOVIET UNION INTO
AFGHANISTAN, RIGHT INTO THE CAPITAL OF KABUL. THE SOVIETS EVEN HELPED
BUILD THEM! DO YOU WONDER WHY? WHEN THOSE TANKS ROLLED ACROSS
AFGHANISTAN, THERE SHOULD HAVE BEEN SIGNS IN RUSSIAN ALONG THE
HIGHWAYS: "U.S. HIGHWAY TAX DOLLARS AT WORK". THE SOVIET TANKS AND
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TRUCKS THEMSELVES WERE MADE, IN PART, WITH FACILITIES THAT WERE BUILT
BY AMERICAN CORPORATIONS AND FINANCED BY AMERICAN BANKS.

HOW ABOUT ANOTHER OUCHIE!
MOST AMERICANS HAVE NEVER BEEN TOLD THAT A U.S. COMPANY, THE BRYANT
CHUCKING GRINDER COMPANY OF SPRINGFIELD, VERMONT, IN 1972 SOLD THE
SOVIET UNION THE BALL BEARING MACHINES THAT MADE POSSIBLE THE
GUIDANCE SYSTEM OF MIRV'ED WARHEAD MISSILES. (MIRV stands for "multiple
independently targeted re-entry vehicle": many warheads per missile, each precisely accurate.) Oh
humm, how boring you are, Ashtar.
The Soviets had tried from 1961 to 1972 to buy those machines (Centalign-B grinders), but they
were prohibited from buying them by the U.S. government. The Soviets, therefore at that time,
couldn’t make any MIRV’ed missiles. Then, in 1972, the Nixon administration came through. The
administration suddenly authorized the sale: The Bryant Company presumably (surely they didn't
go begging), made millions and millions of dollars. WELL, IT HAS COST YOU NICE
TAXPAYERS HUNDREDS OF BILLIONS. It will cost you everything if they use those MIRV'ed
missiles before you get your shelters built!
Maybe you better start, and continue, to ask yourselves: "WHY DON'T WE HAVE SHELTERS?"
THE ANSWER: "YOU DON'T NEED THEM", IS SOMEWHAT LUDICROUS, IS IT NOT?

ALREADY PRISONERS
Without a defense protection system, you, and your leaders, are psychological prisoners. They know
that the Soviets can kill almost all of you. To resist any evil, you have to be alive. It is very difficult
to imagine how a successful resistance effort could be sustained if your enemy has the technical
power to kill you at any time. How does one resist totalitarian evil in such a world'!
PROVIDE BOMB SHELTERS FOR ALL 235 MILLION AMERICANS, AND THEN YOU CAN
BEGIN TO DISCUSS WHAT YOU MIGHT DO NEXT. AND WAKE UP, IN THE NAME OF
GOD, WHOM YOU CLAIM TO LOVE-- WAKE UP!

GORBACHEV GETS IT DONE!
Haven't you wondered at all, how Mr. Gorbachev comes along and suddenly the entire Soviet
attitude is peaches and cream? YOU ARE BEING SET UP, DEAR DREAMERS--- YOU ARE
ALREADY TIED TO THE EXECUTION POST--THEY JUST DON'T HAVE EVERYTHING
THEY WANT FROM YOU YET AND THEY PREFER WORLD OPINION BE ON THEIR SIDE
FOR "LOOK HOW HARD WE TRIED". BETTER GET WITH THE WORK, LITTLE YANKEE
DOODLE DANDIES OR YOU WILL HAVE LOST YOUR BROADWAY STAGE--FOREVER!
HARD TO BELIEVE THAT A SIMPLE, UNDERGROUND SHELTER SYSTEM COULD SAVE
YOUR WORLD ISN'T IT? I CERTAINLY HOPE YOU HAVE BEEN LISTENING-- YOU WHO
NEVER SEEM TO KNOW "WHAT CAN I DO"? YOU HAD BETTER DO SOMETHING POSTHASTE!
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Take a break, Dharma, but not too long as I think we may be opening some eyelids. Ashtar to standby. SALU
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CHAPTER 9
REC # 2

ASHTAR

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1989 11:00 A.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 026

Ashtar present to resume.

EVIL AMONG YOU
You ones have your New Age Movement--you are somehow going to chant the world into peace.
You are going to send out vibrational love and harmony and change the world into peace. You aren't
going to do anything but waste all the time you could have been building shelters; the money you
have spent on overpriced crystals would have built half of them by now.
You have forgotten the punch-line of your joke. THE BATTLE IS BETWEEN THE CHRIST
ENERGY AND SATAN. Evil has enveloped your country. Evil, itself, not just the Soviets, are
winning by default. However, most of you have learned that if a default judgment has been handed
down, it is very hard and very expensive to get it set aside. EVIL IS TOTALLY OUT OF
CONTROL ON YOUR STREETS AND WITHIN YOUR OWN PERSONAL EXISTENCE. YOU
HAVE REWRITTEN EVEN YOUR CHURCH DOCTRINES, IN MANY INSTANCES, TO
COINCIDE WITH MODERN DEGRADATION. SADNESS ABOUNDS IN HEAVEN, MY
FRIENDS. YOU MOVE MOST SWIFTLY TO YOUR OWN ASSASSINATION.
God can and will protect you, but in order for Him to take you seriously, you had better do what is
in your power to do: build yourselves some defensive shelter--against nuclear war (which you
WILL have) and tribulation upheavals (which you WILL have). The Lord helps those who help
themselves--so be it, Mr. Franklin. If you do not care enough to do whatever you can to build the
will to resist evil, then why should God intervene? YOUR PROBLEM IS NOT TECHNICAL
IGNORANCE (it is not technical to build a good survival shelter), YOUR PROBLEM IS
IGNORANCE. YOU HAVE BEEN DUPED, NO MORE AND NO LESS, ONLY THE
CONSEQUENCES ARE DEADLY. NEITHER IS YOUR PROBLEM "NO MONEY"--YOU
HAVE MONEY FOR EVERYTHING ELSE YOU WANT. THE GOVERNMENT STEALS AND
WASTES ENOUGH IN ONE YEAR TO SHELTER YOU TEN TIMES OVER.
You think it is hopeless--well, it is if you don't do anything. Further, remember--MOST of your
politicians are NOT on that bus to the Moon or Mars; most don't have even a ticket to the shelters
already built--remember that do-it-yourself laundry? And, the barber shop within the "shopping
mall" inside the shelter at Raven Rock? No, not ALL the politicians are "IN"--MOST, BY A
LARGE MAJORITY, ARE JUST LIKE YOU--SITTING DUCKS ON A POISONED POND!
You have to be more determined that either your elected representatives or the Soviet General Staff.
To do this, you must first exercise faith in something beyond bombs, missiles, and armies.
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SUICIDE
If your house were to catch fire this very day, would you snatch your family and run outside to
safety? Or, would you throw yourself to the floor and stamp your feet and. have a fit. Would you
just tantrum and bewail the injustice of being inside a burning house? How about if the house has no
insurance--would you continue to rage and fit, or would you grab those kids and get out?
Would you grab the kids and run even if you could never afford to buy another house?
What about if you had to spend the next five years in a tent?
Then why in the world don't you demand of Congressman that he build you a shelter or he will
spend the rest of his life in a tent?
Listen here to two main arguments that are used to oppose having the government build shelters for
its people. All the other arguments are but smoke screens.
1. "I would rather die than face a post-nuclear-war world!" when, really you don't know a blamed
thing about a post-nuclear-war-world.
2. "If we start building shelters, the Soviets will attack us." So be it.

THE ALTERNATIVE
Your world is a world in which nuclear war is a Soviet strategic reality, written into Soviet strategic
planning--read it for yourselves, it is not a secret document. Nuclear war is just as much a
possibility as is surrender to the Soviet Union--yet I don't hear any of you saying "I'd rather die than
see the U.S. surrender to the Soviet Union".
You better review the facts of experience. Most people would be far better off to walk out of a postattack shelter alive and well, to face the realities of life, even including military invasion, than to
live in a world in which the U.S. has surrendered to the Soviet Union. Do you remember a little
quote: "WE WILL BURY YOU!" That, dear friends, means BURY you. I hereby recommend to
you, another book please: WHAT TO DO WHEN THE RUSSIANS COME: A SURVIVOR'S
GUIDE. Robert Conquest and John M. White, Stein and Day, 1984. How about considering the
murder of 20 million to 30 million Russians, including a million Communist Party members. Do
you think one Mr. Gorbachev changes Satan's plan after cons of time passage--hardly.

WHY LIVE?
God says in your book of Proverbs: "- - - all they that hate me love death", and Psalms reads thusly:
"The right hand of the Lord is exalted; the right hand of the Lord doeth valiantly. I shall not die, but
live, and declare the works of the Lord. The Lord hath chastened me sore; but he hath not given me
over unto death."
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WHICH ONE DESCRIBES YOUR ATTITUDE?
Do you love death more than a good hard fight? Do you think death is preferable to a possibly
difficult dally life for n while? Further, while you are sharing some rather nice comradery with your
building neighbors, you can declare the works of God. You are working on the basis of more of the
lies you have been spoon fed--I TELL YOU TRUTH-- YOU CAN VERY NICELY SURVIVE A
NUCLEAR WAR--YOU, DEAR ONES, ARE AGAIN VICTIMS OF THE LIE!
How can it be that surviving a nuclear war, that you don't know anything about, is seemingly worse
than going into the front lines to fight a military battle'? Those are your babies either way. Either
calls for personal victory over FEAR. GET FEAR UNDER CONTROL AND YOU CAN
HANDLE ANYTHING. General Patton put it very well for you: "You're job, soldiers, is not to die
for your country. Your job is to get the other poor, dumb bastard to die for his country." You don't
even send your sons off to battle to get killed; why would you stand by and see them, along with
you, wiped out in pure foolishness? The time to get informed about this situation is most surely
before", for there won't be any “afterwards”.
How about, "I'd rather have my children die with me, too, rather than face a post-nuclear world!"
What does that really mean? "We shouldn't spend $300 per person in order to give us a fighting
chance at survival. Forget about the kids!" Remember one called Jim Jones suicide cult?
Has anyone thought to ask the kids what they think about it? More nearly, this all means, that you
would rather see your children incinerated, or given into Soviet slavery and murder, than to pay for
some holes in the ground that you can jump into, if that day arrives--probably won't arrive if you
take the measures NOW.
How could anyone believe the above? Easy. How many of you knew about arms sales to Iran? The
enemies have pulled off one of the most successful psychological warfare operations in the history
of mane--SATAN IS A VERY CLEVER ADVERSARY!
It is seen most clearly in the statement by Soviet Premier Khrushchev: "The survivors will envy the
dead."
He did not believe that garbage for five seconds or for a hundred billion rubles. He and his
successors went out and built an excellent civil defense system for the Soviet people. They have
spent a fortune to increase the likelihood that their people will be the survivors who "envy the
dead." More to the point, they have done what is necessary to increase the likelihood that you in the
U.S. will be the dead who will be "envied". What happens when you cannot PAY THEM TO NOT
MURDER YOU? OF COURSE, THEY WILL MURDER YOU---WHAT HAPPENS TO THE
HEN WHO NO LONGER LAYS EGGS, OR THE COW WHO CEASES TO GIVE MILK?
Americans have had their thoughts directed by people who really would rather take a chance with a
surrender to the Soviets and who think that they will do better than all the other "leaders of opinion"
who thought they could work out a deal with the Soviets. They died in prison camps or jails. But
before they died, they delivered their nations into the hands of the enemy. They did it by paralyzing
the average citizen through fear. "What if we don't cooperate? Life wouldn't be worth living without
- - -." Without what? You fill in the blanks because it is YOUR neck and the lives of your loved
ones, including your nation.
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You have been the victims of a brilliant, devilish program of thought control. You have been
exposed to forty years of a continuing theme: life isn't worth living after a nuclear war.
NONSENSE; LIFE IS ALWAYS WORTH LIVING, UNLESS IT COSTS YOU YOUR SOUL,
YOUR HONOR, OR YOUR FIRST PRINCIPLES OF LIFE. People in the West who used to know
better about what life is all about have allowed themselves to be emotionally seduced by a myth:
that nothing will survive an atomic attack.
Go back a bit please, and get God back into your picture. Go back and recall some of the stories
(most of your children have never even heard them, sic sic). Think of Joseph in Pharaoh's prison,
Daniel in the Lion's den, David and Goliath, the three, Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego in the
furnace (well, this one is most similar). If you don't remember them, then it's long past time you
look them up. Each event led directly to victory in a most magnificent way--will God do less for
you?

YOU HAVE GROWN SOFT AND SPOILED
Your nation was pioneered by Pilgrims and Puritans in New England and Englishmen in Virginia
who experienced poverty, bad weather, and literal starvation in the early years of your nation. The
men who fought the Revolution over a century later put their lives and property on the line. They
paid a heavy price. Yet some of their heirs (YOU) are afraid of maybe facing a world without
luxury and Hang Ten shirts, OPs and Reeboks.
The difference between a Promised Land and a wilderness is the faith and dedication of the people
who inherit it. If men fear life beyond nuclear war more than they fear nuclear war itself, then they
have in principle committed suicide already. I WOULD GUESS, FURTHER, THAT YOU
PROBABLY HAVE NOT THOUGHT VERY MUCH FARTHER TOWARD WHAT ABOUT
WHAT HAPPENS TO YOU AFTER YOU DIE RATHER THAN FACE A POST NUCLEAR
WAR WORLD! THERE ARE SOME PLACES EVEN HOTTER AND MORE
UNCOMFORTABLE THAN EVEN A NUCLEAR WAR, DEAR BRETHREN! THINK IT OVER.
Your country has no nuclear blast shelters because Congress in its suicidal wisdom has reflected the
suicidal hearts of some of the voters--the rest have just sat around sleeping.
How could it have happened? The people who fought World War II on two fronts are afraid of
surviving the next war. Not afraid of the next war--afraid of surviving it. There are three possible
reasons: 1) You have lost your nerve and your faith in that being called God. 2) You have been
duped; brainwashed and put into coma, and, 3) All of the above.
There is hope if number two is correct. If number one is correct you fall to the Soviets--it is the end
of your world.
Let old ancient Ashtar tell you something important: AT THE END OF ANY CIVILIZATION,
THE PEOPLE LOSE THEIR NERVE. IT HAPPENED TO THE LEMURIANS, THE
ATLANTEANS, THE GREEKS, THE ROMANS AND IT WILL HAPPEN EVENTUALLY TO
THE COMMUNISTS. THE QUESTION ALWAYS REMAINS, HOWEVER, --WHEN? WILL
YOU ALLOW YOUR CIVILIZATION TO GO FIRST?
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CAUGHT IN THE FIRE
A second blaring reason why Americans say to themselves that life wouldn't be worth living in the
world beyond nuclear war is that they see no hope to survive the initial holocaust. Without shelters,
this perception is absolutely correct: they won't survive. So in mental self-defense, they implicitly
say to themselves, "Since I can't do anything to survive, and since a nuclear war will destroy me and
everything on earth that I hold dear, I might as well assume that it won't happen. Yet it may happen.
So I'll escape from the mental anguish by telling myself and anyone who mentions nuclear war that
I'd rather not survive".
You have placed yourself and your lives in a firetrap with no fire escapes. If that nuclear fire comes,
you won't be able to escape unless you have taken steps beforehand. But, apparently, seeing no way
to get the escape route built, you consoled yourselves with the thought that life just wouldn't be
worth living after a nuclear attack. This becomes a source of the very paralysis that prevents you
from pressuring your political leaders to build you the shelters that you desperately need.
Life most certainly is worth living-- honored you with that gift foolish ones. The syndrome of
suicide is morally wrong. Most of you really don't accept it, but when considering this one instance-nuclear war--you have been persuaded by, your enemies to make an exception, and your own fears
have multiplied this lie’s influence, It has produced political paralysis that has led you to the brink
of disaster as a nation. Your peoples are so bored, unhappy and miserable in mass, that every other
means of suicide is being practiced, Couldn’t t you get your bored masses moving on something that
would produce them life worth living? So be it--it will ultimately be your own choices. A very good
old saying is, “For whosoever will save his life shall lose it: and whosoever will lose his life for my
sake shall find it."--pretty good spokesman. too.

DON’T LET THE "GOOD LIFE" COST YOUR LIFE
Here is Ashtar with another stolen story. I shall give abundant credit and honor to the ones
providing me with a human version of this mess you are in, later. For now I am going to continue to
borrow.
A very brilliant historian who grew up in Hungary tells the following story. His nation suffered the
horrors of the Nazis from 1938 to 1945, and then it fell into the hands of the Communists. Now, this
man knows about tyranny!
He said that most people sat in their homes waiting for the new Communist government to take
over. They hoped that they would be able to live in relative comfort, the way they had lived before
the tyrants came. They were wrong. By the time they learned how wrong they had been, it was too
late. It was a hard way to learn the above quoted biblical principle: IF YOU TRY TO HANG ON
TO SOME EARTHLY THING FOR DEAR LIFE, YOU WILL EVENTUALLY FIND OUT HOW
DEAR LIFE REALLY IS.
There was a way out for a brief period of time, but only a few people took it. It involved walking
away from literally everything a person owned. If a person looked as though he intended to flee, he
would never make it.
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A man, his wife, and the children would set out for a stroll. They carried nothing, except perhaps a
picnic basket. A suitcase would have been fatal to the plan, and possibly fatal to the people. The
family's appearance indicated that they were going for an outing. The father might say hello in a
friendly way to a policeman or some other official along the way.
He would then buy a train ticket for the next town down the line toward the border. That raised no
suspicions. At the next train station, he would get off, go to the window, and buy a train ticket for
the next town, and so on, until they were two towns from the border. Then they would get off the
train and do their best to walk to freedom across the countryside.
This escape method was limited to people who accurately assessed what was coming. They counted
the cost and decided that it was better to leave everything behind. If they got across the border, they
survived, at least for enough time to get across another border. They soon found ones waiting on the
far side to receive and tend them. BUT THEY COULD TAKE NOTHING OF VALUE WITH
THEM UNLESS IT COULD BE COMPLETELY AND EASILY CONCEALED.
Most people didn't do it. They valued their immovable possessions too highly. Their possessions in
effect owned them. They became the possessed. In some cases, their possessions cost them their
very lives.
They lost their freedom because they wouldn't pay the price when it was still available. They would
not walk to freedom. The iron bars of totalitarianism closed in around them, their children, their
grandchildren and now their great-grandchildren.
The "good life" cost them their freedom, and it didn't last more than a few weeks or months after the
political bars clanged shut. Who do you think is on the other side of the Berlin wall? Have you
forgotten who runs the other half of that city? Further, how much "stuff" do you think is going on in
the other dimension after you commit suicide'?
You better face the evidence, and if you are rational, you will say to yourselves, "Not only could it
happen, the Soviets and the Red Chinese have spent the equivalent of hundreds of billions of dollars
on the assumption that it is going to happen!"
ASHTAR IS HERE TO DISTURB YOUR NAPPY AND RUIN YOUR ILLUSION. YOU DON'T
WANT TO THINK ABOUT NUCLEAR WAR? SO BE IT, FOR YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE
ONE AND IT IS NOT VERY FAR OUT THERE IN FRONT OF YOU-- YOU HAVE TO WORK
LIKE THE DEVIL HAS--QUICKLY AND THOROUGHLY!
Respite please, Dharma.
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CHAPTER 10
REC #3

ASHTAR

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1989 5:30 P.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 026

ASHTAR REGARDING COOPER
Ashtar present to commune briefly before we move on with our survival journal. I am proud to
have witnessed our little troops under pressure today. We know it is most difficult for you ones to
be caught in the middle of testing situations, but you just witnessed one of the dark forces getting
his "hand” called. I stand with Commander Hatonn in renouncement of one William Cooper. He is a
dupe at the least, or, a deliberate tool of darkness. It is a good example of one sent forth to give "the
party line".
Dear ones, we used none of his information which was not already published elsewhere to avoid the
very thing he has claimed. He is sent forth to soft pedal the portion of the government--(now watch
the clues as I lay them forth). He says they acted as they thought best to control panic. They acted to
deceive you citizens into your own demise. Hatonn very carefully omitted use of any of Mr.
Cooper's assumptions or conclusions. He is come forth to make money from the public and was
quite frankly terrified he would find his name on the list of ones deliberately setting forth false
information, i.e.: regarding the list involved in black mouthing Billy Meier.
There are no bad little grey men set forth to enslave you. The space people in your country have
been most badly used. When they refused to assist your government with technology desired, your
ones got really nasty--well, all space personnel who can come into your space have advanced
knowledge and none of your ones are a match--let me tell you what happened, as we speak of things
such as blackmail.
Your government applied the pressure with a very cute little scenario. There would be an all out
thrust to bring terror and fear against any aliens coming into your space. Cooper spoke enough truth
to throw you off--as is always the case. There would be terrorist situations set up and the aliens
would be blamed and the hostility would be incredible when any of us would make an appearance.
Mr. Cooper, just as Mr. Steiger, and others are on a deceitful mission. I do not wish to further detail
it in this journal which will go public.

LET HIM SUE GOD
Let me remind you of guidelines for "judgment": Anyone who claims, oh my my, in the wondrous
name of God and Christ, to be risking his life to bring truth to the peoples, and then threatens to sue
one over revealing the same already public truth, is a phony. Further, who is he going to sue? God?
If he did not recognize Hatonn/Aton in that document then he is certainly not one of you nor us.
Also; if he discounts the remainder of the document brought to you by God as being false--he lies.
He lies, for if he had all the other information he claims --he knows the truth of the remainder! So
let him sue---great, wonderful--grand; it will only serve to stir up interest in that community and the
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truth will get out all the faster! If your printer does not wish to print it, we will most certainly print it
elsewhere--the book will now be desired just because of the controversy.
You have done your job. He will spill it all at the Sedona meeting and stir everyone to get your
hook just as soon as they can beg, borrow or steal it. If what Mr. Cooper says is truth then he
discounts every channel and receiver for the higher powers, such as Tuieta. Oh, she can say, well,
Hatonn that Dharma receives is a different aspect---no, no, chelas--it is not different and in this
instance he discounts God himself. There must be this sorting and if you allow yourselves to be
intimidated by threats, so be it. Do you really think he wants such a thing in the courts? Don't be
silly--he is scared out of his wits. Make sure he gets none of our work.
Yes, I know you "thought", well, stop thinking--we had to allow it to come this far in that we could
nail it immediately and firmly. IF ONE REALLY WANTS TO GET TRUTH IN KNOWLEDGE
TO THE PEOPLE YOU ASK EVERYONE WHO RECEIVES TO REPRINT AND SCATTER,
JUST AS THE ONES WHO HAVE DONE THE MOST WORK ON A SHELTER TO SAVE YOU
ONES---THEY REALLY WANT TO SAVE ALL OF YOU; IT ALSO SAVES THEM! KNOW
WE ARE ALWAYS WATCHING, DEAR HEARTS.
Oh yes, one other thing--Hatonn placed Mr. Cooper on the list of protected ones because the minute
this refutation comes public, his life isn't worth your proverbial Tinker's Damn. The big black boys
play rough and he will wish he had not fallen to the Ego trip. Further, whoever has set up this
meeting I request be watched carefully for there is trouble in paradise. You still have some of our
very close ones on distracter side-trip. WE ARE ALWAYS MONITORING. SO BE IT. WE
KNOW OUR ONES, LITTLE SPARROW, WE KNOW OUR ONES AND SANANDA HAS IT
ALL UNDER CONTROL-- THE SORTING WILL BE SWIFT AND SURE AND QUICKLY
COME. LET US JUST CONTINUE TO DO OUR JOBS AND RESPOND TO THE SIGNS-THANK YOU, YOUR SIBOR IS MOST PLEASED IN YOUR ACTIONS. THERE WILL BE
EVERY EFFORT PUT FORTH TO SHUT YOU DOWN. WHEN IT BOILS DOWN TO TRUTH-SPACE-GATE IS NAUGHT LIKE MR. COOPER'S AND HE KNOWS IT BETTER THAN ALL
OTHERS. PERHAPS WE SHOULD WRITE A FULL LENGTH JOURNAL ON THE FALSE
TEACHER OF MR.COOPER!
PERHAPS YOU SHOULD PRINT THIS AND ALLOW OBERLI TO READ IT PRIOR TO
SPEAKING WITH AZ. MY BLESSINGS AND GRATITUDE, DEAR FRIENDS.
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CHAPTER 11
REC #4

SANANDA

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1989 9:30 P.M. YEAR 3, DAY 026

SANANDA REGARDING COOPER
SANANDA IN YOUR PRESENCE, DHARMA. BLESSINGS, LITTLE SPARROW, FOR YOUR
HEART IS HEAVY AND I SHALL LIGHTEN IT. FEW THERE ARE WHO WILL
FEARLESSLY GO FORTH AND PRINT MINE WORDS AND CARRY OF MINE SWORD.
I SHALL COME RIGHT TO THE POINT OF MINE COMING FORTH IN THE MIDST OF OUR
BRETHERN'S MOST CRITICAL MESSAGES TO CLEAR SOME POINTS FOR YE ONES.
WILL YE FOLD AT THE FIRST COUNTER ATTACK? WILL YE TURN THY BACKS UPON
ME? YE BEAR TRUTH -- THINE ENEMY BEARS LIES AND YET YE FOLD UNTO HIS
ENCAMPMENT?
DO WHAT YE WILL WITH THE PRESS IN SEDONA, FOR I CARE NOT -- THEY ARE NOT
IN HARMONY WITH MINE TRUTH. THEY BEAR THE DRIVEL OF ANY AND ALL WHO
CLAIM TO HAVE COMMUNICATION AND INSIGHT INTO THE WORLD BEYOND. THEY
HAVE NOTHING TO OFFER EXCEPT LIES UNTO MINE LAMBS.
THE BOOK HATONN HAS PENNED IS TRUTH; THE BOOK THE ONE COOPER HAS
PENNED IS LIES. WHICH WILL YE CHOOSE TO PUT TO PRINT? SO BE IT, CHELAS, FOR
YE TOO WILL BE OF THE TESTING. I CARE NOT WHERE THE BOOK IS PRINTED, 1 DO
CARE THAT MINE OWN ONES FALL TO THE THREATS OF SLIME. YE WOULD BEND
TO ONE WHO THREATENS A HUMAN LAWSUIT--DO YE FORGET WHO HAS PENNED
OUR BOOK? DO YE BELIEVE OR DO YE NOT, FOR YE MUST BE IN THE DECIDING---NOW! YE SHALL BE GIVEN ALL THE BACKUP CONFIRMATION AND PROOF YE NEED
TO SHRED MR. COOPER'S TESTIMONY AND WE SHALL MAKE SURE OUR TEAM HAS
IT TO CONFRONT IN THAT DANDY LITTLE MEETING IN SEDONA. I WEARY OF ONES
UPON YOUR PLACE CRUCIFYING MY SELF AGAIN AND AGAIN--FURTHER, I WEARY
OF YOU ALLOWING OF IT.
THERE IS NOT ONLY NAUGHT FROM MR. COOPER'S MATERIAL WE HAVE TAKEN OF
IMPORT, BUT FURTHER, WE REFUTE THAT WHICH HE HAS PROCLAIMED. WILL YE
JUST BACK OFF AND LET HIS LIES STAND? HE CLAIMS THY SPACE BRETHREN ARE
HERE TO ENSLAVE YOU. HE CLAIMS THE GOVERNMENT HANDLED EBE AND THE
CHLOROPHYLL UTILIZING ENTITIES SIMPLY DIED IN A CRASH--THEY WERE
MURDERED (INCINERATED) BY YOUR OWN GOVERNMENT. AND THEY HAD COME
FORTH TO GIVE YOU ASSISTANCE AS THINE EARTH EVOLVED INTO AN
UNINHABITABLE LAND. HUMANS MURDER ALL THAT IS GLORIOUS AND PRECIOUS
BUT THY REWARDS ARE AT HAND.
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I, SANANDA, WILL NO LONGER TOLERATE THE MARTYRDOM OF MINE WORKERS.
YOU HAVE RECEIVED TRUTH AND YE ARE NOT STRONG ENOUGH TO STAND IN THE
FACE OF THE FIRST FEEBLE ATTACK AGAINST YE ONES? THEN WE SHALL GO
ELSEWHERE. I ASSURE YOU, DEAR BELOVED THEDRA IS NOT INTIMIDATED BY
THESE FRAUDS. HOW WILL YE CHANGE OF THINE WORLD IF YE SURRENDER TO
ANY CROSS EXPRESSION. WILLIAM COOPER IS A FACE OF THAT WHICH IS
UNWORTHY TO WALK IN MINE BELOVED HANDMAIDEN'S FOOTPRINTS AND YE
SHALL NOT YIELD UNTO HIM----YE SHALL NOT YIELD. HATONN BRINGS TRUTH
UNTO YOU AND YOU WOULD CAST HIM ASIDE FOR THE FOOLISH FEARS OF ONES IN
A PRINTING SHOP? SO BE IT FOR IT SHALL BE NOTED IN THE LIFE RECORDS. I CARE
NOT WHEREIN THESE MESSAGES ARE PRINTED; THEY MUST BE PRINTED AS THY
PORTION OF THIS PLANET IS DESTINED TO DOOM IF YE DO NOT TAKE ACTION AND
RAPIDLY. DHARMA AND COMMANDER ASHTAR HAVE WORKED DILIGENTLY FOR
SOME TEN HOURS A DAY AT THE KEYBOARD AND ADDITIONAL HOURS IN STUDY---YOU ARE IN EMERGENCY CRISIS, YE HAVE BUILDING AND SAFETY SHELTERS TO
BE COMPLETED -- YE HAVE NO TIME FOR PLAYING OF GAMES WITH THY NEW AGE
CHILDREN WHO PLAY AT PLAY AND SHOW. SHOW AND TELL ENOUGH, CHELAS,
FOR I GROW MOST WEARY·--MOST WEARY.
I WOULD SUGGEST YOU ATTEND SISTER'S OPINION FURTHER, I SUGGEST YOU
SERVE MR. COOPER WITH A LAWSUIT FOR UTILIZING MY MATERIAL. LET US SEE
HOW THAT FITS AND WHAT HE DOES. I WOULD BE MOST PLEASED TO MEET THIS
ONE IN THE SUPREME COURT OF YOUR LAND. BRING HIM FORTH IF HE DARES! BUT
"TIS YOU WHO BECOME WEAK; MINE OWN. SO BE IT. SO BE IT. IT IS ONLY THE LIVES
OF EVERY MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD IN THY PLACE AT STAKE--"TIS THY CHOICE. IF
OUR WORDS DO NOT GO FORTH AND SUBTERRANEAN SHELTERS BUILT AND TRUTH
BROUGHT FORTH REGARDING THY COSMIC BRETHREN, THINE LIVES WILL BE
MOST MISERABLE. WILL MINE TROOPS FAIL ME AT THE GATE? I THINK NOT! I
FULLY PROPOSE YOU MEET MR. COOPER WITH A COUNTER SUIT ON THE 28TH OF
SEPTEMBER. HE HAS STOLEN FROM EVERY HONEST HISTORIAN REGARDING THE
EVENT OF UFO STUDY. I DENOUNCE HIM AS AN ENEMY TO ME AND UNTO MINE
PEOPLE.
I HAVE COUNTLESS PLACES WHEREBY TO PUBLISH MINE WORDS SO YE OF MINE,
CONCERN NOT. IT IS A TIME OF WEEDING AND SORTING--THE WHEAT SHALL BE
SEPARATED FROM THE TARES. IT MUST BE NOW, FOR IT IS THE TIME OF CHOOSING.
GO FORWARD AND PUBLISH MINE TRUTH LEST YE BE COSTING THE LIVES OF
THINE INNOCENT BRETHREN WHO DARED SPEAK THE TRUTH AFORE YE.
YE WHO DOUBT THE TRUTH OF THIS RECEIVER HAD BEST CONSIDER VERY
CAREFULLY THAT WHICH YE DO---THIS ONE AND HER MATE ARE IN THE HAND OF
ATON---GOD! YE DENOUNCE THIS ONE'S WORDS AS FALSE AND YE SHALL BE
STRICKEN WITH THE DUMBNESS OF IGNORANCE, FOR IN THY PROCLAMATION OF
WISDOM YE ARE MOST FOOLISH INDEED. FURTHER, YE WHO WOULD CAST STONES
AT MINE HANDMAIDEN, MINE BELOVED SISTER, SHALL REAP THE WIND AS THINE
REWARD FOR YE ARE VILE AND WHAT YE SOW THEREOF SHALL YE REAP. I SHALL
NOT BE SET ASIDE IN THY CORNERS ANY LONGER, NOR SHALL I ACCEPT THINE
PERSECUTION FOR YE ARE FOOLISH AND YE KNOW NOT THAT WHICH YE DO-THINE WORLD IS A ARMAGEDDON, DO YE NOT UNDERSTAND OF ME? HOW LONG
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WILL YE PLAY AT YOUR FOOL’S GAMES? SO BE IT FOR IT IS THY CHOOSING AND
THE TIME FOR CHOOSING IS AT A CLOSE.
NEITHER WILL MINE FLEDGLINGS BE PERMITTED PERSECUTION FOR THEY ARE
BUT MINE CHILDREN WHO DO MINE WILL. YE WHO ATTACK THEM SHALL BE
ATTACKED AND MINE IS A TWO EDGED SWORD THAT SHALL CUT TO THE QUICK.
HEED MINE WORDS FOR I AM AN ANGRY GOD AND I AM THE LORD THY GOD AND
YE HAD BEST NOT MISUNDERSTAND OF MINE PURPOSE FOR OF MINE INTENT.
THESE BLESSED ONES ARE IN THE PROTECTION OF MINE WINGS AND THEY SHALL
PREVAIL. I CARE NOT WHAT YE DO WITH THE DRIVEL OF THE INFIDELS WHO BEAR
FALSE TESTIMONY AGAINST MINE COSMIC BRETHREN-- I PREFER YE BE BRIGHT
ENOUGH TO TOSS IT INTO THINE GARBAGE PAILS WHEREIN IT BELONGS. YE ARE
THE PEOPLE OF THE LIES; OH, WOULD IT BE ONLY ONE LIE BUT 'TIS MANY, MANY,
MANY-- I SUGGEST YOU TOSS OF MR. COOPER'S GARBAGE OUT AND GATHER
COMMANDERS HATONN'S AND ASHTAR'S UNTO THINE BOSOM AND TAKE ACTION
TO SAVE OF THINE PEOPLES--YE ARE SO AT RISK AND THEY ARE GIVING FORTH
THE INFORMATION WHICH WILL SAVE OF THE MASSES. SO BE IT AND SELAH.
I TAKE MINE LEAVE OF THEE, LITTLE ONE, AND I GIVE UNTO THEE THE REST THAT
YOU REQUIRE THAT WE MIGHT MOVE ON ON THE MORROW. YE ARE BLESSED OF
ME AND I HOLD THEE CLOSE. YE KNEW THAT YE WOULD BE IN PERSECUTION BUT
IT PAINS ME TO WITNESS FOR I SEE THAT MINE BELOVED ONES ARE SO
VULNERABLE.
GO TO THY REST, FOR OUR WORK MUST GO FORTH. AS THINE SISTER HAS
REMINDED YOU--FEAR NOT FOR I AM WITH YOU. I AM THE CAPTAIN AND NO
STORM CAN PREVAIL AGAINST OUR VESSEL. MY BLESSINGS UPON MY LOYAL AND
FAITHFUL AND AN ESPECIAL BLESSING UPON THEE AND OBERLI, WHO SERVES IN
HONOR AND HUMILITY. GOD RESIDES WITH THEE. FOR HE IS THINE SIBOR. GREAT
BLESSINGS BE UNTO THE ONES WHO WALK IN THY LOCATION WITH THEE FOR
THEY ARE MOST BLESSED OF ME, KNOW I CARE FOR THEE AND DWELL WITH THEE.
AMEN.
REST WELL FOR YE ARE IN MINE CARE AND I STAND ASIDE THAT YE MAY GO UNTO
THINE REST. PLEASE SEE TO IT THAT MINE BELOVED SISTER RECEIVES OF THIS
WORD. I AM THAT I AM. I AM SANANDA.
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CHAPTER 12
REC #1

ASHTAR

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1989 7:00 A.M. YEAR 3, DAY 027

WHAT WILL CAUSE YOU TO LISTEN?
Dearly beloved, we gathered here this day in memory of- - -. Perhaps you can fill in those empty
spaces. More likely there will be no one to fill the roll if action is forsaken. I am not come to give
you peace--I AM ASHTAR, and I come to scare you into action! I come with the Radiant One that
you might know you have help if you but ask. I deplore scare tactics; what else would cause you to
listen?

RECEIVER NO LONGER FEARS
We have passed one hurdle regarding my receiver this day. She no longer has any fear of printing
truth--for if it is truth it belongs to no single man. I come to assist those ones who came before and
offered all they could--they will now have help.
FURTHER, WE WILL RENOUNCE ANY AND ALL WHO GIVE FORTH FALSE
INFORMATION REGARDING YOUR BROTHERS WHO COME INTO YOUR SPACES TO
ASSIST YOU. WE SHALL DO IT OVER AND OVER AND OVER UNTIL YOU, THE PUBLIC
HEAR IT. WE MIND NOT CONTROVERSY--MAN PAYS ATTENTION, ALBEIT ONLY
SLIGHT AND PASSING, TO CONTROVERSY. DO YOU REALLY BELIEVE ANY JUDGE
WOULD PROSECUTE AND PUT INTO A JAIL, A NINETY YEAR OLD HAND-MAIDEN OF
ESU JESUS IMMANUEL SANANDA? COME NOW, YE OF FAINT HEARTS! IF WE USE
EARTH PRODUCED MATERIAL WE WILL SPLATTER THE ADVERTISING IN BEHALF
OF THOSE ONES TO THE WINDS THAT THEY MIGHT BE GIVEN RECOGNITION.

COOPER'S FALSE LECTURES
YE ONES WHO EFFORT AT PREVENTING THE TRUTH FROM BEING PUBLISHED
SHALL REAP THOSE WINDS--SO BE IT! THIS MOST SURELY INCLUDES ONE LABELED
MILTON WILLIAM COOPER WHO BRINGS FORTH FALSE LECTURES ABOUT YOUR
SPACE BROTHERS AND THEIR INTENT. YOU, AS A NATION, HAVE AND ARE BEING
SORELY DECEIVED. COSMIC LAW DOES NOT ALLOW THE TAMPERING OR PHYSICAL
DAMAGING OF ONES ON THE EARTH LEVEL PLANES. ANY DARK BROTHERHOOD
CAN ONLY ACT THROUGH THE DENSE PHYSICAL FORMS OF THE HUMAN MANIFEST.
THE ONES YOU ACCUSE OF DAMAGING YOU. MR. COOPER. CAME TO ASSIST YOU
AND DISCOVER HOW BEST YOUR SPECIES CAN BE EVACUATED FROM YOUR DEATH
TRAP. YOU HAVE SORELY USED AND MALIGNED YOUR INTERGALACTIC
BROTHERS. NO ONE HAS EVER BEEN SO MUCH AS LIFTED UP ON A CRAFT WITHOUT
PRIOR CONTRACT AND AGREEMENT OF THAT ONE. IF YOU FORGET YOUR
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CONTRACTS, ‘TIS YOUR OWN AGREEMENT. SO BE IT; I SPEAK OF IT FOR YOU WILL
BE CONFRONTED CONTINUALLY WITH PURE GARBAGE AND WE, HENCEFORTH,
SHALL REFUTE IT AT EVERY OPPORTUNITY.
I, ASHTAR. AM THE COMMANDER OF THESE FLEETS OF ONES COMING TO THE AID
OF YOUR SPECIES AND I HONOR MY RESPONSIBILITIES. OF COURSE THERE ARE
ONES IN TROUBLE IN THE OUTER DIMENSIONS; OF COURSE THERE ARE "FALLEN"
ONES AND DARK ONES--BUT THEY ARE NOT IMPACTING EARTH IN A MANNER
BEING SCATTERED ABOUT BY VICIOUS DECEIVERS AND BRINGERS OF TERROR.
YOU ARE IN DANGER AT THE HANDS OF YOUR OWN EVIL LEAPERS AND FALSE
TEACHERS, YE FEAST ON THE CARCASSES OF THINE BRETHREN WHO HAVE COME
TO BRING THEE LIFE. SO BE IT, FOR THAT WHICH IS THRUST FORTH AND SOWED,
SHALL BE REAPED IN LIKE KIND.
Let us move back to the information regarding your nuclear war plight. I cannot urge you often
enough to get the book: FIGHTING CHANCE; TEN FEET TO SURVIVAL.., Arthur Robinson,
Ph.D. and Gary North. Ph.D., American Bureau of Economic Research, P.O. Box 8204, Ft. Worth,
Texas 76124. They, like us---copyright a book only for content truth. PLEASE copy, photocopy--any way you wish to get the word forth. We copyright only to insure quality of reproduction in
truth. So that there is an original copy which can bear truth of content if our enemies (your enemies)
misquote our messages. Ones on your place can sue us if you please. It may, however, be a bit
difficult--how does one sue Aton (God)? How does one sue a Commander Hatonn of Intergalactic
Fleet Command--how will you sue me, Ashtar, overall fleet commander?
Do you think Jesus Immanuel Sananda needs of your puny books from which to copy? The only
imaginable reason is that you ones cannot come into comfort with that one to whom you pray for
yourself', So be it, let us move on, Dharma, with a bit of a story which should shake a few, a tiny
bit.

WHITE HOUSE PROCEDURES IN U.S.
The U.S. has what are called Emergency Actions Procedures. In case of a first strike by the Soviets
on the U.S., the President has to respond before the first missiles strike; within 25 minutes for landbased ICBM's launched from the Soviet Union, and within perhaps 10 to 15 minutes for nearby
submarine- launched missiles. That is pretty short notice--FURTHER, FOR YOU or OURS WHO
QUESTION, "WON'T SPACE BROTHERS DISARM THEM?" NO---NOT UNLESS THEY ARE
HEADED INTO OUR SPACE AND REACH ONE HUNDRED FIFTY MILES ABOVE YOUR
SURFACE. THERE ARE SOME OTHER ALLOWED INTERVENTIONS, BUT I MOST
SURELY WILL NOT PRINT THEM FOR ALL THE WORLD TO SEE. WE ARE ON STANDBY AND WE WILL BE ALLOWED TO EVACUATE OUR OWN WORKERS ABIDING ON
YOUR PLANET--SO I SUGGEST YOU GET YOUR PRIORITIES STRAIGHT, YOU WHO
'CLAIM' TO BRING FORTH OUR TRUTH FOR IT IS UP TO SANANDA WHO STANDS AT
THE SORTING GATEHOUSE DOOR. YOU HAD ALSO BETTER BE REMEMBERING THE
TERMINOLOGY--GATE-HOUSE DOOR!
This will bring in names for example, for it is quite public knowledge and has often been laughed at
in your social circles and political cartoons. When in doubt always laugh it off and perhaps it will go
away.
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Bill Gulley used to be in charge of seeing to it that the procedures that the President is to follow are
coordinated. He worked for Presidents Johnson. Nixon, and Ford as a military liaison agent. He was
a retired military man. He was the head of the Military Office at the White House under President
Ford. This brings you to the subject of a "manual".
The manual is the White House Emergency Procedures manual, WHEP for short--you Americans
speak only in alphabets when there is anything of semi-importance. The White House has a copy,
and so does the Pentagon. It spells out exactly what steps the President must take to achieve a
particular response by the military. Only it wasn't an "it"; it was a "they". The two manuals for years
didn't agree with each other, and nobody knew it. Therein lies a tale, a tale of lies.
Upon confirmation that a launch has taken place (this must be confirmed, eating up more precious
time), the Pentagon Command Center Signals the White House and the various military commands
around the world.
When the operator at the White House military switchboard receives this alert, he sounds an alert.
The warrant officer with the manual is supposed to immediately rush to the President. The warrant
officer then opens the manual to get at the instructions in a little black book. The warrant officer has
the combination to the lock (oh yes, it is locked securely); the President does not.
The President, you see, is supposed to be carried by helicopter to a nearby air base to board one of
four huge flying electronic command posts, which is supposed to be ready for take-off by the time
he arrives. Or he can be flown to one of several sites, supposedly classified, but which the Soviets
know all about and have targeted--precisely. AGAIN, I URGE YOU TO REFER (GET, IF YOU
DON'T HAVE) SPACE-GATE. THE VEIL REMOVED--AND REFER TO THE SECTION ON
''THE DOOMSDAY PLAN". MR. COOPER, YOU HAVE FAILED TO NOTE VERY MUCH
INFORMATION IN SPACE-GATE.
But what if the President isn't home? What if he is off fishing at his favorite fishing hole in Maine!
Surely the Soviets would know for the Soviets read the newspapers.
Or, the President could go into a one-mile deep hole beneath the White House to protect himself.
Oops, there goes Ashtar again with logical thinking--THERE IS NOT ONE! THE SOVIET
PREMIER HAS ONE BUT YOUR PRESIDENT DOESN'T. That should tell you just about
everything you need to know for confirmation. The President plans to be long gone, brothers, and
you will all be left with no deep holes to jump into at all.
Now let us look at your comedy of foolishness. In 1975, Donald Rumsfeld, the Secretary of
Defense, tried out the system. He and the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff scheduled a test.
Rumsfeld picked up General Brown's emergency telephone. He didn't get the President. He got
someone on the White House signal hoard. Rumsfeld identified himself and asked to speak to the
President.
Rumsfeld later claimed that he waited ten minutes. The operator insisted that it was only three.
(Which do you think it was--do you hear a loud 'boom' in the background") Rumsfeld finally asked
what was taking so long. The answer: "I'm trying to find Kollmorgen," who was director of the
Military Office. When Rumsfeld asked why he couldn't speak to the President, he was informed that
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he had to be cleared by Kollmorgen before he could speak to the President. But the operator couldn't
find Kollmorgen.
Well, tough luck, Mr. Secretary of Defense. Also tough luck, for millions of Americans, had there
been an attack. Mr. Gulley commented: "So here you had a situation where the chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the duty general in the Pentagon Command Center, believed all along--for
many years-- that all they had to do in a crisis was pick up that emergency phone and the President
would immediately answer it. It would never have happened!"

WHAT WERE THE 'EXCUSES'?
You would enjoy the book Mr Gulley wrote: BREAKING COVER: Bill Gulley, (New York: Simon
and Schuster, 1980), the above is on pg. 185.
What had happened? One of Gulley's predecessors under Mr. Kennedy saw that there was no clear
understanding of the Emergency Procedures. So he wrote up the procedures. He wanted to keep
both the Pentagon and White House staff happy, so he wrote, up two sets of instructions, With each
group getting the set that made them important in the list of people to be notified. Then, in order to
make his own office seem crucial, he wrote in a clearing role for himself which slowed down the
whole alert: the person calling in had to be cleared by him.
Interestingly, but not surprising, neither side ever knew that there were two different sets of
instructions until Rumsfeld made his fateful call--over a decade later. When Gulley came in as the
new officer, he made the changes. But they didn't help much, he said.
The President doesn't have the manual until the warrant officer brings it to him. The warrant officer
knows what all the papers mean--supposedly. The President never sees it beforehand. He could, of
course, but he never asks, Gulley said. (Warrant officer, by the way, is a peculiar rank: above a
sergeant but below a second lieutenant.) Whenever Jimmy Carter went to his hometown of Plains,
Georgia for a visit, the aide with the manual stayed in a hotel room in Americus, ten miles down the
road.
Here is a better one: Before Mr. Gulley, the manual was safely locked in a nice safe nearby bomb
shelter, AND ONLY THE WARRANT OFFICER HAD THE COMBINATION! There was no way
for the warrant officer to get it to the President in time, if the Soviets used a submarine-launched
missile. Gulley said in 1980, "If the balloon ever did go up, it would be pure PANDEMONIUM."
ASHTAR SAYS, "NOT FOR VERY LONG, MR. GULLEY." He said this long after he made the
system more efficient, sic, sic!
What if the enemy killed the President and Vice President in a coordinated attack? Gulley shows
how easy it would be for a small terrorist group to get into the White House, let alone a well trained
KGB terrorist group. There will be no retaliation, unless the Soviets give us a warning for some
reason as part of a particular strategy. It's their choice. Unless you had a protected President and
foolproof communications, Gulley says, you could not retaliate. You have neither, he says, and it
was certainly his job to know.
So much for America's winning nuclear war strategy, Mutual Assured Destruction. I would say that
is very well named: MAD. DEAR ONES, ARE YOU FEELING REALLY SECURE NOW? CAN
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YOU CLIMB ABOVE HEARING THIS FROM A SPACE COMMANDER? THE FACTS ARE
BEFORE YOU IN GOOD OLD EARTH AMERICAN LANGUAGE--WHAT IS IT THAT YOU
DO NOT UNDERSTAND?
Dharma, take a little break, Oberli may wish to forward some of the opening of this to Sedona.
Ashtar to stand-by. Out.
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CHAPTER 13
REC #2

ASHTAR

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1989 10:00 A.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 027

Ashtar to resume. Let us move backward a bit and speak of what might happen if you start an all out
effort to get shelters.

WHAT MIGHT RUSSIA DO?
Face truth, above all other arguments that could block the construction of a shelter system for
Americans, is that if you begin a crash program of building bomb shelters, would the Soviets launch
a pre-emptive nuclear strike against you?
That is the single point that is a major source of the political paralysis that keeps your nation at the
mercy of the Soviets--and they know it. This paralysis gives them the time to continue to make their
own arrangements, relocate their launch sites, work out their satellite spy systems, build up their
offensive forces, their defensive forces and, currently the most important, their system of allies.
Let me comment here, please, as an example. Recently, Poland has assumed its own government
with the Communists as only participants. Dear ones, they set it up that way. Things are so terrible
in Poland that there is little a new government can do--worse, the Communists can now come in and
"assist" and win one more battle for loyalty. Mr. Gorbachev will ring the chimes, the U.S. will foot
the cost and roses will bloom in Poland---and you help them at every turn. Ones in Poland have
already forgotten the main point of freedom--the majority think it is plentiful supplies, food and
progressive business. The people are angry and militant and actually "dare" the new government to
put up changes NOW or back to the old system.
It must be realized that the point above has almost nothing to do with national defense. There is no
plan for your defense, except the now preposterous threat of your massive nuclear retaliation against
a well-protected Soviet Union. You have no strategic defense--neither the off-the-shelf system of
High Frontier (which could be deployed NOW), nor a high-tech laser system. There are no shelters
for our people.
If the question has nothing to do with national defense, then what is it really all about? Simple. This
question concerns only the proper timing of surrender. Moreover, appeasement is a policy that has,
in the history of tyrannies, repeatedly led to war rather than deterred war. Soviet tyranny is no
exception. The Soviets understand strength and have backed down repeatedly when faced with
resolute and principled opposition. Into vacuums of weakness, however, they expand like a
malignancy.
It is more than that; it also has a great deal to do with the Christ forces against the Evil, Goddenying ones. I repeat what has been often told unto you, DARKNESS CANNOT PREVAIL IN
THE CHRIST-GOD LIGHT WHEN THE LAWS OF GOD AND THE CREATION ARE BEING
BROUGHT FORTH. IF YOU STAND IN TRUTH IN THE SHELTER OF GOD, YOU WILL BE
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PROTECTED. DARK PACTS AND SECRET CONTRACTS WITH OUR ENEMY FORCES
WILL NOT BE SANCTIONED.

APPEASEMENT HAS NOT WORKED
There is a projected feeling in the high levels of your government that appeasement works-appeasement to the devil never works. After all, you have been doing your best not to anger the
Soviets for a quarter of a century, and you have somehow avoided a nuclear war. (Why would they
give up the cow as long as she produces milk?) That after-the-fact reasoning ignores the fact that for
much of that time, you were actually stronger than were the Soviets. It required over 30 years for
the Soviets to build their overwhelming military machine and for appeasement in the U.S. to
weaken you to your current position of impending disaster. While you were building, they were
digging protective shelters--in preparation (so you got ahead, so what!). If you had simultaneously
had a shelter system, you would have no threat today at all. APPEASEMENT HAS NOT
WORKED!
Only recently are you beginning to actually use it from a position of weakness. If you do not
immediately stop this policy of foolishness and get a protection system in place and get a defense
survival method, then, you are quite lost.
You do have one long shot in the postponement and appeasement question. It assumes that if you
just stall, hopeing for a way out, there will be some kind of unforeseen miracle event that will
destroy the Soviet Union: a revolution, a plague, or an attack by China. In older days, you would
have simply called it the "work of God". You would have asked God to help you (but, then, he
would have had you build a survival system). Today, your elected managers and experts are too
sophisticated for all that, it seems. They agree with the Marxists; life is governed by historical
forces, not a personal God--you even take the ability to pray at school away from your babies. Do
you ever wonder whose side you are REALLY on? Well, just be patient, surely something
wondrous will turn up to save you.
It didn't turn up for Babylon the night the Medo-Persians invaded twenty-five hundred years ago. It
didn't turn up for Carthage when they voluntarily disarmed themselves at the insistence of Rome
two thousand years ago. It didn't turn up for the Aztecs in Mexico or the Incas in Peru over four
hundred years ago. I like the author's statement regarding this: "Sometimes there are no more rabbits
in a civilization's hat".

LENIN CALLED IT ROPE
So you face a dilemma. Do you take steps now to reduce your total vulnerability in the long run, but
risk total annihilation in the short run? Do you continue to submit to the Soviet Union's implied and
explicit demand that you remain as hostages to their generals? Do you "play the China card" and try
to get China to attack the Soviet Union? Or do you just sit tight, hoping that nothing bad will
happen, and pretend that the Soviets are not deploying their fifth generation of mobile nuclear
missiles? Or do you make yet another American taxpayer-financed business deal? The great Russian
writer Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn recounts a story of the early days of the Soviet Union. THIS IS
GOING TO PINCH, SO GET YOUR ANTI-REVULSION DRUGS READY (I SUPPOSE THAT
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IS YOUR SO-CALLED "POT WEED? YOUR FOREFATHERS MADE FINE ROPE BINDINGS
WITH THAT SAME HEMP PLANT.)
Lenin foretold this whole process. Lenin, who spent most of his life in the West and not in Russia,
who knew the West much better than he knew Russia, always wrote and said that, 'The western
capitalist will do anything to strengthen the economy of the USSR. They will compete against each
other to sell us goods cheaper and sell them quicker, so that the Soviets will buy from one, rather
than the other. They will bring it themselves without thinking about their future". And, in a difficult
moment, at a party meeting in Moscow, he said: "Comrades, don't panic, when things go hard for
us, we will give a rope to the bourgeoisie, and the bourgeoisie will hang itself." GUESS WHO THE
BOURGEOISIE ARE?
AH, BUT THEN SOMEONE SPOKE UP AND ASKED, "BUT WHERE WILL WE GET
ENOUGH ROPE TO HANG THE WHOLE BOURGEOISIE?" LENIN SPONTANEOUSLY
REPLIED: ''THEY'LL SUPPLY US WITH IT."
Mr. Lenin forgot the best of his own punch-line but I, Ashtar, believe he surely said it privately,
"With below-market loans, subsidized by their taxpayers".
Dear ones, the rope peddlers have dominated your nation's dealings with the Soviet Union for seven
decades; peddlers who are mute, deaf and blind. Dear ones, Labor union officers have written about
it, Conservatives have written about it and Historians shout and bellow about it--but unfortunately,
you taxpayers bury your heads and refuse to know about it.
Has not thy Lord thy God told you that He is with you and that you must stand strong and
unbending in the truth? He has told you, fear not, neither be dismayed for He shall go whithersoever
ye of Him shall go! You ones are at the gate of Armageddon and you must realize the prophecies
are upon you.

ARMAGEDDON PROVIDES THE WAY
I shall point out a few reasons that you can get your tunnels built---because of the blueprint for
Armageddon. Your prophets of old told you and now I remind you. The war will begin in horror in
the Middle East, the Red Bear from the north will descend upon those ones already in battle, and
then the hordes from the Oriental races shall confront the Bear. That would indicate to me that you
are a bit of an afterthought--although I am confident your leaders will have your sons off to death
and dying in the middle somewhere. It does not mean that all your coastal cities, etc. will not be
destroyed by nuclear weapons and all of your military and strategic places wiped off the map--but
annihilation is not intended for you ones of Christ's armies. That, further, doesn't mean the whole
problem is off--it means that you must work like little beavers to get your dens dug while the
Soviets are distracted by world affairs in their own nest. YOU CAN IF YOU WILL--YOU COULD
IF YOU WOULD. DHARMA, WE WILL CALL THIS BOOK, SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET
FROM HELL!--YOU CAN IF YOU PLAN, YOU COULD IF YOU WOULD AND IT IS FACT-IF YOU ACT.
You aren't invading anything, further, you are not using force to gobble up anything or anyone. You
are not to be military conquerors with a direct command from God. You are, however, supposed to
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pay attention to God's laws. You are supposed to honor God by being a God-loving and respecting
people who don't continually, defiantly violate God's ethical standards.
You must begin with faith in God and confidence in His power. You demonstrate your faith and
confidence by obeying Him. Any national defense system that is based only on a new gadget in the
sky or a hole in the ground isn't going to work for you. It isn't even going to be tried, my friends. Do
you need a bit more proof? Where is your civil defense program? Where are your anti-missile and
anti-aircraft missiles? Where is your space-based defense? Where are your mobile missiles? Where
are your cruise missiles-your over 10,000 mass-produced, discount, one-megaton, slow, purely
defensive, “ca11 them back; we've made a mistake", and therefore "get the President's finger off the
trigger" retaliatory cruise missiles? WHAT OF YOUR STEALTH PROTECTION?--A HALF
BILLION DOLLAR WHITE ELEPHANT--WHAT OF YOUR SUBMARINE BASED TRIDENT
MISSILE SYSTEM?--WELL, ONLY TWO OUT OF THREE BLOW UP ON LAUNCH. THE
EVIL HAS DEVOURED YOUR OWN SELVES RIGHT UP TO YOUR EARS WHILE YOU
HAVE SLEPT AND DREAMED OF THE WORLD SERIES BASEBALL GAME. WHILE YOU
WONDER IF PETE ROSE WILL GET BACK INTO BASEBALL NOW THAT THE BASEBALL
COMMISSIONER HAS BEEN "BUMPED" OFF--WHAT ABOUT JIMMY BAKKER AND
POOR LITTLE TAMMY? WILL ZHA ZHA GABOR GET A "FINE" FOR STRIKING A BIG
OLD POLICE OFFICER?---DO YOU THINK YOU JUST MIGHT BE IN TROUBLE?
Oh, you say the afore mentioned items aren't there? How astute you have become--they are not
there! Where did the over $300 billion a year for defense go? Well, you might ask and I might tell
you, or Hatonn might remind you in SPACE-GATE. THE VEIL REMOVED and SPIRAL TO
ECONOMIC DISASTER. YOU ONES ARE IN A REAL MESS. DEAR BRETHREN!

WHAT ABOUT GOD? ARE YOU READY TO BARGAIN?
Better take time right about here to self-examine. Let's just pretend a little-the authors of
FIGHTING CHANCE have a lovely little pretend game scenario I WILL COPY VERBATIM.
THESE AUTHORS WANT TO SAVE YOUR LIVES AND THEIR OWN--THEY DO NOT
QUIBBLE ABOUT BEING QUOTED!
Pretend you have shelters. Imagine that you hear the sirens wailing. An attack is coming. You may
have only 15 minutes to grab your children and maybe a few personal items and make a run to the
nearby shelter--more time if it is on your own property. You thank God (and Congress) for the
shelter. You don t worry too much about its lack of comfort. The alternative is horrible death. You
don't get too fussy in a situation like this.
You are now in the shelter. The kids are crying. They are scared. You are scared. It is crowded. It is
like a subway. They tighten down the blast doors. You wait.
What do you think about? All the good old days? Or the hardships to come if the bombs explode?
The possibility of a ground-burst explosion that ends your life? What?
Wives worry about absent husbands. Husbands worry about their absent wives and children.
Everyone worries about the shaking of the earth. AND EVERYONE MENTALLY BEGINS TO
BARGAIN WITH GOD.
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ALL RIGHT, START BEGINNING. RIGHT NOW, WE ARE DEADLY SERIOUS. JUST START
MAKING A DEAL WITH GOD RIGHT WHERE YOU SIT READING THIS BOOK. GOD
DOES BARGAIN, YOU KNOW--OR DID YOU KNOW THAT? He did it before and be will do it
again. He bargained with Abraham over the city of Sodom. Moses bargained with Him for the
people of Israel when God wanted to kill them, quite frankly. But remember something very, very
important: GOD ALWAYS EXPECTS YOU TO KEEP YOUR PART OF THE BARGAIN!
What will you bargain with, then? You're in a hole. If the bombs go off overhead, you will be there
for days, maybe weeks. You will go outside to a probable flattened world (always deal with the
worst scenario and anything better really looks good). The peace-loving Soviets will have done their
number on your nation and your neighborhood. You may not be comfortable again for some time,
perhaps years. You may even be facing Cubans and Russians armed with modern weapons and
poison gas. But with a system of security; you can be pretty sure you may have some of your own
troops, too. You may find poison gas even. You simply do not know what you will find when you
climb outside. Mainly, you will have the clothes on your back and your kids. You will also have
your neighbors. And perhaps, for the first time in all of your lives, you will be neighbors.
What do you trade for your life as you sit or stand in that hole in the ground? What do you offer
God for allowing you to survive'! The answer is simple, isn't it?--THE REST OF YOUR LIFE. You
offer Him your lifetime, God-fearing, law-obeying service. It is all you have got inside that shelter.
Guess what? IT IS ALL YOU HAVE RIGHT NOW! Do you think that God is impressed with your
money? Where did you get your money? It was a gift from God. "But thou shalt remember the Lord
thy God; for it is He who giveth thee power to get wealth …" What God wants from you is
faithfulness. He hath shewed thee, 0 man, what is good; and what doth the Lord require of thee, but
to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God?"

ATON SPEAKS
I, ASHTAR. SIT IIERE IN THE PRESENCE OF GOD. AND OF THE ONE YOU CALL THE
SON--I, ASHTAR, AT THIS VERY MOMENT IN THY PASSAGE OF TIME. GOD SAYS TO
YOU, "AND NOW, WHAT DO I, THE LORD THY GOD WANT OF THEE? TO RESPECT
MINE LAWS, TO WALK IN MINE WAYS, TO LOVE ME AND THINE BROTHERS WITH
ALL THINE BEING, AND TO SERVE ME AND THE CREATION WITHIN WHICH WE ARE
ONE, AND WITH ALL THINE SOUL BEAR TRUTH IN WISDOM AND KNOWLEDGE.
SATAN SHALL HONOR NO DEALS MADE WITH HIS SERVANTS. THE SOVIETS, FOR HE
KEEPS NO DEALS--SATAN IS THE LIE, MY CHILDREN. IT IS NOT ONLY THE ONES
CALLED SOVIETS--IT IS MOST SURELY NOT MINE CHILDREN, CALLED RUSSIANS--IT
IS THE EVIL INFESTED WORKERS--AND THEY ARE SPREAD ABOUT THY GARDEN AS
FRUIT FLIES ON THE RIPENED FIG. I BRING THIS INFORMATION UNTO YOU THAT
YOU MIGHT SAVE OF THINESELVES. THY BROTHERS OF MINE COSMIC COMMAND
FLEETS ARE BLESSED AND WILLING MESSENGERS. THESE RECEIVERS UPON THY
PLACE ARE EQUALLY BLESSED AND THOSE WHO SERVE IN THEIR SPACES IN
EQUAL RESPONSIBILITY. THEY RISK IN THY SERVICE, MAN--ARE YE WORTHY OF
SUCH? YE WERE NOT WHEN IMMANUEL CAME AMONG YOU IN GALILEE. WILL YE
BE WORTHY OF THY SAVING NOW? WE SHALL SEE, WE SHALL SEE.
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IF YE MAKE A PACT WITH ME YE SHALL KEEP IT FOR I NO LONGER ACCEPT THY
LIES. IF YE DO NOT KEEP OF IT, I SHALL BE IN THE REMOVING OF MINE ONES INTO
SAFETY OF MINE HIGHER PLACES AND YE SHALL FALL WITH THINE ENEMY--FOR IT
IS FINISHED; YE SHALL NOW BE IN THY CHOOSING. SELAH. I AWAIT THINE ANSWER
FOR IT IS THINE OWN, NO OTHER SHALL DO IT FOR THEE--EACH INDIVIDUAL SOUL
SHALL ANSWER TO MINE BLESSED SANANDA FOR THY PASSAGE THROUGII THE
GATE AT MINE GATE-HOUSE. SO BE IT FOR THESE THINGS WILL COME TO PASS IN
THY TIME--SOON. I SHALL RETURN THIS PORTION UNTO ASHTAR, MINE PROVEN
AND BELOVED SERVANT--YE ONES OF EARTH SHALL HEED OF MINE WORDS FOR I
SPEAK THAT WHICH I MEAN. I AM THE LORD THY GOD, I AM ATON OF THE TOTAL
LIGHT OF THE CREATION."
Let us allow our Father's message to be digested a bit. Dharma. let us have respite. I will move to
stand-by. Salu.
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CHAPTER 14
REC #3

ASHTAR

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1989 2:00 P.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 027

Ashtar at ready.

ARE YOU SAFE RIGHT NOW?
You are sitting somewhere right now reading this book -- I doubt it is after the fact of attack. Just
because you're not in a shelter right now, you may think you are safe. If you do, then you don't read
very well. If you have turned up this book after a shelter system is intact and you are safely reading
under ground, then you are fine. You will survive--especially if the plans were well worked out, you
need not even be uncomfortable; perhaps you even have a reclining airline type chair--you probably
have hot coffee or iced tea--that means we pulled together and pulled it off. If it is before the fact;
then sadness abounds--you most surely will not make it for you cannot survive unsheltered.
Perhaps you feel "fairly" safe. You are safe only to the extent that the Soviets decide today not to
launch a safe, clean, low-risk first strike against you. Tomorrow, they believe, it will be an even
safer, cleaner, and lower risk to launch one so they will probably wait---a while longer.
You are safe only for as long as the Soviet Union's Communist Party and General Military Staff
decide to allow you to be safe--for one more day. America's $300 billion a year military
bureaucracy has no defense for you, except a less and less credible threat of terrorizing Soviet
citizens after YOU are solidly dead. In short, the only reason you are not dead or dying presently is
because, by the grace of God, by means of His restraining or confusing the Soviet "giants", you
have been given another day of precious life.
God is not a mean, hating, vengeful father who wants to see you in pain and horror; He is a loving
father who wishes to see you alive and thriving in love and growth as you were created to be. Make
a deal with God--then keep it! He will meet you more than half way; in fact, if you ask, he will tend
you AND carry you all the way.

PREMATURE ATTACK?
No, there are no guarantees that, if you begin a crash program in shelter building, you won't
pressure the Soviets to speed up their plans for a full-scale nuclear war. But where are the
guarantees that if you sit around doing nothing, you won't be gassed or sprayed with some
incredibly dangerous biological weapon? Even in error released by your own government? If you
wait, who says things are going to get better? Will the Soviets be weaker after they get a new
generation of missiles? Will you be stronger? Will they be a bit more merciful, perhaps, after they
get a fully deployed anti-ballistic missile system? Even your leaders who have put you to peaceful
sleep do not trust them and tell you so over and over and over again. Do you think Soviet leaders
will become more decent once they have more shelters for themselves and their families, a mile or
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so beneath the major cities and well tended shelters in rural areas? Why are they continuing with
extensive underground quarters if they expect nothing?
Now here is a good one to think about--where have you put God? Well, better decide -- at present
you are counting on some God act or something, to save your fannies. Funny thing is, if you had
enough truth and trust in God you could be saved without shelters. But you sure as blazes can't be
safe without God or shelters. If you can get squared around with God, one sign of that fact will be
that you will have ability to last long enough to get Congress to see that you really do face a
national crisis. If your Congress plays around as if you were not facing literal destruction, then
Congress has betrayed you into the hands of your enemies. If ever God had earthly enemies, it is the
anti-God, Christ persecuting evil ones who run the Soviet Union--and they claim that title in bold,
blatant pronouncement--I quote them, not my opinion. Congress had better start making deals with
the voters rather than with the Communists. Congress had better start making deals with God and
stop making them with Satan. When you make deals with the Soviet Union, you are making deals
with Satan--directly.
Strong language? YES! Exaggerated nuclear danger? NO--IT CANNOT BE EXAGGERATED!
Even if the threat were only imaginary, your leaders believe it, and your people are petrified
because they don't know that there is a $300 solution.
The Soviets are playing a waiting game. They have a billion Chinese to contend with and you still
furnish them nice things and MONEY. They have made a huge investment in military equipment
that inevitably grows old. Their economy is straining now; as they fall farther behind the West's
high technology economies--and your government relies solely on that approach as ridiculous as
that may be. Your economy is dead, also. No friends, they won't wait around long after the cow is
dry!
They have a growing Islamic population that wants out of the Soviet empire. They have a sagging
economy that is near collapse, also. They don't like taking risks, really, they are not stupid--they are
evil. Evil is most clever, have you not noticed? A shelter system makes it harder for them to
blackmail you, but they can still level your homes and buildings. That is a most powerful threat in
itself--but those "things" and "stuff" can be rebuilt--even better; for if you get God on your side, he
comes equipped with advanced space technology to be shared brother to brother--from us to you.
Your rural areas would be basically untouched.
If the Soviets start a nuclear war, they cannot be sure of the results. If they were absolutely sure of
its positive outcome, they would have launched the attack by this time. Starting a nuclear war isn't a
zero-risk game. It is becoming lower and lower risk for them, but not totally risk free for they, too.
do not know what God will do--they actually believe in God far more than do you who proclaim as
much. FURTHER, THEY TOTALLY BELIEVE IN SPACE COMMAND AND WHAT IS MORE,
THEY LISTEN TO US WITH BOTH EARS AND BOTH EYES. THE COSMIC COUNCIL SETS
A FEW VERY NASTY GUIDELINES FOR BOTH SIDES BEYOND WHICH THE COSMIC
BEINGS WILL NOT STEP.
IF YOU WALK THE PATH OF GOD AND FOLLOW IN HIS WAY, HE WILL OPEN THE
SEAS FOR SAFE PASSAGE AND SEND OUR BEACONS TO GUIDE YOU; TURN AWAY
FROM GOD UNTO THE EVIL OF THE EARTH WAYS AND HE SHALL ALLOW THE
EARTH TO DEVOUR YOU AS YOU WILL HAVE CHOSEN THE WAY OF THE DRAGON
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BEAST. FOR AS WE BRING FORTH THE TRUTH UNTO YOU, YOU SHALL NOT BE AS
THE UNKNOWING -- YE SHALL THEN BE AS THE FOOLS--TO PERISH AS FOOLS.

LETS TALK ABOUT SHELTERS
The Chinese system of tunnels is the best shelter system on earth. City dwelling Chinese citizens
can move immediately into a completely protected environment from their homes, work, or other
locations. Then, they simply walk out of the danger area--walk with complete protection. If fallout
is severe, they remain in the tunnels or migrate through them to a safe area. Moreover, if they were
to suffer an invasion, their tunnel system would serve as an invaluable defense system against
Soviet ground forces--the same kind of tunnel-based military system that the Communists used so
effectively in Vietnam--only the Chinese have built quite roomy, comfortable channels.
The shelter system certainly demonstrates that the Chinese have the will to defend their homes,
families, and country. Their defensive preparations for survival are sufficient, in and of themselves,
to deter Soviet aggression. Even in their largest city, they can be 30 feet underground in seven
minutes, and then simply walk to safety. No "subway car" crowding for two weeks, no danger of
insufficient warning to reach shelter, and a place to sleep at night during the period of rebuilding
above ground. They only lose their buildings, not their lives.

PROPOSE TUNNELS
Why, then, don't you propose tunnels? In your proposed system, you jump into a safe hole, but you
can't walk away and hide in the countryside for several weeks. More important, the work is virtually
invisible; you ones are always building and digging and putting up more of this and lots of that and
transit systems--you could simply expand and build it all in at once, or excavate in virtual secrecy
from beneath ground. You could be compressing shan-stone bricks right at the digging sites and
ship the bricks out or use them in the structures, negating the need to pile vasts amounts of dirt.
FURTHER, YOU COULD EVEN HAVE CITIES UNDERGROUND WITH MALLS AND ALL
THE DOO DADS YOU ONES LIKE--YOU COULD BEGIN TO HAVE YOUR HOMES
UNDERGROUND--YOUR DAIRY HERD MILKING BARNS UNDERGROUND--GRAZE THE
CATTLE ABOVE ON THE ROOF AND HAVE A SURVIVAL SHELTER FOR THE COWS
RIGHT AT HAND--IT WOULD PROVIDE SHELTER IN EXTREME WEATHER IN
ADDITION.
Your cooling and heating cost within an energy perfect underground setting would drop to all but
zero. You would only need pump ventilation systems and that would only be necessary when all
orifices would be covered with blast security doors.
In preparing to get this information out to you sleeping targets, Drs. Robinson and North considered
numerous shelter options and considered the political climate. They decided to propose the very best
modular type protection, and reduce cost by crowding and discomfort rather than by increased risk.
In that way, they are able to propose an excellent system based on $200 per person for the blast and
fallout shelter, plus an additional $100 per person for food, tools, and other items to aid in survival
and reconstruction after an attack. Crowding could be eliminated for an additional $50 per person.
These low prices also depend upon relatively large 150-person shelters and savings from mass
production and procurement during a large building program. You can't have one installed in your
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back yard for five people at those prices per person. You could if you were able to utilize
compressed earth bricks from your own excavation, but that is for US to get into and not these dear
Earthmen. We will stick to basics here and then expand.
The important points are 1) the danger is immediate; 2) your government is not acting to meet that
danger; 3) the simplest and most effective steps must be taken now (and, brothers, three full years
have passed since the penning of this information--so deduct that from the time you need). The
simplest and most effective first step is a high-quality blast shelter system for your entire
population, deployed immediately.
Perhaps your government will decide that you are worth more than $300 each, but less than the
$1,000 required for the tunnel system. Maybe the government will decide that you are worth less
than $300 but more than zero. What then?
For about $1,000 per person, you could build luxurious, low-occupancy shelters of the modular
type. You wouldn't want to do that for at the same expense you could have a grand tunnel system
and insure safety.
For $700 per person ($600 for the shelter and $100 for post-attack food, tools, and supplies) you
could build excellent blast shelters according to current, standardized and fully effective designs
with an occupancy rate of about 10 square feet and 100 cubic feet per person and with very
comfortable accommodations. They would be similar to the design proposed herein, except that
there would be a lot more space per person--either more shelters or more bigger ones. They would
also have more amenities. Of course the size of shelter units is somewhat arbitrary. It is affected
largely by the problems of mass production and installation of very large shelters and the
inefficiencies of very small ones.
Also, some localities have unique solutions available. The underground caverns in Kansas City, the
deep subways of the nations capital, and the mine tunnels of the Pacific Northwest can all be
utilized instead of the standardized shelters. There is a whole tunnel system already under many of
your major cities which just sit there doing nothing right now.
There will be some severe problems in some areas which will offset any savings, such as New
Orleans where there is such a high water table it would require more expensive shelters.
Incorporation of these kinds of alternatives into the system would provide better shelters at
comparable cost in a few localities, Overall, however, the cost of the entire United States shelter
system would be about the same per person.
How much money can be saved if you keep the shelter quality high in terms of safety but lower in
terms of comfort by putting more people in the same shelters? Minor changes must be made to
allow for increased ventilation, water storage, and furniture, but these don't change the cost very
much. New York subway cars are designed for 2.3 square feet and 20.8 cubic feet per person. Of
course, New York already has a major under ground problem of old water valves that are imminent
hazards to the population already so these needs must be considered. World War II German bunkers
for civil defense were designed for 2.1 square feet and about 20 cubic feet per person. The adult
human body occupies about 2.3 cubic feet, so about 12 percent of the available volume is filled in a
20 cubic foot system.
During attacks the German bunkers were sometimes occupied at triple the design occupancy or
more, but only for relatively short periods. Successful American tests have demonstrated relative
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comfort at about 4 square feet per person and the Swedish official shelter recommendation is for 5.4
square feet per person. The Soviet standard is 5 square feet per person. The seating area of economy
class on a Boeing 747 is about 4.5 square feet. (These occupancies are calculated by comfortable
researchers in peacetime.)

A LITTLE CROWDED VS. DEAD
With nuclear explosions going off, a person's options become a bit limited, rather like the options of
the Germans who overcrowded the bunkers during the Hamburg firestorm raids. They had severe
discomfort during the raids, but crowding saved many extra lives. They left those crowded bunkers
and rebuilt 80 percent of the industrial productivity of Hamburg within 5 months.
Please keep in mind that not all of the shelters will be in high fallout areas, and fewer still will be in
areas where the destruction of above ground, fallout safe structures is complete. The shelter's water
and food provisions for each individual will be stored in convenient, easily carried small containers.
so that each person will be able to leave the shelter immediately after the attack if fallout conditions
allow it. They can move to some other less crowded location, if one is available.

LOWER THE RISK
With your people tucked safely in blast shelters, and therefore with a lower incentive for the Soviets
to attack your civilian areas, you can expect that many people will need the blast shelters for only a
brief time. Of course. everyone must be in them initially, because you can't know before the attack
where the weapons will be detonated. Shelters must all be supplied for full occupancy for the full
two weeks if that proves to be necessary. If some localities did not have blast shelters, that fact
alone would invite direct attack upon those locations.
The point, of course, is that severe crowding in the shelters is better than no shelter at all. For this
reason, the $200 system is proposed and used as an example. It is austere, crowded, but very highprotection. It would cost the American people $47 billion, plus another $23 billion in food and
recovery provisions. This amounts to about 3 percent of the federal government's usual expenditures
for two years. (Actually, it would be less than $23 billion, because the federal government has
already bought some of the food through various farm subsidy programs. That food is already being
stored at your expense.) Also to be considered, you would have the major cost only one time.
Strange, is it not, that payment by citizens for the post-attack food storage program would be
partially indirect; higher future farm prices, since the current farm commodity surplus would be
taken permanently off the market. So be it.
A break please, Dharma, I recognize you are most weary. Thank you for your service. Ashtar to
stand-by. Salu
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CHAPTER 15
REC #4

ASHTAR

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1989 4:30 P.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 027

Ashtar returned and ready to continue.

START NOW-EXPAND
Get started. If your representatives in Congress see the light and decide that you deserve more space
per occupant, they can vote to build additional shelters. That way, you don't mess up production
schedules. You just get more of the same. In short, "Buy two; they're small".
The entire system could be completed in less than two years by means of existing industrial
facilities, and with existing and currently underutilized industrial capabilities in steel and concrete
production, metal-forming, and earthmoving. The currently idle American assembly line facilities
can be used to produce the habitability items, such as radiation meters, hammock beds and chairs,
water storage containers, ventilation equipment and blast valves. Then if you expand into a better
system these shelters can be converted into massive underground storage facilities as an adjunct to
your underground city.

PROTECT THE HOMELESS
As the original facilities become replaced and the need for storage is diminished, you will still have
safe, weather protected places to house and tend your homeless. There could be areas selected for
kitchens, sleeping, etc. and a program organized for self-tending in exchange for labor and other
selected duties. Get your addicted population cleaned up and you will have a whole new working
class of contributors.
But what if Congress only spends $100 per person? You cannot go to one square foot per person.
Alternative approaches include: 1) shelter for the women and children but not the men; 2) shelters
for the "important people" and not the rest of you; 3) shelters without survival equipment: you can't
stay inside long, and everybody brings a box lunch. Well, if you get started the communities will
find a way. In the cities, if ones will not participate, then you have another type of problem.
The bottom line is that you must start building modular shelters for the children--now. Surely you
can agree that you have no moral right to leave them unprotected. Then you build for your soldiers,
then for your homes and businesses. If you like the results, you just keep on building and by then
you will have found better and more efficient building materials and procedures.
With compressed earth domes you only have to dig half as deep and have equal protection. But, get
started. Get started and allow it to grow. A journey is begun by that first step--perhaps this book is
the first step for many of you--blessings be upon you for such a decision. Maybe you will even build
so many that there will be comfortably low occupancies. Maybe you will even then tie them
together with tunnels. Maybe your children, your grandchildren, and your civilization will have a
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future after all. Perhaps you can be the foundation civilization for a whole new world in transition.
So be it.

LOCATIONS OF SHELTERS
You must be certain that the shelters will be located so that most of them cannot be destroyed even
by the worst possible deliberate attack on the shelters themselves. This is the best way to ensure that
such an attack will never take place. You must place the shelters according to Soviet capability, not
according to your perceptions of their intentions.
The United States (not including Alaska) contains approximately 3 million square miles. Nuclear
explosions of 500 to 1000 kilotons (1 megaton) at optimum height can destroy most buildings over
a 50 to 100 square mile area. Therefore, with an attack by 10,000 explosions, the Soviets could
destroy the buildings in an area of about 1 million square miles. Excluding, therefore, buildings in
desert, forest, and very rural areas, they have the capability of destroying most of the buildings in
the U.S.-----BUT DEAR FRIENDS, THEY WILL NOT DO THAT--FOR THAT WOULD LEAVE
THEM WITH NO DEFENSE OR RETALIATION ABILITY AGAINST CHINA. THAT IS ONE
REASON THEY HAVE LEFT YOU ALIVE. IT IS STILL A GREAT RISK, FOR THEY KNOW
THE CHINESE CAN PROTECT THEMSELVES AND ARE JUST WAITING UNTIL THE
SOVIETS ARE WEAKENED IN GREAT MEASURE. OH, IT IS JUST A BIG MERRY-GOAROUND OF INTRIGUE, IS IT NOT?
As their nuclear arsenal grows, and as the number of their "delivery vehicles" grows, they will be
able to knock down even more of your buildings.

TARGETS WILL BE URBAN AREAS AND MILITARY INSTALLATIONS
In practice, of course, they would concentrate explosions in urban areas and around military
installations, and keep weapons in reserve for threatening other countries into submission. Such
threats will be very effective in a world in which the U.S. no longer exists. Even so, it is unlikely
that any city or large town will be free from a direct attack. Clearly you cannot defend your
buildings. Only an anti-missile defense system can do that--a deployed strategic defense, not a
research and development program.
There are, however, domed structures with the majority of the "floors" underground that, will
survive an almost direct explosion for the shock wave and wind force will be deflected from the
domed shape. We will speak of those things at a later time--let us just get started at present; we can
help you plan and dream and build for the assured future for which you are saving yourselves.
An air-burst attack on your buildings will not harm your people if they are in properly designed, 200
psi sure-safe blast shelters, The blast shelters could only be harmed by a ground-burst attack.
Besides being much less effective at destroying buildings, a ground-burst attack would also not be
effective in destroying very many of your shelters.

WHAT OF NEUTRON BOMBS AND PARTICLE BEAMS?
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I would insert in this portion for you who are already asking: What about neutron bombs that
preserve buildings and just kill life? What about particle beams that back feed and chain react into
oblivion? THE COSMIC COUNCIL MAY ALLOW A GREAT DEAL OF INTERFERENCE
FROM WE, THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE FEDERATION; FOR WITH THOSE WEAPONS
YOU WOULD MOST PROBABLY ANNIHILATE YOUR PLANET AND THAT WILL NOT BE
ALLOWED IF AT ALL PREVENTABLE. WE WILL INTERCEDE. WE HAVE ALREADY
BEEN CALLED INTO ACTION BY BOTH THE UNITED STATES, THE SOVIET UNION
AND SEVERAL TIMES BY CHINA TO STOP CHAIN REACTIONS FROM YOUR PARTICLE
BEAM SYSTEMS. ONCE AT CHERNOBLE, ONCE JUST BEFORE A MAJOR SUMMIT IN
EUROPE, ONCE AT THE LIVERMORE LABORATORIES NEAR SAN FRANCISCO. OH, WE
ARE MUCH MORE ACCEPTED THAN YOU MIGHT EVER BELIEVE TO HEAR TELL OF
IT. LET US JUST DEAL HERE WITH LITTLE OLD NUCLEAR BOMBS AND SHELTERS
THEREFOR.

LITTLE OLD "REGULAR" NUCLEAR BOMBS
A ground surface burst, 500 to 1000-kiloton explosion produces a crater about 0.03 square miles in
area. You read it correctly: three one-hundredths of a square mile. This can vary, of course, in
accordance with soil type and other factors. In addition, soil and rock ejected from the crater covers
an additional 0.1 square miles to a significant depth--a depth that, in the absence of a tunnel system,
might fatally trap the occupants of an underground blast shelter. In addition, there is severe groundtransmitted shock and pressure in the immediate vicinity of a nuclear explosion. For these reasons, it
is impractical to build civilian blast shelters that can resist ground bursts within their own 0.6 square
mile location. Six tenths of a mile is not much area.
The shelters described herein would be sure-safe outside of a 0.6 square mile area around a ground
burst explosion of a one-megaton nuclear weapon. They would be surely destroyed within a 0.3
square mile area. In between, they would be partially destroyed.

DIRTY LITTLE EARTHQUAKE SIDE EFFECTS
You will find the Soviets have another dirty little scheme--they have targeted some of the most
stressed areas of your fault line systems for directed ground-burst missiles. These would trigger
your Earth fault line and the devastation of such a power supported quake would be tremendously
more destructive than that which you are expecting from Mother Nature

WHAT IF THE SHELTERS ARE GROUND-BURST TARGETED?
What if the Soviets, knowing that you are going to be tucked safely in your little shelters, simply
targeted the shelters with ground bursts? For 230 million people, you will need 1.5 million shelters,
as compared with 10,000 Soviet weapons. Clearly they cannot kill many of you unless you put the
shelters too close together.
Half the people of the United States live at a density of 1,500 people per square mile or less. They
would need less than one shelter per 0.1 square miles. The low densities of people in rural locations
would require a few more minutes on average to reach shelter, or else placement of extra shelters
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with fewer people per shelter. In the worst case, therefore, the Soviets could only endanger six
shelters per explosion and could only surely destroy less than three with one bomb.
An additional 30 percent of your people live at densities of more than 1,500 but less than 6,000 per
square mile. For them the risk would be a minimum of 3 shelters per explosion and a maximum of
24.
When these facts and also the circumstances of those people living at even higher densities are
taken into consideration, the estimate is a maximum of less than 10 percent of your blast shelters
could be destroyed by an all-out ground-burst attack on the shelters themselves with the entire
Soviet nuclear weapons inventory--pretty good odds by any count.
Dharma, enough for now as I would rather start fresh later as I note you are getting muscle cramps.
You are doing well, chela, and we will proceed as rapidly as possible but it cannot all be done by
one in one day. So be it and my blessings upon you and my beloved assistants for I realize I am
piling great workloads on already burdened backs. I salute you for your contributions in such love
and willingness. The gift will perhaps be the saving of a nation and its peoples. That would be a
reward of great abundance in itself.
I AM THAT I AM, IN THE SERVICE OF GOD AND IMMANUEL SANANDA, I AM ASHTAR
SIGNING OFF, CLEARING CIRCUIT…….OUT.
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CHAPTER 16
REC # 2

ASHTAR

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1989 9:00 A.M. YEAR 3, DAY 028
Ashtar come to share and witness, Dharma. Your heart is heavy with things of life: You knew that
your path would not be one of ease and further, you knew it would be filled with danger. You ones
must come into your senses for in your innocence you blunder. In your carelessness you can blunder
and cause great pain and damage to your brothers and unto our most fragile credibility base. You
ones must be pure and responsible beyond all others for ye are the light; you cannot light of a path
with smudged candle globes. Ye ones are the fish within the fishbowl of fishbowls. Dark ones
always appear in innocence -- why would Satan call himself the "Prince of Light?" If you are given
to feel uncomfortable about any situation--know that there is something WRONG with it. Those
negative prodding’s are sent forth from us at your request--heed them!
Let us continue in our work to get you some survival shelters, but I want you ones to use your heads
and see the ultimate damage done if our work is discredited in any measure. Further, I prefer that
you ones make it long enough to be able to physically need the shelters. Through carelessness you
can be "taken out". Through irresponsible behavior or deliberate actions of negative intent; we will
remove you from the projects--we are not dealing with afternoon tea and crumpets; we are about the
transition of a world and a survival of a civilization. Consider this a most severe warning from your
Commander, please.

SHELTER LOCATIONS
Some of this material I would now utilize from the good doctors' book, but my agreement is that if I
utilize some of a chapter, I utilize all. My purpose for not doing so is to cause ones to be caused to
get their book and to get the references and back-up materials to make the plan function; you will
need go to their sources or you will not be able to utilize my information properly. My purpose is
not to use a human's information but to cause you to wake up, get busy and get information of
substance, from ones who know what they are doing on an Earth plane. I would simply hit you
soundly upon thy heads with the book if I were so allowed. Get the information---these are the ones
we recommend you utilize of their knowledge and research. GET THEIR BOOK, GET THEM TO
HEAD UP YOUR PROGRAM IF YOU CAN AND GET MOVING. ASHTAR AND BROTHERS
HAVE NO INTEREST IN YOUR PUBLISHING BOOK BUSINESS, NOR YOUR RESOURCES,
NOR ALMOST ANYTHING ELSE YOU HAVE; WE ARE EFFORTING AT KEEPING YOU
ALIVE AND INTO WISDOM AND KNOWLEDGE, YOU ONES OF THE FATHER'S FLOCKS.
THE WORLD AS YOU KNOW IT WILL COME TO A SCREECHING HALT JUST AS
PROCLAIMED BY THE PROPHETS--IT IS UNDER WAY RIGHT THIS MOMENT;
THEREFORE WHAT YOU ONES DO IS MOST HIGHLY IMPORTANT. YOU WILL HAVE
NUCLEAR WAR, THE ONLY QUESTION AT ALL IN POINT, IS 'WHEN'. YOU NEED THE
SHELTER SYSTEM ALL THE REMAINDER OF THE WAY THROUGH THE TRANSITION
SO, AT WORST, THE SHELTERS WILL NOT BE USELESS.
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Drs. Robinson and North make some excellent population comparisons and excellent observations
which I will utilize, this in no way relieves you of the responsibility of obtaining their
comprehensive information.
Air-burst is the detonation of choice in any enemy attack. Air-burst attack will take out your
buildings and above ground installation to put you out of operation. Ground-burst explosions are
much less effective for blast damage than are air-burst weapons. The buildings near the explosion
are destroyed, but the land surface area covered by destructive blast forces is much less. Therefore,
if you had large numbers of small blast shelters distributed at your non-evacuated population
density, the casualty rate would be so low as to render an attack on the shelters impractical and
ineffective.
Let me add comments at this point. Up to this point there has been no need for consideration of any
but major air-burst systems because that would easily wipe out your human population above
ground. If they could utilize weaponry that would wipe out life and preserve utility buildings, etc.,
that would, of course, be the weapon of choice. That is not going to be allowed so the next strategy
is do second best. At your status of helplessness you are most vulnerable above ground so air-burst
bombs are most preferable, even if buildings and technical installations must be rebuilt. As things
move along it may change. You see, an occupying group must consider the occupation populace.
Ground-burst weapons leave more useable buildings, but you have a tremendous fallout problem
and then you could move into a semi-nuclear winter with tremendous clouds of radioactive
material--circling the globe, which could bring the fallout right back on one's home base. You see,
this makes the point--there is risk involved and that buys you more time.

CURRENT "HANGING-ROPE" SALES
I further hope my crew noted the news of yesterday, where the Soviet leaders are asking the U.S. to
get behind their freedom movement and support them with more money and supplies, as well as
additional trade. If your spines I further hope my crew noted the news of yesterday, where the
Soviet leaders are asking the U.S. to get behind their freedom movement and support them didn't
have chills--twenty days in isolation for you! What is so terrible, is the citizen taxpayer will push for
that very thing--“send the rope---send the rope” and the scaffolding and the trap door. Let us have
peace and friendship at any cost--that cost is your annihilation, dear old U.S. citizens.

SHELTERS NEED TO BE NEAR USUAL LOCATIONS OF POPULATION
You must have your blast shelters near your usual locations so that you can have instant protection.
You will not need to evacuate. But blast shelters are a bit more costly than simple fallout shelters.
Why not evacuate into the countryside and build fallout shelters?
The Soviet civil defense systems relied in part upon evacuation during the years that their blast
shelter system was under construction. Of course, they had the advantage of warning, since it is
their military doctrines that call for a surprise first-strike. Yours do not.
Now that Soviets have completed a formidable blast shelter system, they no longer depend upon
evacuation. Unfortunately, and most stupidly, some of your planners still propose evacuation
schemes that assume long warning times. They assume that you will see the Soviet evacuation and
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then have time to act. Evacuation is no longer required by the Soviets, so there will be no early spy
warning of preparatory evacuation of the Soviets. This was an obvious development, since their
military strategy of a surprise first-strike could hardly include the obvious warning of evacuation in
their own camp.
In the face of the Soviet threat, the Chinese built an evacuation system--30 feet underground. The
Chinese plans do not depend on warning and evacuation time. They know their enemy. In addition
to their early knowledge, the Soviets have the following advantages: we have fewer attack weapons;
most of those weapons will be destroyed by the Soviet's first strike; those that you manage to launch
will encounter their formidable strategic missile defense systems; and, finally, if any do get through,
they will not do much damage to a country that has protected most of Its industry and has blast
sheltered its population.
Shelter density is illustrated by reference to maps labeled 1 and 2 In FIGHTING CHANCE, which
are outline maps of Washington, D.C. and its Surrounding counties: Montgomery and Prince
George's (Maryland) and Fairfax (Virginia); and maps of Los Angeles and Orange Counties in
California. (Ashtar: this should make you ones in Los Angeles tingle with delight--it indicates a
potential deadly target area, beloved friends and relatives in Southern California coastal areas.)

WASHINGTON D.C. AREA AND LOS ANGELES/ORANGE COUNTY
In 1980, Washington, D.C., Montgomery County, Fairfax County, and Prince George's County had
populations of 638,400, 579,100, 596,900, and 665,100 respectively, for a total of 2,479,500, or
about 1% of the US population. The corresponding surface areas are 63, 495, 393, and 487 square
miles respectively. Therefore, the average population densities in these four regions are 10,100,
1,700, 1,500, and 1,400 persons per square mile.
Because most people within the three counties are concentrated in about one half of the areas, the
actual density is about 3000 persons per square mile, with densities approaching twice that, or 6000
per square mile, in a few localities. In Washington, D.C. itself, the additional increase in density
involves a little higher risk per shelter.
In order to kill everyone in the shelters, an area of about 700 square miles would need to be attacked
with about 2000 ground-burst explosions, on one city, Washington, D.C. and its suburbs, in order to
kill 1 % of your people. Those 2000 weapons represent 20 percent of the available Soviet arsenal.
On the other hand, only 10 to 15 explosions in the air would destroy the buildings in this entire area,
and would also kill nearly all of the people who were not inside shelters (which would be all at this
present writing).
Los Angeles County and Orange County had, in 1980, populations of 7,477.400 and 1,932900
(remember: nine years ago), and areas of 4,070 and 798 square miles respectively. The
corresponding densities are 1,800 and 2,400 persons per square mile. Those people are, for the most
part, concentrated in one-half of Los Angeles County and two-thirds of Orange County, so that the
effective density is about 4000 persons per square mile in a 2,500 square mile region that contains
4% of the US population.
Would the Soviets deliver 60 percent of their entire nuclear arsenal on these two counties alone, just
to kill all of these people in their shelters? Or would they prefer to use only about one percent of
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their weapons on these two counties, in order to destroy most of the buildings and kill those people
who are not in shelters? We think the answer is obvious. The shelters will survive.
These examples are applicable to most of the U.S. Most of you live in areas like these, or in areas
where the population density is lower, and which would be therefore even more safe from Soviet
attack if you had blast shelters available.
There is one notable exception: New York City--Manhattan Island, Brooklyn, Bronx, and Queens-contains 6,700,000 people living at densities of 64,900, 31,900, and 27,800, and 17,500 persons per
square mile respectively. The area is only 242 square miles. These people could be killed by 500
Soviet nuclear weapons even if they were in the proposed shelters. As improbable as this may seem
to us, it is unwise to trust so many lives to the rationality of an evil and irrational opponent. The
obvious solution is to build better, deeper shelters and perhaps even tunnels in New York and its
suburbs. There are very few equally heavy population densities in the United States, so they do not
markedly change the overall program, even if special provisions must be made for them. (Could be
why Mr. Nostrodamus saw the rockets firing into New York, however? Pause for thought--by the
way, one of the Italian volcano’s is in eruption today--has anyone noted? Further, do any of you
place significance upon it?)

HIGH POPULATION AREAS MOST VULNERABLE
High population centers are also the most vulnerable to the possibility of a single nuclear explosion
(and it would probably be a ground-burst) by terrorists. Potential immediate civilian casualties from
such an explosion could be hundreds of thousands, with over a million killed by fallout. However,
with shelters and with just 15 minutes warning (perhaps from a ransom demand), the immediate
casualties could be reduced to a few thousand. Fallout casualties, even with no warning from the
terrorists, would be completely eliminated. People would enter the shelters when they heard the
explosion or were alerted by the authorities.
The high-quality blast protection of properly designed shelters limits the killing radius of nuclear
weapons to such a great extent that it would be impossible for the Soviets, even with their huge
first-strike genocidal weapons inventory, to kill more than 10 percent of the American people if they
were in those shelters, and the shelters were installed at your current living density. This fact is not
compromised by the very high shelter occupancy rates which you recommend herein, in order to
bring the overall cost within currently realistic boundaries. After a minimum number of shelters are
installed, guaranteeing that your children can survive, and your soldiers and you, yourselves, can
survive, you can always install more shelters to lower the occupancy and increase your comfort.
***I WILL GUARANTEE THAT YOUR GOVERNMENT WILL END UP PLEDGING MORE
IN SUBSIDIES AND BUSINESS LOANS (NOT EVEN CONSIDERING BUSINESS
EXCHANGE) TO RUSSIA AND COMMUNIST COUNTRIES THAN DOUBLE THE COST OF
A SURVIVAL SYSTEM.--IN YOUR VERY NEAR FUTURE. Ashtar. You, dear ones, are the
dead men in the game.***

SHELTER DESIGN
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Immediately after the first atomic bombs were exploded over Japan in 1945, scientists in the US,
including many who had helped build the bombs, began work on defense against nuclear weapons
and particularly civilian defense. As soon as sufficient weapons were available, various tests of
shelters were conducted with nuclear weapons. These direct tests and experiments came to an end
with the test-ban treaties, treaties which have proved far more valuable to Soviet tyranny than to
freedom. Since that time, occasional experiments have been carried out with chemical explosives
that provide scaled-down models of some nuclear weapons effects. The largest of those tests
conducted in 1985 and scheduled again for mid-1987 utilized 4 kilotons of explosives which
simulated the blast wave of an 8-kiloton ground-burst nuclear weapon. The Hiroshima and Nagasaki
explosions were air bursts of 12 and 22 kilotons, respectively.
Since protection by buried shelters proved relatively simple, most research since the 1950's has been
directed at the problem of reducing cost through engineering innovations. There was an especially
large amount of this research carried out in the early 1960's at President Kennedy's order. He
ordered this work preparatory to building a national shelter system. This system, which was
abandoned after his death, is needed far more urgently today than it was in 1961, when Kennedy
concluded that it should be built. If the American people remain unsheltered and therefore perish,
Kennedy's murder in Dallas will prove to be an historical event which led step by step to the
destruction of the free world.

REGARDING JOHN KENNEDY'S ASSASSINATION
MY PEOPLE ALREADY KNOW THAT WHICH I AM ABOUT TO SAY--I ASK THAT ALL
OF THE REST OF YOU REFER TO SPACE-GATE. THE VEIL REMOVED. I TELL YOU, AND
IT IS WELL KNOWN IN THE CIRCLES OF GOVERNMENT; MR. KENNEDY WAS KILLED
BY HIS SECRET SERVICE GUARD WHO DROVE THE DEATH VEHICLE. THIS VERY
PROJECT OF PROTECTION OF THE PEOPLE WAS A MAJOR REASON FOR THE
MURDER. YOU, AS CITIZENS, HAVE NO COMPREHENSION OF THE PLIGHT YOU ARE
NOW WITHIN. YOU HAD BEST BE ASKING GOD FOR ALL THE INSIGHT YOU CAN
RECEIVE--IT MOST SURELY IS TIME TO BARGAIN WITH GOD, DEAR BROTHERS. IT IS
ALSO TIME MY OWN ONES WORK HARDER AND MORE CAREFULLY IN THE
PROTECTIONS OF OUR BELOVED SCRIBES AND RECEIVERS. THIS IS BEYOND
INTERNATIONAL INTRIGUE; YOU ARE BOUND INTO INTERGALACTIC, INTRACOSMIC
INTRIGUE OF A PLANET AND CIVILIZATION IN TRANSITION--HOW CAN I MAKE YOU
HEAR ME? PLEASE, I PETITION YOU, HOW CAN I MAKE YOU HEAR ME? YES, JOHN
KENNEDY WAS A MEMBER OF ALL THE SECRET ORGANIZATIONS WHICH ARE
EXPOSED, BUT HE SAW WHAT WAS COMING DOWN AND THE GAME CEASED TO BE
A GAME FOR HIM; WHEN IT DID--HE WAS MURDERED--THEY PLAY REALLY NASTY
AND DEADLY GAMES!

OAK RIDGE INFORMATION
There are several thousand research reports and primary scientific articles which are relevant to
blast shelter protection from nuclear weapons. In February 1986, the Emergency Technology
Library at Oak Ridge National Laboratory contained a subsection of about 1,000 of those articles.
Those 1,000 articles formed most of the primary research material from which was selected a single
standardized shelter design for these documents. This design is quite similar to a standardized
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design which is under development by the scientists at Oak Ridge and to designs which have been
repeatedly proposed by engineers and scientists over the past 30 years.

EARTH ARCHING PHENOMENON
When a steel tank, much like a large fuel tank or a large road culvert with sealed ends, is buried
under sufficient granular soil and subjected to the high pressures of a nuclear explosion, the sides of
the tank yield slightly, and the earth compresses to form a protective arch over the tank. The tank
must be strong and flexible. In this way, the strength of re-enforced concrete can be duplicated by a
low-cost, lightweight structure. Since the soil also provides and inexpensive massive radiation
shield, this is an ideal solution to low-cost blast and radiation protection. Better even, would be
compressed "shan-stone" underground arched shelters, but we will continue to utilize the standard
scheme outlined in the good doctors' book, and save fragmentation distracters.
In order for earth arching to protect the tank from the blast, the tank must not be buried below the
water table. There are several means of avoiding this problem in locations where the water table
cannot be avoided. One Simple method is to install the tank as usual, and surround it with reinforced
concrete to provide the extra strength required.
The shelter discussed herein is a tank made of 1/4 inch thick steel. The tank is 11 and one half feet
in diameter and 40 feet long. It is small enough to be transported by truck to the desired location. 75
percent of the tank is designated for living space and 25 percent for storage and common apparatus
and facilities.
There is a cost summary at the end of this chapter, based on such a tank structure, as well as a space
per occupant summary. The tanks need to be buried with about 10 feet of soil over the top. Tank
shelters of this size can be entirely manufactured and equipped in existing metal-fabricating shops
and delivered on trucks in complete, functional condition to the installation sites.
An earth moving machine, usually either a large backhoe or a medium size dragline, digs the hole
and lowers the shelter into it. The entryways are then either bolted or welded on, and the dirt is
replaced. In some cases, where the dirt is poorly suited to earth arching, road gravel would be used
as back fill instead of the original soil.
Entry to the shelter is from each end through tubular entries designed with two right-angle turns that
will decrease reflected radiation entry. There is an illustration at the end of this chapter. One entry is
vertical with a ladder. The other is angled with a slide for rapid entry. This entry works like the
tubular fire escapes that were popular in multiple story public schools in the past, or like and airline
escape slide. The two entries give safety in case one should be plugged with rubble, and the slide
entry allows for very rapid entrance in case of emergency or handicapped persons. We will enlarge
upon entry systems to help you with entry covers which will withstand rubble bombardment-you
need a sure survival, not both doorways in blockage which is very likely in such a small area. You
must have a long entry tunnel into at least one of the entrances.
These entries also serve as ventilation shafts through smaller tubes that join them and connect with
the ground surface. The ventilation shafts have blast valves that close automatically when hit by a
bomb blast wave. The entries themselves have steel blast doors which are locked mechanically after
the people have entered. These parts of the shelter are designed for maximum simplicity as is most
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of the other shelter equipment. It is important to understand that nuclear explosions are hard on
shelters. If some part won't work after it is banged around, bent out of shape, and generally
mistreated, then you don't want it on your shelter.
Nuclear explosion blast is an especially impressive phenomenon, Imagine a force that can actually
compress the surface of the ground by as much as a foot. The blast doors are flush with the ground
to avoid reflected pressure and flying objects. They are backed by large concrete collars which
transfer the blast load to the ground rather than to the shelter where it could crush or bend the steel
shell.
Once inside the shelter, air for breathing, water for drinking, and a mechanism for cooling to
remove metabolic heat (especially in a crowded shelter or a warm climate) are the most immediate
needs.

VENTILATION AND COOLING
Air can be supplied from outside air with special precautions to avoid contamination with fallout,
chemical, or biological warfare agents. Each shelter is therefore equipped with two air passages,
dust filters (in the entryways where the accumulation of some fallout radiation will not harm shelter
occupants), and specialized filters to remove dangerous chemical and biological agents. These
filters are delicate, so blast valves are installed to protect the filters.
As a backup to this system, and also for use during periods of very high external danger, such as
during the attack itself, each shelter contains stored oxygen and carbon dioxide-removal chemicals
sufficient to supply the occupants for two days-more if in higher risk areas. This means that the
shelter can be closed completely if necessary. Test equipment for monitoring oxygen, carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, temperature, and absolute pressure levels is also provided. Additional
days of air supply can be provided at a cost of about $12 per person per day.
The best supply of safe water is from a well. This is the source which was utilized in most German
bunkers. A well is also required under Soviet shelters. With a well, water is plentiful for personal
hygiene as well as simple drinking requirements. Manual pumping must be available and is
relatively easily accomplished.
As a backup in case the well is lost to ground motion or contamination, each shelter must store the
drinking water required for life for all of the occupants for a period of two weeks. Excellent
modular containers have been developed for this purpose. These have the advantage that they can be
stacked in the entryways during long term occupancy in order to further reduce radiation levels.
Cooling is extremely important. Depending upon climate and time of year, these shelters could be
occupied by 20 or so people whose metabolic heat can be removed by the walls and earth
surrounding the shelter. If the shelter were not cooled, however, at the design occupancy of 150
persons, the occupants would eventually die from thermal effects and would be very uncomfortable
within a short time.
The shelter, therefore, has two entirely redundant cooling systems. This reduces risk to those inside.
First, there is air cooling. Outside air is pumped through the filters and the shelter in much greater
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amounts than are needed for breathing. The air carries away metabolic heat. The air pumps are
redundant, so that in the case of failure of the electricity, manual air pumps can be used.
After the attack, there would be no electricity other than battery power for lights, radios, and meters.
Power could be supplied by an emergency generator. An emergency generator, however, is not
included in this austere design. Bicycle-type air pumps where the wheels are actually fans have been
developed for shelters. The shelter occupants would take turns peddling the pumps.
Second, there is water cooling. Shelter occupants would also take turns on the floor-mounted
manual water pumps. The shelter well system is connected to copper cooling coils that cool the
shelter with well water. Coating with well water permits operation of the shelter in a completely
closed configuration, and it also backs up the air cooling system.
With air, water, and cooling provided, and the survival of the occupants assured, the shelter then
provides human comfort items.
Let us have a break please, Dharma. You continue to be distressed over attacks upon us as your
sibors. Do not anguish over it; it is simply that ones cannot come into full belief of us with whom
you write. Somehow it is too much to accept the highest universal energies, but you most surely do
not need tend of it, little one. All men have the right unto their own choices, however, he who
cannot come into belief and carry a magnificent impact upon the human masses will of necessity be
overpassed. The world must come into truth and I am quite sure God and Sananda can do without
instructions on behavior. The listings in the document already sent forth have done most of their
work, so most of the questionable ones can be removed. Many were placed in the protected list to
simply preserve their lives from their own kind and to call their hand. They would not wish to be
listed on our protection list, not being of us. It was a necessary ploy and has most certainly served
its purpose, starting with Mr. Cooper. It is very dangerous to be on our list if you are actually of the
dark side-the dark brothers will wipe you away and will not wait for the asking and the answers. So
be it. Let us have a brief respite.
Ashtar to stand-by. Salu
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CHAPTER 17
REC #3

ASHTAR

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1989 8:00 P.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 028

Thank you for joining me. We will not work late, only until we can finish tomorrow in relative ease.
Ashtar present.

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
The toilets and sinks are built into the well water system which provides sewage removal and a
surplus of water for hygiene. In case of loss of the well system, the toilets are provided with simple
storage containers for waste.
A battery power system, recharged in peacetime from electric utilities, runs lights and provides
electricity for other purposes as is done in recreational vehicles. Batteries sufficient for radios and
emergency lighting at low levels for long duration are provided. There are a few electronic items
that need to be in each shelter in advance. Most important are dosimeters to measure the
accumulated radiation dose of each occupant and survey meters to measure the current radiation rate
at any location. These will include external probes for measurements outside the shelter as well as
inside of it.
In addition, each shelter will have several pocket-sized, two-way, shortwave FM radios which allow
communication between all shelters within a ten mile radius. These are portable for use outside after
the attack as well. Radio receivers of the more usual kind will allow you to listen for information
from a greater distance.
The radios and meters need to be protected from EMP which could destroy their circuits. Since the
shelters themselves are what scientists call Faraday cages, they provide electronic shielding that
protects the equipment as long as it is not tied to an outside antenna or probe. The antenna or probe
must be reconnected after the attack has ceased. Several FM radios would be present in each shelter
for redundancy and for post-attack communications.
Since the shelter is cylindrical, a flat floor is installed. The space under the floor is used for storage.
Furniture is among the items stored there. The shelter is furnished entirely with hammock type
chairs, and hammocks for sleeping. These hammocks are suspended from the ceiling by flexible
cords. They are not installed until the shelter is actually occupied.
Cloth hammock furniture has several advantages. First, it is easily stored and inexpensive. Second,
it is soft. If some people should love their balance and fall there will be no edges of fixed furniture
to cause injuries, If nuclear weapons explode near the shelter, the suspension cords will absorb part
of the shock of shelter motion. In addition, occupancy experiments have shown that hammock
furniture is a space efficient means of providing comfort to shelter occupants.
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Stored with the hammocks will be gas masks and protective clothing fur use in case shelter
occupants should need to leave the shelter for any reason. Fire extinguishers, hand tools, a cutting
torch, and related items will be stored there, too.
The shelter medical kit and emergency library is important. The medical kit will contain the usual
first aid items and also some special items which should be used by trained physicians. If no
physician is available, however, trained medics assigned to the shelters or even untrained
individuals guided by the shelter library will be responsible for health care.
The shelter library would contain medical books, survival books, nutrition books, instruction books
covering the various equipment and contingencies, and Bibles or spiritual books that ones can
utilize to find spiritual comfort.
Each unoccupied shelter would be equipped with an electronic surveillance system, so that local
police will be notified of intruders. This need arises because the shelters can never be locked. In
case of emergency, we cannot permit delays that might be associated with unlocking shelters. The
surveillance system will deter vandals and notify the authorities about any intrusion which may
have caused damage. Penalties for vandalizing shelters or stealing equipment from them must be
very tough. Such crimes threaten the survival of the country.

MAINTENANCE
Maintenance vans that test the shelter's various systems and assure that all is in good order will visit
each shelter routinely at 18 month intervals. This continuing maintenance will cost about $2 per
person sheltered, per year. The surveillance system will require about $1 per person sheltered per
year for monitoring cost. Overall, we estimate that the maintenance, monitoring, and repair costs of
the nationwide shelter system would be about $5 per person sheltered, per year.

SOVIETS AND SWISS USE MILITARY
The Soviets have a large branch of their military with the sole job of providing civil defense-as do
the Swiss. In the Soviet case, 10,000 full-time professionals are supplemented by millions of civil
defense reservists and a national requirement that everyone, even grade school children, receive
extensive civil defense instruction every year.
These large personnel commitments are very valuable, as are the facilities provided--facilities that
cost two to ten times more than those that you would utilize. In the American shelters, it will be
crowded, it will be uncomfortable, and, without a large army of civil defense professionals, it will
also be amateur night-but you will survive.
Actually, when the shelters are installed, the local communities should organize their use.
Community disaster organizations do not need to be provided by the federal government. Nuclear
war, however, requires the initial special technology that Congress must provide. Give the
American people blast shelters, and they will read the instruction books themselves.
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CHAPTER 18
REC #1

ASHTAR

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1989 7:45 A.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 029

BULLETINS, NOT NOVELS
Ashtar present. Greetings. I believe that we can finish most of the topic of shelters today, as to
general instructions. There are some updates and responses to inquiries regarding quite a few things
that Commander Hatonn, Sananda and myself will entertain later, for the Forward or Epilog. These
publications are bulletins, friends, not novels for entertainment purposes. Content, nor changes of
content, will not be reflected by any Earth person's opinion--our purpose is truth, and if you find it
distasteful, you had best re-look at credentials, source of input and verify the facts according to your
own human writers.
We are utilizing these documents as a means of pulling into public exposure ones who are feeding
off of your vulnerability, spreading lies regarding your space brothers and covering up further, for
your grossest enemies, your own government's secret doings. A “little exposure" is a most terrible
thing, for you are sucked into the trap and then will believe any of the false conclusions drawn by an
author. Satanic material always bears some truth, or pretends the labels and truth, in his falseness--it
is the very mark of the beast. You must use discernment.
These are the reasons, however, that our scribes for this material are so well tended. Please, ye ones
who are true brethren, protect these ones who receive of us for they are in such danger. Yet, they are
of the most trusting and open for they cannot imagine that man can work in evil ways. Please,
simply utilize discretion.

ATTEMPT ON THE LIFE OF THE SCRIBE
An attempt was made this very weekend past, on Sananda's most cherished receiver, through drug
dosement, by one who pretends to be her most devoted family of friends. We make no effort to keep
that one, receiver, in secret as she speaks for Sananda and is ninety years of age. She is well known
about your place as Thedra and in this instance, publicity is far more effective than secrecy. The one
who attempted upon her life is a marked man! Whether or not these attempts are carried forth in
unknowing, or in full intent (which we concur this was), it must be a full lesson for all who even
contact this man for he is death unto you. You who would jeopardize our work and find yourselves
in indiscretion had better carefully study these words for it has all but cost you a dear, dear friend
and a major setback to your work for this transition period of bringing truth into public light.
The effort is to silence the truth before it can be spread forth. It is too late, but we will protect our
writers. Just as with Thedra we have no intention of allowing these ones to pass from your
dimension prematurely. Believe me, they would, rather come home. For the most part, you are most
unpleasant beings to live among. So be it; we are in preparation for what you call Armageddon and
an earth transition into fourth dimensional recovery. Our commitment is to bring forth truth for your
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enlightenment that you can make your choices of divine base in knowledge. Beyond that, dear ones,
is your business. We will fulfill our portion, it is up to you what you do with the information.
YOU CAN EITHER USE IT, ACT, AND SAVE YOUR CIVILIZATION OR YOU MAY CAST
IT ASIDE AND FALL TO YOUR ENEMY----FOR THAT PARTICULAR ENEMY WILL FALL!
Let us continue with bomb shelters, chela.

STORAGE FOR POST-ATTACK RECOVERY
The deterrent effect of your prayers, your shelters, your demonstrated will to resist, and your
eventual anti-missile defense may allow you to avoid attack. If, however, you are still attacked
(which you will be to some large extent), your shelters will save your lives and give you a fighting
chance to save your families and your civilization. In order to increase that chance, there are things
that you must have available for use when you emerge from the shelters. The better you are
prepared, the easier recovery will be. There will be a period of time in which we will not be able to
attend you ones; while things are settling into place. There will be a period of time whereby our
presence will only bring greater hazard to you. You will need to come forth from the earth and
begin to attend growing and above ground shelters and things of that nature. We are always going to
use "worst scenario" in most instances so that you are prepared.
Near each set of ten shelters that house a total of 10 x 150 (1500 people) will be additional steel
tanks that have been buried in a manner similar to the shelters themselves. These large tanks and
their contents will cost about $150,000 per set to buy and install. This will drop drastically when
you have earth compression machinery available for you will not be utilizing the same type of life
sustaining systems.
The primary item in the tanks will be food--a year's supply minimum, for each person. This would
not be "camping type" items or sterno stoves to cook on. That is wondrous survival material, but not
sufficient for long term living. It is also quite expensive for extended use and could only be supplied
if you have a more luxury-type shelter and preparation system. Otherwise it would be wondrously
suitable. These things, however, will only be available to you if you can convince your government
that you are each worth as much as a Swiss, Russian or Chinese citizen. (That means you voters
must decide that you are worth that much, and you then must convey your estimate to your elected
representatives in Washington----remember he too needs a place to save his own assets.)
These additional tanks will contain bulk grain, beans and corn right out of the farm bins and grain
elevators in the United States. We can further instruct you as to how to dig storage holes within the
earth for storage as was done by your native Indians and your ancient Egyptians that lasted for
thousands and thousands of years most efficiently--all you need do is "remember".
These items, in combination with some other essentials such as vegetable oils, salt and essential
nutrient supplements, will keep you alive and well-fed for a full year. You must be prepared to store
great quantities of lentils, sprout seeds, grains and a great quantity of algae product (spirolina,
chlorella, blue-green, etc.). There are ways of preparing such rations that are most palatable and
nutritious. You will want, therefore, to have plenty of additional items such as flavorings, (i.e.
smoke, peppers) and a quantity of dried onion and garlic (these also add great health benefit to a
basic food).
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In most regions, with the lives of the people saved, normal food supplies will begin to be restored in
less than a year. However, you must know that in areas where there is growing only with irrigation
from canals, you will require longer for you will need restore your water supply. Further, you might
well find your irrigation waters contaminated. If the bombs don't take your major dams, the
forthcoming triggered earthquakes will----your major dam system is targeted for ground-burst
effectiveness. You will need to store abundant well digging machinery and be prepared to turn to
personal or community gardens. Community projects are preferable, for man can do nicely if he is
not isolated and all are working together for a cause--especially if the cause is survival of family and
friends. "Community" will become the greatest joy to return unto you.
For assurance that all ones can remain well fed, regardless of the damage and restoration time of
your food production, storage, and transportation systems, you must have plenty of stored food
available. If you stop allowing your crops to be shipped abroad, or burned, or subsidized for "not
growing", you will not only have created income again for your farmers, but you will have created a
need for the over-abundance. THIS IS THAT UPON WHICH YOUR NATION WAS FOUNDED-NOT UPON THAT WHICH YOU HAVE BECOME THROUGH THE DESTRUCTION BY
THOSE WHO CONTROL YOU. You sold (“gave away at low-interest loans") the Soviets the grain
that they needed FOR THEIR CIVIL DEFENSE STORAGE SUPPLIES. COULD YOU NOT DO
THE SAME FOR YOURSELVES?
THE REQUIRED GRAIN, BEANS, AND CORN ARE ALREADY AVAILABLE IN YOUR
GOVERNMENT-FINANCED FARM SURPLUS STORAGE.
A little old ex-convict named "Joseph" convinced Egypt's Pharaoh of the wisdom of such a food
storage program. Can't a nation of American voters demand their representatives have and utilize
such wisdom? Or have you convinced yourselves of your own unworthiness to the extent that you
feel you deserve death at the hand of your enemy?
In addition to food, your storage module must contain medical supplies and equipment for use by
professional physicians. Medicines which can only be produced by high technology will have a high
priority.
Tools will be mandatory. The emphasis would be on agricultural and carpentry tools, and on tools
required for the repair of industrial machinery. These will be primarily hand tools and simple items
that will aid in the bootstrap procedure of restoring your productive economy.
The rubble will contain a great amount of partially damaged and undamaged items that you can use
to rebuild. Except in areas of high density frame construction, most of the rubble will be untouched
by fire and will be of substantial value.
Seeds will also be stored in this module. The food storage itself will provide seeds for mass
production of staples and the addition of non-hybrid seeds will serve as insurance of that. (Crops
grown from hybrid seeds do not produce seeds for the next planting that can produce a high-quality
crop. They are one-shot, one-planting, high-yield seeds. There may be no hybrid seed producers
around to produce seeds for the post-attack crop.) In addition, you need vegetable seeds, and the
means to re-establish your agriculture on a local level. In time, this local food production will be
replaced by the restoration of your farms and distribution economy, but each group of shelters
should have the ability to provide for itself in the meantime.
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In addition, the tank will contain individual face masks with filters and protective clothing to resist
chemical and biological warfare agents and test kits to identify those risks. These are in addition to
those in the primary shelters themselves.
Now the "not so nice to think about" things. You must have items and instruction materials
necessary to recharge and repair the primary shelters, so that you can be ready in case you are
attacked again with weapons of mass destruction. This is most likely whether or not you like to
confront it. You are going to have a world in conflagration and further, you will have a world itself,
in upheaval. There will be volcanic eruptions and subsequent fallout, all manner of natural disasters
to deal with and thus and so. Your shelters must be kept in superb repair. You should also have
seeds, etc., stored in case of lost growing seasons and crop destruction. Count on three to six terrible
years and you will be pretty well covered.
It is true that you could rebuild from the rubble alone; that you could forage for food in the rubble
and participate in heroic scenarios to transport food from wrecked storage facilities; and that you
could rebuild your industry from the tools available in areas that are not bombed and from facilities
that have been hardened to protect tools from damage. Uniform success at those efforts throughout
your damaged country, without substantial suffering and loss of life is unlikely, however, unless you
store post-attack supplies near your shelters. These other things will be utilized also, but they are
most undependable and any salvage will be your cake frosting.
Those facilities will allow you to rebuild much more quickly and to be strong enough to continue
your defense. Therefore, you should choose to spend the additional $100 on post attack provisions
rather than upon additional comfort during the relatively short stay in the shelters.

RADIATION AND FALLOUT
Nuclear radiation is always with you. Low levels of radiation are contained in the air you breathe,
the walls and floors of your homes, most of things you use, and the substances of which your own
bodies arc constructed. Most of that radiation comes from the disintegration of unstable atomic
nuclei or from radiation that hits the earth from outer space, cosmic radiation (which you will learn
to harness).
The most penetrating radiation is called gamma radiation. It, along with the less penetrating alpha
and beta radiation, bombards your bodies continuously.
Every minute, approximately 7000 particles of background radiation penetrate the average person's
body. Of those, about 4000 particles of radiation hit the person's tissues and do damage, while about
3000 go on through without impact. In addition, about 40 atoms within the body itself decay every
minute. Their radiation damages the tissues in which they are contained.
Some activities increase your exposure. For example, the radiation at high altitude in a passenger
airplane is about 40 times as great as at sea level, or about 300,00 particles per minute per person.
This radiation is as natural to your environment as sunlight or rain. Your bodies have mechanisms to
repair the damage, and, in some ways, the background nuclear radiation may actually help to
improve your health.
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If, however, nuclear radiation hits you in much greater quantities than are usual (heavy fallout from
a nuclear weapon could increase the dose rate by 10 million-fold or more), your bodies' repair
mechanisms would be overwhelmed so severely that you would become ill and might even die.
Your bodies can continuously tolerate, without illness, about 10,000 times the normal background
dose. You can tolerate 50,000 times the normal dose for a one-week period, providing your bodies
have ample opportunity for several weeks of rest and repair before such a dosage is repeated. About
15 percent of the damage is repaired per week. You can even tolerate 10,000,000 (ten million) times
the normal background dose for a one or two-hour period. This dose would, however, use up all of
your radiation tolerance for the following several weeks.
The unstable atoms in fallout that produce high radiation levels do so because they decay very
rapidly. They decay so rapidly that, within two weeks, the number of these atoms and the radiation
which they produce is 1,000 times less than it was one hour after the nuclear explosion which
produced the unstable atoms. Much false information has been fed to you to cause you to feel
helpless and forfeit your survival capabilities. If you are convinced you won't survive you will not
demand shelters--SO WHICH DO YOU THINK IT HAS BEEN?
Clearly. if you just keep away from the radiation for a while, the passage of time eliminates its
threat. By putting distance and the mass of radiation barrier like dirt or concrete between yourselves
and the radiation, you become quite safe from harm. This is not the same type of long-lived
radiation hazard as with nuclear power production waste cores which continue to produce radiation
in tremendous amounts for hundreds of thousands of years--stay on the topic; we are speaking of
nuclear "bombs".
Most explosions in a nuclear war will probably be air bursts. In air bursts, the nuclear fireball does
not touch the ground. These, like the air-burst explosions at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, will not
produce fallout. Some explosions, however, would occur on or near the ground. The dust, dirt and
rock sucked up by these explosions would become radioactive, drift with the wind, and settle down
upon the countryside.
Some places would have none of the fallout, and some others would have so little that it would pose
no threat to health or life. In other places, however, the fallout would be so extensive that people
would need to stay sheltered until the radiation decays. The wind direction could be carefully
checked to anticipate fallout danger to a great extent; that, and the size of the debris cloud.
This, of course, means that some people would need to spend a portion of every day in complete
shelter; some would need continuous shelter for a few days and then shelter a portion of each day
after that; and, in the worst case, some" people would need continuous shelter for up to two weeks.
Since this is all unpredictable, all shelters must be fully equipped.
Shelter from fallout would often be available outside of the blast shelters themselves. In case it isn't
available, or if it has been destroyed by the blast itself, each shelter must have those life-support
capabilities for a full two weeks.
Some people try to guess where the bombs will fall and which ones will be ground-bursts. In this
way, they try to lower shelter costs by providing shelter based upon their own theoretical estimates
or war games. This is a very dangerous procedure. Every American deserves and must have
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protection from the worst possible Soviet attack. Remember, your adversary will be counting on
you to be predicting his actions. You cannot predict what the detailed plan of attack would be-especially after they have observed your preparations.
If you all have two-week blast and radiation shelters, then in all probability, most of you would not
need to stay in the shelters for two weeks. If, of course, you don’t have the shelters, then your
enemies can design their attack to easily kill most of you.
Protection from nuclear radiation is as simple and straight-forward as protection from normal
sunburn by means of shade. Your “umbrellas" just have to be thicker. The peculiar properties of
nuclear radiation require only that the shading elements be several feet thick or compressed into a
dense form of the equivalent.
Protection from nuclear explosion blast is us straight-forward as protection from air-blast by the
windshield of your car (which causes an effective wind velocity of 50 to 60 miles per hour). The
enormous energy of the nuclear explosion blast requires, however, a much stronger windshield.
In order to scare the American people into inaction, and in order to promote certain special interest
political causes, many false statements have been made about the effects of low doses of nuclear
radiation. It is claimed, for instance, that legions of genetically ruined children will be born, and that
radiation will cause tens of millions of new cases of cancer. THESE STATEMENTS ARE
UNPRINCIPLED AND UNTRUE.
Even in a worst-case, all-out nuclear war, nuclear radiation would harm primarily those individuals
whose exposure exceeded their bodies short-term repair capabilities.
The increased low levels of radiation, to which survivors of the first few weeks would be exposed,
would do long-term harm to some people. That harm would, however, affect such a low percentage
of people that it would be largely unnoticed. There would be those ones in addition to a dead and
dying nation of people at any "unprotected" rate. They would find themselves in process of sickness
trying to bury the millions of dead and tending the dying-- not a pretty picture indeed.
It is absolutely essential that each American know the truth. You have been told LIES. Lies like
"nuclear winter" and "legions of mutant children from increased background radiation" have helped
to make you defenseless against enemy tyranny. War is horrible, but nuclear war will be much more
horrible if you fail to prepare for it. With the missile capability of your current time, there is no
escaping the probability of geographic involvement -- in any type of exchange. Further, IT WILL
BE NUCLEAR! Falsehoods about radiation that paralyze you with fear, and thereby diminish your
preparations, are deadly to you. That is why the Soviets have a small army of propaganda experts
whose job it is to spread fear and disinformation around the world. Sadly, too many well-meaning
and intelligent people, even scientists who have not specialized in radiation's biological effects, have
become accomplices of these Soviet disinformation specialists. They have been duped.
To be free from tyranny you must be free of misconceptions, especially misconceptions that have
been deliberately spread by people who do not want this nation defended from Soviet attack. You
must know the truth about your enemies and also about the technology with which they threaten
you.
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NOW, I WILL BLOW HOLES IN THESE DEAR ONES' SECURITY BLANKET. IN THE
EPILOG I WILL DISCUSS HOW THE PROBABILITIES FALL OUT AND WHY, IF YOU ACT,
YOU CAN DO IT. YOUR ENEMY IS RED CHINA; YOU AND RUSSIA ARE ALREADY
ALLIES. SO BE PREPARED TO CHANGE YOUR PERSPECTIVE---FURTHER, IT SHOULD
BE AN ASSET IN CONVINCING YOUR CONGRESSMEN. SO BE IT.
Dharma, a break please.
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CHAPTER 19
REC #2

ASHTAR

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1989 10:10 A.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 029

Thank you for the intermission. Ashtar returned and ready to resume transmission.

SELF-PROTECTION AND EXPEDIENT SHELTER
THE FACTS ARE:
1. THE NUCLEAR THREAT TO EACH INDIVIDUAL AMERICAN IS IMMEDIATE AND
SEVERE; NO MATTER WHOM THE ENEMY.
2. PROTECTION FROM THIS THREAT CAN OE PROVIDED BY KNOWN TECHNIQUES.
In view of these facts, there are two rational positions: a call for immediate national civil defense
and strategic defense deployment. Or a call for individually financed self-protection and expedient
shelter. These are respectively the optimistic and pessimistic positions.
Once you are sheltered in such manner, friends of Earth, we will show you how to protect
yourselves from all that comes after that. How to have livestock and place them in protection, etc.
But, you would continue to thrive in business and market exchange while you "wait".
You have a major market and economic collapse headed your way imminently--you must act
quickly and get your resources in hand for these installations. You must somehow interrupt the
massive flow of money leaving your country and lost to your banking system (see SPIRAL TO
ECONOMIC DISASTER) immediately. You will not have a base for anything very shortly. You
will, however, have it longer to some extent if you stop the outflow now. Further, if your economy
could be somewhat boosted by "production of goods" for your shelter system you might stave off
the monetary collapse a bit longer in order to get a foundation under you whereby, you can survive
that potential devastation and buy additional time. If you are to manage to survive as a nation and a
people, you must reclaim that which is yours. YOU CAN IF YOU CHOOSE TO DO SO.

OPTIMISTIC GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION
On the optimistic side, through enlightenment of your people and the intervention of We who are
sent forth from the outer cosmos, by God, your nation's voters can be convinced to get the
government to provide what is required for your defense instead of dribble it away to the corners of
the wind and for the elite traitors. With that defense, you will deter nuclear war. You might even
prevent it. If not, at least your civilization and your values will survive such an event. If, on the
other hand, one assumes that your government will continue to leave you defenseless and will not
be convinced to do otherwise, and if one assumes that nuclear war is inevitable and cannot be
deterred, then all that is left is pessimism and emergency self-help.
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SELF-HELP
By means of this approach, highly motivated individuals can save their own lives, at least for a short
period during and after a nuclear attack. Unfortunately, only a small fraction of your people are
likely to survive nuclear war through only self-protection unless you have massive and every
individual participation. Would it be hopeless? Perhaps, in that scenario, for your peoples are evil
infected, addicted as a whole and show very little potential to change unless mightily motivated.
Nevertheless, the authors felt they would not have completed their contribution without a few
paragraphs about a self-protection plan for civilians.
A family blast shelter along the lines described herein, can be constructed at a one-of-a-kind cost of
about $2,000 per person. (A lot less than the cost of a cheap auto.) It should be located under or very
near the family home. The protection and habitability requirements are, of course, qualitatively the
same as for the 150 person shelters. Crowded occupancy can be avoided in family shelters, which
should have at least 10 to 20 square feet per person. Additional protection can be provided by
locating the home itself in a remote, rural area.
This will require substantial commitments of time and money and perhaps I substantial alterations
in one's life.
It is important, however, not to make "survival" such a way of life that it detracts substantially from
one's quality of life. Investment in nuclear war survival should be like buying an insurance policy.
Spend the money, get the insurance, hope you'll not ever need it, then go on about your life.
But you must understand that there are great earth upheavals headed your way and you will need
these shelters. Also, if each family home has security facilities, it is so much more comfortable and
emotionally supportive for the family unit. Further, you will be prepared for any event that should
unexpectedly strike you of a natural disaster type manifestation.

LAST RESORT---DIG
If no community shelter and no personal family shelter is built prior to nuclear attack, then there is
still one last desperate action available to you. Procure a shovel, buy a copy of Cresson Kearny's
NUCLEAR WAR SURVIVAL SKILLS, and hope and pray that the enemy will be so foolish as to
give you 24 to 48 hours warning (well, hope your own government will is more appropriate), follow
the book's instruction, drive out into the country, and DIG.
Most of you won't make it.
For the million who might make it under such circumstances, however, the effort should provide
some additional months of hard life. Maybe you can even find a way to fit into the tyranny that will
come during the following years.
In any case, saved lives are saved lives, and the patriotic and dedicated scientists and engineers who
developed these expedient survival techniques can be justly proud that they did what they could to
save their country and at least a few of their countrymen. YOU CAN SAVE THE ENTIRE BUNCH
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OF YOU IF YOU WILL BUT GET UP, GET ANGRY AT THE RIGHT PEOPLE WHO ARE
RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR PLIGHT, AND GO TO WORK.

TARGETS
Lastly, let us speak of targets. The authors aim at the Soviets; it does not matter who might be your
enemy, all facts are appropriate-therefore Ashtar will refer to "enemy". Further, the book uses the
worst possible type of attack by your enemy.
1. Since your enemies are capable of this attack, you must be prepared for it.
2. The proposed shelter system will protect you even in the worst case scenario.
3. America will still be a very desirable place to live even following such an attack---------IF YOU
HAVE THE SHELTERS.
You must realize, however, that the nature of the enemy attack will be determined by your defenses.
The worst case attack will be used only if you build no defenses. If you build very good defenses,
they will not attack at all. This is true in general, and is also true of particular targets if an attack
comes.
For example, your homes will be targets only if you are inside of them. They want to kill you, not
destroy your houses as such. They want to claim your houses if at all possible. Your enemies are
extremely overcrowded in one instance, and short of housing in the other.
The enemy has large groups of scientists working on a crash program to develop biological
weapons. These weapons would have very little use against military targets. Their primary aim
would be the extermination of civilians without damage to civilian possessions like homes,
automobiles, and industrial tools. DO ANY OF YOU REMEMBER IRAQ THIS PAST YEAR?
Since America can only be defeated if the people of America are destroyed, the Soviets will attempt
to kill those people wherever they are found. If you are in your homes, your homes may be smashed
in order to kill you. If you are in shelters, then there would be no reason to destroy your property.
The best way to insure that any enemy attack would be limited to military targets, is to place your
civilians beyond the reach of enemy weapons.

PROBABLE ATTACK STRATEGY AND DETERRENT POSSIBILITIES
1. In your current, complete undefended condition.
The enemy attack would be a massive bombardment of your cities, towns, industry, and military
targets. Ground bursts would be used against military and civilian airports and missile silos.
Fallout from these ground bursts and the effects of the air burst attack on your civilians would kill at
least 80 percent of all of the American people.
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2. If you deploy passive defense in the form of shelters---NOW---!
The enemy attack might be deterred. If it came, it would be limited to ground bursts against airports
and missile silos and air bursts against other military targets.
3. If you deploy shelters and deploy off-the-shelf anti-aircraft and anti-missile technology ---NOW--!
The enemy attack would be deterred until they build offensive weapons that can penetrate your antiaircraft and anti-missile defenses.
4. If you deploy shelters, if you deploy off-the-shelf anti-aircraft
and anti-missile technology now, and proceed with a serious
program of advanced technology for strategic defense which is
deployed as it becomes available.
The enemy will probably never attack with nuclear weapons. War would only come by accident or
by terrible error. If, however, war did come, you would be quite safe. Even in an all out war, only a
few targets in America might be damaged as a result of occasional defense leakage or terrorist
infiltration.
In the age of biological weapons to come, your shelters would still help you. The filtered air and
button-up capability would allow you to wait out a biological attack and to subdivide yourselves
into one to two million separate biological targets. Impossible to get you all!
All we can do is assist in presenting the truths to you. What you do with the information is most
certainly up to you. YOU CAN SURVI VE NICELY TO HAVE A BIT OF A FUTURE;
WITHOUT CARE AND SHELTERING. YOU WILL NOT. JUST AS YOU WOULD PERISH, IF
YOU WENT UNCLOTHED INTO 50 DEGREE BELOW ZERO WEATHER--YOU ONLY
NEED TAKE THE PROPER PRECAUTIONS. NOW YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN THE FACTS.
CHECK THEM OUT FOR YOURSELVES, FROM YOUR OWN EARTH FACILITIES--YOU
HAVE BEEN DUPED, EARTH BROTHER, I WOULD THINK YOU MIGHT BE MOST
IRRITATED. SO BE IT AND SALU.

I AM COMMANDER ASHTAR
Let us close this portion, Dharma. I will return later to pen the addendums. Thank you most humbly
for the hours of work and time put into this document. Oh, would it be that thy brothers would hear
us and take action in their own behalf. Let it be, chela, for we do what we can and then man must
act for himself. Selah.
Out.
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SAMPLE LETTER
REC. #3, ASHTAR
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1989

9:40 A.M.

YEAR 3, DAY 030

SAMPLE LETTER FOR YOUR LOCAL, STATE AND NATIONAL POLITICAL LEADERS-SUPERVISORS, CITY/TOWN FATHERS, SENATORS, CONGRESSMEN AND
REPRESENTATIVES. PLEASE QUERY EACH AND ALL. ADDRESSES AND NAMES CAN BE
GOTTEN FROM YOUR LOCAL LIBRARY.
DATE……………………
Dear …………………..
I am extremely concerned about the lack of any civil defense or survival shelter systems for U.S.
citizens. Red China has a massive tunnel system, The Soviet Union has a massive system for which
we have supplied equipment and food, and even Switzerland has a massive one. We have nothing.
A nuclear attack can be safely survived if we but had a shelter system.
I request to know if you plan to support legislation for the immediate construction of a civil defense
shelter system along the lines described in the book SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
HELL, by Commander Ashtar; AMERICA WEST DISTRIBUTORS 6992 El Camino Real # 104335 Carlsbad, California 92009 and FIGHTING CHANCE, by Arthur Robinson and Gary North,
Oregon Institute of Science & Medicine, P.O. Box 1279, Cave Junction, OR. 97523. If you do, I
request any information as to how I might contribute service.
If you do not intend to create or support such legislation, I, as a citizen and your constituent,
demand to know why not. If your objection is that it costs too much, I would like to know which
programs you regard as more important than protecting the lives of this nation's population from
enemy attack. Without people, you will have no other projects to support at any cost. I demand
survival. The politicians and incompetent ones in control have now denied me, and my fellow
citizens, the very right to survival of life itself. I demand action in behalf of the populace of this
country.
I am eagerly awaiting an immediate response.
Sincerely yours,
Name ………………….
Address ……………………..
City /State/Zip …………………..
Telephone…………………….
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*********************

ORDERING INFORMATION

FIGHTING CHANCE
P.O. Box 1279
Cave Junction, Oregon 97523
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